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Abstract
The discovery of neutrino oscillations allows for new studies on charge-parity
(CP) violation in the neutrino sector. Such studies require detectors with high
calorimetric and spatial resolution. The Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber
(LArTPC) is a new detector technology with higher energy and spatial resolution
than previous neutrino detectors. The Liquid Argon In A Testbeam (LArIAT) exper-
iment is a research and development LArTPC for the next generation of detectors. In
this paper I present a methodology for measuring the pion Charge-Exchange (CEX)
cross section with the LArIAT detector. This methodology uses the theory of the
passage of particles through matter to identify particles in the liquid argon volume
via their dE/dx curves and uses boosted decision trees (BDT) to characterize de-
tector effects. This analysis reconstructs the invariant mass of pi0 decays in order to
identify CEX events and uses a pi− flux counting methodology to make a cross section
measurement.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation: Neutrino Oscillations
The recent discovery of neutrino oscillations [5] has opened a new window for
probing physics beyond the standard model. By making precision measurements
of the three known neutrino flavors over long baselines it is possible that a fourth
neutrino flavor may be discovered. This paper will comment on the potential of a
new technology, the Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC), to make the
precision measurements required to probe new physics in the neutrino sector.
Contemporary experiments are already constraining parameters of the three know
neutrinos [6] as well as constraining the parameter space for sterile neutrinos. How-
ever, detectors with higher spatial and calorimetric resolution will be able to produce
tighter constraints on these parameter spaces. The most promising technology is the
LArTPC. This technology allows for spatial resolution an order of magnitude smaller
than solid-target detectors, and near-full calorimetry for neutrino interactions within
their fiducial volume. The construction of LArTPCs is paramount to the future of
neutrino oscillation studies. By measuring a small channel of the pion cross section
using a small TPC I will demonstrate the ability of the technology to make precision
physics measurements.
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1.2 DUNE and the future of LArTPCs
The future of neutrino oscillation experiments is the LArTPC technology, and
DUNE is the flagship planned LArTPC experiment. DUNE is a 35-kiloton LArTPC
(contrast with LArIAT’s quarter-ton of active volume) that will be able to make
measurements with much greater statistics and calorimetry than LArIAT. The goal
of the LArIAT collaboration is to demonstrate the efficacy of this technology and
make physics measurements, which will have implications to the DUNE collaboration
and to what degree they will be able to constrain parameter spaces. For my work on
the DUNE prototype see appendix E.
2
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
The Standard Model of Particle Physics is one of the most successful theories
in the history of science. As is made clear in figure 2.11 it organizes particles to
fermions, or matter particles, and bosons, or force mediators. The 6 quarks (u,
c, t, d, s, and b in figure 2.1) compose mesons and hadrons, including protons,
neutrons and pions, while the leptons (the other 6 matter particles) exist freely.
There are additionally bosons that mediate the fundamental forces (strong, weak,
electromagnetic, and gravitational, and Higgs.)
Neutrinos are unique among standard model particles because they only partic-
ipate in the gravitational and weak interactions. They do not couple to photons or
gluons. This makes neutrinos extremely hard to detect, hence the size of modern
neutrino detectors.
2.2 Neutrino Oscillation
The groundbreaking observation that atmospheric neutrinos were changing their
flavor over a distance as they approached the Earth from the Sun earned the 2015
1Retrieved from www.symmetrymagazine.org
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Figure 2.1: The standard model of particle physics organizes particles into matter
(outer ring) and bosons (inner 5 particles.)
Nobel prize in physics[5]. This discovery has opened a new area of physics in neutrino
oscillation studies. Neutrino oscillations can be described as a probability for a neu-
trino to adopt a certain flavor as it moves through space (see figure 2.2). This again
makes neutrinos unique: their leptonic cousins the electron, muon, and tau main-
tain constant, non-oscillating flavor. By building detectors with high calorimetric
and particle identification capabilities, the high energy physics community can mea-
sure neutrino oscillation curves. Measurements of these curves may have far reaching
implications in modern physics for new particle searches and CP violation studies.
2.3 Neutrinos and Dark Matter
Dark Matter refers to a phenomenon that is experimentally observed but not
explained by the standard model. Observations of galaxies can measure the amount
of matter particles, but find that the answer is inconsistent with the speed of rotation
of the galaxy, a measure of the gravitation present. Several theories suggest that
4
Figure 2.2: An example probability distribution for an initial electron neutrino with
an energy of 1 GeV. Values within current limits are assumed for parameters including
mass splittings and phase differences that may have high uncertainty.
some other matter particles other than those in the Standard Model must be present.
These particles would couple very weakly (or not at all) to the Standard Model matter
particles but would provide the additional gravitation necessary to match observation
to prediction. These theorized other matter particles are referred to as “dark” matter.
The standard model admits matter particles that interact with all four funda-
mental forces (I am omitting the Higgs for this discussion): quarks; particles that
interact with three of the fundamental forces: the electron, muon, and tau; and par-
ticles that interact with only the weak force and gravity: neutrinos. This begs the
question: are there particles that interact with only the gravitational force? Such
particles would be prime candidates for dark matter because they would not interact
with ordinary matter in any way that contemporary particle physics experiments can
detect. However, one way that such a particle might be detected if it is a fourth
neutrino flavor.
If a fourth neutrino flavor exists it is likely a sterile neutrino, a particle that only
interacts with the gravitational force. This matches our description of dark matter.
5
However, if some of the dark matter particles are neutrinos, they would participate
in the phenomenon of neutrino oscillation. This could be detected in an experiment
if the oscillation probabilities in figure 2.2 adopted a small perturbation from a very
small fourth particle probability. This probability would be barely nonzero, but
would cause an extra amount of neutrino flavor disappearance that is unexplained
by the three flavor model. Therefore, precision measurements of neutrino oscillation
phenomena may partially answer the dark matter question.
2.4 Energy Deposition in Matter
An important theory in the practice of experimental particle physics is that
of energy deposition in matter. Particle physics experiments of any kind need some
mechanism by which to discriminate between various species of particles, and the
task is less straightforward for particles that share some properties (i.e. protons and
pions, which are both composed of quarks and interact with the same fundamental
forces.)
However, one way to discriminate between particles that interact via the same
forces is to examine their energy deposition in matter. Figure 2.3 shows a theoretical
stopping power (which is proportional to dE/dx) curve for muons. Different particles
had different curves, and these curves are well constrained by theory and experimen-
tal results. Measuring energy deposition and finding the derivative with respect to
a spatial coordinate requires high calorimetric and spatial resolution, which will be
provided by the LArTPC technology. Thus, provided the energy and spatial resolu-
tion of the detector is high, it is in principle possible to discriminate many particles
based on their dE/dx curves.
6
Figure 2.3: Stopping power as a function of particle energy for a muon[1].
2.5 Cross Sections
In this section I will outline the mathematics needed for a cross section mea-
surement. A cross section is the effective area of a particle, used as an analog for
the likeliness of a particle to interact. Neutrinos have tiny cross sections, and can
move through significant amounts of matter without interacting. Protons and other
hadronic particles have much larger cross sections, and generally travel on the order
of centimeters before interacting strongly in many forms of matter, including liquid
Argon. Theoretically, the only quantities needed to calculate a cross section are par-
ticle flux and target’s (in this analysis, nucleons) number density per unit area (nz ).
The probability of survival for a particle passing through matter in the z direction
is an exponential decay function (the more matter a particle moves through, the less
likely it is to survive):
PSurvival = e
−σnz (2.1)
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The probability of interacting is the probability that the particle does not survive:
PInteracting = 1− PSurvival (2.2)
and the empirical interaction probability is expressed as a counting measurement.
NInteracting
NIncident
= PInteracting = 1− eσnz (2.3)
Finally, a Taylor expansion is applied to the exponential,
PInteracting = 1− (1− σnz + ...) (2.4)
and the equation is solved for the energy dependent cross section measurement. Be-
cause the cross section is energy dependent I bin the Ninteracting and Nincident counts
by energy.
σ(E) ≈ 1
nz
NInteracting(E)
NIncident(E)
(2.5)
The particle flux is represented by a counting operation of the number of interacting
and incident particles, which will allow an experimental measurement technique to
be outlined in section 3.8.1.
2.6 Relativistic Mechanics
In order to measure a particular channel of a cross section I must identify inter-
actions in which a certain particle was produced. This is in addition to knowing the
species of particle that was incident and interacted. To achieve particle identification
I will use relativistic mechanics to reconstruct the particle’s invariant mass.
In the theory of special relativity a particle’s momentum is described by a 4-vector.
This vector is of the form
(E, ~p) (2.6)
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where ~p is the ordinary 3-dimensional spatial momentum with x, y, and z components,
E is the particle’s total energy, and I am using natural units where the speed of light
is set to 1. An important invariant quantity associated with the momentum 4-vector
is the invariant mass, given by the norm computed with the (+, -, -, -) metric:
m2 = E2 − |~p|2 (2.7)
this quantity is invariant, meaning it is unchanged under Lorentz transformations
between different reference frames. When a particle decays the 4-momentum is con-
served, so in order to calculate the mass of a decaying particle all I need to find
is the energy, direction, and momentum of each decay product. However, when a
decay product is known to be a photon (as in the pi0 decays under consideration in
this study), the problem is reduced because a photon has zero mass. By equation
2.7 it follows that the energy is precisely the magnitude of the momentum 3-vector.
Therefore for a photon the four vector is of the form:
(E,E × pˆ) (2.8)
reducing the problem to only the energy and direction of each photon decay product.
2.7 Machine Learning
Machine Learning is a current frontier in high energy physics analysis. When
used properly, machine learning provides a powerful toolkit to extract the maximum
information from a dataset. Machine learning is growing quickly in high energy
physics analysis, for instance in the NOvA experiment where it is used at a high level
to classify neutrino events and outperforms traditional reconstruction methods [7].
In this section I will outline the theory behind boosted decision trees, which will be
used in this analysis to augment a traditional reconstruction.
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2.7.1 Decision Trees
A decision tree is a learning algorithm that seeks to maximize information gain.
A decision tree is a hierarchy of nodes, each of which splits the data on one of the
variables avaliable at a certain value. Each node splits the data into two subsets and
then these subsets are split again in the next level down and so on. Because decision
trees have a finite depth and each node requires only a single numerical comparison
they can return decisions extremely quickly, as compared to some other machine
learning methods.
When the learning algorithm is deciding where to split a node it seeks to maximize
the information gain in the two new child nodes. The information gain is calculated
according to the formula [8]:
IG(Dp, f) = I(Dp)− Nleft
Np
I(Dleft)− Nright
Np
I(Dright) (2.9)
where Dp, Dleft, and Dright are the dataset of the parent, left and right node; Np, Nleft
and Nright are the number of data points in the sets, and I is the impurity metric of
a dataset. The information gain is the different between the impurity before the split
and the impurity after the split (weighted according to child node size.) There are
multiple choices for the impurity metric, which will be discussed in section 3.4.
2.7.2 Boosting
One shortcoming of decision trees is that they can be prone to over-fitting.
Over-fitting is the phenomenon where a machine learning method learns the training
data so well that it is fit to noise in the training set and performs much better on the
training set than on novel input data. One way that decision trees avoid this is by
limiting their depth. Without a limit on depth a decision tree might put each data
point into its own node and claim zero impurities, but this would not withstand a
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new input. Another method to reduce the tendency to over-fitting is boosting.
Boosting is an ensemble learning method, meaning it creates many decision trees
and combines the result of several trees in a forest. The boosting algorithm creates
an initial decision tree and then re-weights the events, giving more priority to events
that are misclassified in the first tree. This process is repeated and several successive
re-weightings are performed. Finally, all of the trees in the forest are weighted and
given a vote to the final classification [8] [9].
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Chapter 3
Experimental Technique
3.1 The LArIAT detector
3.1.1 The LArIAT TPC
Figure 3.1: The LArIAT TPC [2]
The Liquid Argon in a Testbeam (LArIAT) Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
(figure 3.1) is housed at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) test
beam facility. The chamber has two instrumented wire planes: the induction and
12
Property Value Property Value
length (x, drift direction) 47 cm Drift Velocity 1.59 mm/µs
length (y, vertical dimension) 40 cm Wire Pitch (induction) +60o
length (z, beam direction) 90 cm Wire Pitch (collection) -60o
Table 3.1: Geometry of the LArIAT detector
collection plane. Both planes see drift electrons ionized from Argon atoms by charged
particles moving within the TPC. Electrically neutral particles are not detectable in
this TPC. Precise trigger timing is achieved by the LArIAT beamline setup shown
in figure 3.3b, and allows for the measurement of drift time for ionization electrons,
which move opposite the electric field between the anode and cathode planes. With
a known trigger time, a known drift time, and a known constant drift velocity, a
drift distance can be projected from the anode plane. Thus, the LArIAT detector
has fully three-dimensional reconstruction capabilities for the motion of any charged
particle in the TPC. The ability of our detector to accurately reconstruct the motion
of charged particles is assessed in section 3.5.5. The limiting position resolution for
particles in the beam direction is 4.62 mm, and varies with the angle of the motion
relative to the pitch of the induction and collection wires.
Important geometric variables of the detector are summarized in table 3.1. It
is noteworthy that the LArIAT detector is so small, with its limiting dimension at
40 cm. Most particle physics experiments are on the order of tens of meters in size
in order to fully capture all of the energy of a particle. Many particle interactions
are not fully contained within the LArIAT detector, including some electromagnetic
showers, an important piece of this analysis.
Important properties of liquid Argon are summarized in table 3.2 [1]. This table
illustrates some of the difficulties of this analysis: the pion interaction length is longer
than the longest dimension of the TPC, so pion interactions might not occur until
near the back face of the TPC and not be fully contained (in fact, approximately
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Property Value
Density 1.40 g/cm−3
Boiling Point 87.30 K
Radiation Length 14.00 cm
Pion Interaction Length 106.7 cm
Table 3.2: Properties of liquid Argon
25% of incident pi− exit the rear of the LArIAT detector). Further, any interaction
that produces photons is at risk for poor containment because the photon radiation
length is on the order of magnitude of the transverse distance to TPC wall for a pion
on target. Photons tend to be ejected at an angle with a wide distribution, but some
photons may be nearly fully transverse to the pion momentum and move through only
20cm of liquid Argon before exiting the TPC. Some photons may therefore escape
the TPC without interacting in any way or be only partially contained.
3.1.2 The LArIAT Cryostat
As seen in table 3.2, the boiling point of Argon is low enough that cryogenic
temperatures are required to maintain a liquid state. The LArIAT cryostat and
filtration system are shown in figure 3.2 [2]. The right half of the diagram is the
cryostat, a vacuum-insulated cylindrical chamber that is just large enough to house
the TPC immersed in liquid Argon.
Furthermore, high purity is required in order to prevent drift electrons from being
captured. The left half of figure 3.2 shows the purity system. The choice of Argon is
partially for its full valance shell of electrons; Argon will not tend to capture a free
electron if one is nearby. Contrast this with oxygen, for example, which will tend to
accept a free electron. The purification system recycles the Argon and removes any
impurities that may cause signal attenuation via drift electron capture. In practice,
the full volume of Argon is recirculated every 7-8 days [2].
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Figure 3.2: The LArIAT cryostat and filtration system
3.1.3 The LArIAT Beamline
The testbeam is composed of a range of charged species seen in figure 3.3a.
Dipole magnets focus and bend the beam towards the TPC, as seen in figure 3.3b.
The Run II data consists of varying magnet currents (to vary incident particle mo-
mentum) and two magnet polarities, positive and negative, to focus positive and
negative species on the detector. Time of flight is calculated using an upstream and
downstream detector, while series of wire chambers (MWPCs) calculate the bend in
the beam from the magnets, yeilding a particle momentum. A combination of time
of flight and momentum information gives a particle identification for incident beam
particles. Knowledge of the species of the incident particle is critical to cross section
measurements, and existing code in the LArIAT codebase discriminates light particles
(pi/µ/e) from heavier particles (K/p).
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(a) Monte Carlo simulations on beam composition and data on beam
intensity
(b) The many detector devices of the LArIAT beamline
Figure 3.3: The LArIAT beam composition and beamline detectors
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3.2 The art Event Processing Framework
Now that I have discussed the hardware of the LArIAT detector, cryostat, and
beamline, I will introduce the software that I used to analyze data and simulations.
The central component of all software used was the art framework [10]. art is an
event-processing framework that defines a configurable work-flow, shown in figure
3.4. In LArIAT an event is a window in time that the detector electronics were read
out because certain thresholds were crossed that make this time window interesting
(the data aquisition was triggered). Simply put, an event is a particle interaction.
A central concept in art is that of modules. An art module is a series of operations
to be applied to an event. A module might be a producer, adding reconstructed data
structures like hits or tracks (see section 3.5), a filter, introducing control flow by
sending certain events to different modules downstream in the processing, or analyz-
ers, simply collecting data and observing events. As figure 3.4 shows, many modules
are typically executed in succession on a series of events. For every event the analyze,
produce, or filter method is called, and for certain events that terminate a run or
subrun (somewhat arbitrary distinctions that make the file sizes managable) other
methods can be called. Finally, once all of the events have been processed, clean up
methods are executed and art exits. In my analysis I wrote my own art modules and
used pre-existing modules.
3.3 Monte Carlo Production
The beginning of this analysis is in Monte Carlo (MC) production. This analysis
is investigating the behavior of pi±, which is well understood. The LArIAT collab-
oration makes use of Geant4 to perform MC simulations. Geant4 is “a toolkit for
the simulation of the passage of particles through matter” [11]. Geant4 is written in
17
Figure 3.4: The configurable art work-flow[3]
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C++ specifically for particle and nuclear physics applications. It makes use of the
most up-to date knowledge of physical processes and allows for user-defined detector
geometries. LArIAT has defined the TPC and cryostat in Geant4 so that we can
simulate a beam by shooting single particles at the cryostat in a “particle gun.” I
will use this particle gun and configure it to shoot various particles in a distribu-
tion of energies and directions to train my classification and cross section calculation
methodology.
3.3.1 The Fermilab Computing Grid
The Fermilab computing grid was an important resource that I took advantage
of in this analysis. The grid allows large simulated jobs to be completed. When I refer
to MC simulations, they were generated using the computing grid. In order to submit
a job to the computing grid I would write a .xml configuration file that pre-existing
programs would parse and turn into instructions for the MC simulation. Addition-
ally, I wrote .fcl configuration files (short for Fermilab Hierarchical Configuration
Language) that would specify the art modules and order of execution.
3.4 Boosted Decision Trees
Boosted decision trees (BDT) are one of the multivariate methods provided in
the ROOT TMVA package [9]. I will explain the BDT methodology in the context of
discriminating pions and electrons as is done in section 3.6. I additionally deployed
the BDT methodology in section 3.7.3 and the introduction here will be applicable
to both uses of the BDT method. I explored other multivariate methods, namely
a kNN algorithm and Probability Density Estimator Range-Search (PDERS), but
ultimately chose the decision tree for its high signal acceptance (it had the best ROC-
curve integral of the three) and its speed in classifying new input data. The TMVA
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implementation provides several options for the impurity function I (see equation
2.9), but I chose the entropy metric because it places the steepest penalty on the
presence of mixed classes in a tree node during the machine learning process. The
entropy impurity function is [8]:
I(t) = −
c∑
i=1
p(i|t) log2 p(i|t) (3.1)
Where c is the number of classes (in our case 2, for pi− and e−) and p(i|t) is the
proportion of all samples that belong to class i for a node t. With only two classes,
it is illuminating to expand the summation:
I(t) = −p(e) log2(p(e))− p(pi) log2(p(pi)) (3.2)
Where p(e) is the proportion of events that are electrons and p(pi) is the proportion
of events that are pions. As seen in figure 3.5, this places a symmetric penalty on
the presence of electrons and pions in the same leaf. The entropy is a non-negative
quantity that yields 1 if the node is perfectly mixed between signal and background
and 0 if the node is purely signal or purely background.
With an impurity metric selected the next step is to define the maximum depth
of the trees in the forest to avoid over-fitting. I tuned the maximum permitted depth
of the boosted decision tree on MC events with the ROC integral as my performance
metric.
3.5 Event Reconstruction
LArSoft is a standard software package for neutrino detectors using LArTPC
technology, including LArIAT. The LArIAT collaboration has built out the LArSoft
packages to include more LArIAT-centric elements, which we call LArIATSoft. This
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Figure 3.5: The Entropy metric places a penalty on nodes of mixed class
section will outline the major relavent components in the LArIATSoft standard re-
construction algorithm that is applied to all data and MC events.
3.5.1 Hit Finding
The first step in reconstruction is hit finding. The art producer module
GausHitFinder module.cc fits the wave-forms on the instrumented wires to Gaus-
sians. Hits may follow in quick succession so the code may request a number of
Gaussians summed together to fit a single pulse that has multiple peaks. The pulses
on the collection wires are of Gaussian form, but the pulses on the induction wires
are bi-polar. The Gaussian hit finding module works with these bipolar pulses by
integrating them to create a Gaussian. An example of a Gaussian fit to a raw wire
signal is shown in figure D.4.
3.5.2 Clustering and Tracking
After hits are produced algorithms are applied to group these hits into clusters
that are likely attributable to the same particle. Because particle tracks are typically
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long and straight the standard reconstruction applies the so-called “cluster crawler”
algorithm. This algorithm is optimized to find groups of hits that lie on a line together.
The art producer PMAlgTrackMaker module.cc takes clusters of hits as inputs and
creates a three dimensional reconstruction. This is the “time-projection” element of
the TPC technology. This module matches clusters in the two instrumented wire
planes and uses the time information to project out into the drift (x) direction.
3.5.3 Calorimetry
The art producer Calorimetry module.cc calculates the energy deposition
(dE/dx) along a track. In order to calculate this quantity it calculates the pitch
of the track with respect to a given wire plane (induction or collection), and divides
the integral of a reconstructed Hit object by this pitch. The hit integral has units
of integrated analog to digital conversion (ADC) counts, and the pitch has units of
distance. There is a calibrated correspondence between ADC and the number of ion-
ization electrons, so this is used to calculate a deposited charge per unit distance,
dQ/dx. Next, lifetime and recombination corrections are applied. These are spatial
corrections that correct for the fact that some signals need to travel through more
liquid Argon than others, so they are attenuated. Once corrections are applied, there
is a known conversion between dQ/dx and dE/dx. Finally, dE/dx is summed over
the track (multiplying pitch back in) to measure the total deposited kinetic energy
along a track. This value is extremely useful for stopping particles because it is a
measurement of the total kinetic energy of the particle.
3.5.4 Particle ID
The art producer Chi2ParticleID module.cc is the highest level producer in
the LArIAT standard reconstruction. It uses the dE/dx information from Calorimetry
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Figure 3.6: Theoretical energy deposition curves as a function of residual range, the
distance to the track endpoint
objects (see section 3.5.3) to produce a goodness of fit to four particle hypotheses:
pion, kaon, proton, and muon. Two example energy deposition hypotheses are shown
in figure 3.6. As was discussed in section 2.4, dE/dx is a function of particle mo-
mentum, not range. However, most particles in the TPC are losing energy only by
depositing it in the liquid Argon, so residual range can be used interchangeably with
momentum. The particle ID module uses the remaining distance to the endpoint of a
track object and the dE/dx calculated by the corresponding calorimetry to produce
a χ2 value for the four particle hypotheses.
3.5.5 Spatial and Calorimetric Resolution
Spatial and calorimetric resolution of the reconstructed objects outlined in this
section will greatly impact my ability to make a cross section measurement. Figure
3.7 demonstrates the high calorimetric resolution for incident pions along their track,
which is vital for the cross section measurement. The fit demonstrates that there is
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Figure 3.7: High calorimetric resolution in the LArIAT detector for incident pions
nearly a 1:1 relationship between the reconstructed energy and the MC truth. Figure
3.8 demonstrates the high spatial resolution of the LArIAT detector. This figure
shows the error in finding the location of the interaction vertex of MC pi− event. It is
consistent with a 1 cm spatial resolution, which I will use to inform cuts on photons
in section 3.7.3.
3.6 Pion Event Selection
Events were selected from a pre-selected set of runs with the magnet current set
to -100 Amps from an ongoing total pion cross section measurement. The bending
magnets allow a mass reconstruction to be completed, and with a cut at 350 MeV
a sample of pi/µ/e are selected. I used a dataset with the 350 MeV cut to match a
total pi cross section measurement by a LArIAT colleague.
The next step is to apply other auxiliary detectors to discriminate between pions,
muons, and electrons. The LArIAT beamline (fig 3.3b) has an Aerogel Cherenkov
counter and a set of Muon Range Stacks (MURS), made of plastic scintillator paddles
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Figure 3.8: Interaction vertex location error
with iron in between successive layers. Muons will penetrate the iron much more
readily than pions, so the MURS detectors are useful in discriminating muons. If
any hits on the MURS are coincident with the trigger time, I reject an event from
the pion sample. Ordinarily, the Aerogel would be useful in discriminating electrons.
However, in the dataset provided to me the Aerogel detector was not functioning
properly. So, while in a future analysis the proper methodology would be to use the
Aerogel detector to discriminate between pi and e−, I will use the TPC reconstructed
objects (sections 3.5.1 through 3.5.4) to differentiate between these species.
The event selection here is largely informed by the methodology of the LArIAT
total pion cross section measurement, which is forthcoming. Most of the cuts are
designed to reduce pileup and resolve ambiguity between wire chamber and TPC
tracks. All of the cuts in table 3.3 are identical to those used in the total pion
cross section measurement, except for the EM cut, which I will describe here. The
aforementioned study has an electromagnetic shower cut that rejects events from the
pion sample if they have more than one track that is less than 5 cm. I found that this
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cut, and truly any cut on the length and number of tracks, was not able to differentiate
between the electromagnetic behavior that is the result of a neutral pion decay and
that of an incident electron. However, I can check the dE/dx of the incoming track
and use this to discriminate pions and electrons.
For the purpose of these dE/dx studies I simulated 20,000 pions and 20,000 elec-
trons incident on the TPC in the energy range of 0-1200 MeV to fully cover the energy
range of the beam. I then plot and the reconstructed dE/dx vs particle energy for
both pions and electrons and fit them to a 5th order polynomial, shown in figure 3.9.
From the beamline we have a measurement of the particle momentum. However,
there is material upstream of the TPC, most notably the cryostat walls, which will
cause particles to lose energy. This means that the true incident energy is somewhat
less than the incident energy measured by the wire chambers in the beamline. In
order to use the dE/dx as a function of energy hypotheses I must characterize the
energy loss between the wire chambers and the TPC active volume.
In figure 3.10 I show that pions in the energy band of our beamline lose a pre-
dictable, constant amount of energy before reaching the instrumented liquid argon
volume of our TPC. In order to guess the right energy of pions when they reach
the TPC I subtract the mean energy loss from the value measured by the beamline.
However, electrons do not lose energy as predictably as pions, as shown in figure
3.11. Therefore, I must consider a range of possible incident electron hypotheses. I
constrain the possible electron energies with the beamline measurement and the total
energy deposited by the incident track in equation 3.3. I then find the section of
the theoretical electron dE/dx curve that best fits the reconstructed dE/dx vector,
iterating in 10 MeV jumps from Edeposited to Ewire chamber. Using this methodology
and the constant energy loss hypothesis for pions I create two χ2 measurements: one
for the variable energy electron hypothesis and another for the known energy pion
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Figure 3.9: Electron and pion hypotheses for dE/dx as a function of incident particle
energy
hypothesis. Additionally, I have the kinetic energy for the best χ2 fit for the electron
hypothesis.
Edeposited ≤ Ehypothesis ≤ Ewire chamber (3.3)
With three variables at my disposal (χ2pi, χ
2
e, and Te) I turn to a BDT to optimize
rectangular cuts on these values (see section 3.4). The BDT was trained on a sample
of 10,000 pions and 10,000 electrons, a different sample than those used to develop
the theoretical energy deposition curves to avoid over-fitting. The samples were par-
titioned into training (60%) and testing (40%) groups and there was no evidence of
over-fitting. In figure 3.12 I show the BDT response for the pions and electrons. This
shows good separation and thus a cut on this variable at 0.100 will select incoming
tracks (those matched uniquely to WC tracks in data) as pions. Finally, table 3.3
summarizes the number of events that pass each cut, including the EM cut that I
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Figure 3.10: Constant upstream energy loss for incident pions
Figure 3.11: Upstream energy loss for electrons is not constant, nor is it any function
of electron momentum.
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Figure 3.12: The BDT method successfully differentiates between pions and electrons
for incident tracks
Description of cut Number of events
Initial dataset 124,965
20ns < Time of flight < 27ns 123,890
Track in upstream 2 cm of TPC 107726
< 4 Tracks in upstream 14 cm of TPC 69,772
One unique WC-TPC track match 45,302
BDT EM Cut 31,752
Table 3.3: Number of events passing various cuts on reconstructed TPC objects
have outlined in this section.
3.7 Charge-Exchange Reconstruction
With non-pileup incoming pion events selected, I now turn to discriminating the
interaction type of these pions in the TPC volume. I will define the charge-exchange
interaction in the context of this analysis and outline how reconstructed TPC objects
are used in this analysis to select for the charge exchange interaction among other
pion interactions.
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Figure 3.13: Feynman diagram of a pi−-proton charge exchange interaction
3.7.1 Operational Definition of Charge-Exchange
The working definition of cross section for this analysis is a primary interac-
tion (the furthest interaction upstream in the detector, for energy reconstruction
concerns), in which a pi± is incident and a pi0 is produced, while no pi± exit the in-
teraction vertex. As discussed in section 3.1.1, the ability for our detector to discern
particle species and incident momentum from the beamline has been established.
Therefore, finding pi0 production vertices is half of the remaining analysis required to
identify charge exchange events, aside from ensuring no pi± exit the vertex.
As seen in figure 3.131, the pi0 product of a charge exchange interaction decays
nearly instantaneously into two photons. Photons are not directly detectable, but
produce characteristic electromagnetic showers when they pair-produce or interact
with the orbitals of the liquid argon atoms. The expected output from a charge
exchange vertex is an number of nucleons and two photons. No charged pions are
allowed to exit the vertex in this working definition of charge exchange, the “con-
1Feynman diagram generated using Tikz-Feynman[12]
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sumption” of the initial pion is required. See example event images in appendix B.1
(for signal) and B.2 (for background).
3.7.2 Proton-Pion Discrimination
In order to classify events as charge exchange or not, the criteria of no charged
pions exiting the interaction vertex must be addressed. The LArIAT code-base has a
built in particle identification algorithm that assigns a likelihood to pion and proton
hypothesis based on energy deposition as a function of residual range (see section
3.5.4). The theoretical distributions are shown in figure 3.6. Residual range is the
distance from any track point to the track’s endpoint, and is a good analog for mo-
mentum for stopping tracks. However, the LArIAT detector is small and some tracks
are not stopping. Therefore, this method will have its limitations.
In order to discriminate between pions and protons I calculated the value
χ2pi − χ2proton = ∆χ2 (3.4)
A cut on ∆χ2 is my discrimination metric.
The results for the proton-pion discrimination are shown in figure 3.14. Figure
3.14a plots the ∆χ2 cut value, and figure 3.14b plots the efficiency and purity for
proton acceptance by varying the cut value on ∆χ2.
Based on the results in figure 3.14b, it is possible to keep an extremely pure sample
of protons out of the daughter particles of a charged pion interaction.
3.7.3 Photon Reconstruction
Photons are not directly detectable in the LArIAT TPC because they carry no
electric charge. They do not ionize Argon atoms and create drift electrons. However,
when photons decay they tend to decay to an electron-positron pair. The energy
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(a) ∆χ2 test for pions and protons (b) Efficiency and purity for cuts on
∆χ2
Figure 3.14: The effectiveness of the dE/dx vs. residual range method of discrimi-
nating between pions and protons.
deposition of the electron-position pair some distance away from the interaction vertex
will be reconstructed as a track object. Additionally, we expect almost no other source
of electrons and positrons in incident pi± events other than decaying pi0s. Therefore,
to identify photons it is sufficient to find tracks in the detector that are some distance
away from the primary vertex but are descended from it.
In order to identify photons in the TPC I developed the production hypothesis
methodology. This is shown in figure 3.15. The production hypothesis for a non-
primary track is the vector between the primary vertex and the nearest point of the
photon candidate track. This is because if a track is emanating from the vertex
the closest point of the track is its start point. The direction of the track is the
vector from the closest point to the vertex to the furthest point of the vertex, again
because in the production hypothesis the particle that made the track is moving
away from the interaction vertex. Using this method I have three values I can cut
on: the length of the track direction vector, the length of the production hypothesis
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incident track
production hypothesis 1
photon candidate 1
photon candidate 2
production hypothesis 2
θ1
θ2
Figure 3.15: The geometry of the production hypothesis
vector, and the angle between the two vectors. The track length should be sufficiently
short for the low energy photons we are considering. The production hypothesis
should be sufficiently long because the photons should travel some distance before
pair producing. This removes tracks that are hadronically interacting, i.e. a proton
exiting the interaction vertex. Finally, the angle between the production hypothesis
and the track direction should be sufficiently small if the production hypothesis is
indeed true. In this example, photon candidate 2 would fail because θ2 is too large,
while photon candidate 1 would be accepted, meaning it is considered for pi0 invariant
mass reconstruction.
Figure 3.16 shows the angle between the production hypothesis and track direction
plotted against the length of the production hypothesis vector. This demonstrates
that photons that are a result of a pi0 decay tend to occupy a particular region on
this plot. In order to boost confidence that reconstructed tracks are indeed photons
I place a rectangular cut on this plot. The angle must be less that 0.2 radians and
the distance from the interaction point must be more than 2 cm. This choice of
rectangular cut is informed by section 3.5.5. Additionally, I place a cut that photon
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Figure 3.16: Photons that are the result of a pi0 decay tend to have small angle to
the production hypothesis and are far from the vertex
tracks must be less than 30 cm to be accepted. This is a fairly permissive cut, as the
photons we are considering are often of low energy or exit the TPC before depositing
all of their energy.
3.7.4 Neutral Pion Identification
pi0s were identified via their invariant mass, calculated by equation 2.7. If two
photons were reconstructed via the methods outlined in section 3.7.3, then the 4-
vectors of these two photons were added together and normed to find the mass of the
decay that created the photons. If this mass was acceptably close to the pi0 mass then
a neutral pion was identified. Figure 3.17 shows the reconstructed mass peak for pi0
identification. In this context signal is pi0 presence, not charge-exchange, because the
mass peak does not take into account whether pi± are leaving the vertex. However,
section 3.7.2 demonstrates that the events which do have a pi± leaving the vertex are
easily discriminated by the dE/dx method.
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Figure 3.17: Reconstructed pi0 mass for siganl and background, MC
3.7.5 Event Classification
Events were classified as signal or background using the information from sec-
tions 3.7.4 and 3.7.2. If no tracks exiting the interaction vertex were classified as pi±
and if the reconstructed pi0 mass was between 120 MeV and 150 MeV then the event
was classified as a signal event.
3.8 Cross Section calculation
In order to calculate a cross section of an interaction channel we must first
be able to identify the interaction, as has been discussed to this point. With a
classifier that is able to discriminate between the charge-exchange interaction and
other interactions of charged pions, the next step is to count the relative fraction of
events that are attributable to a particular channel (and to account for any systematic
errors that arise from our event classifier while we do so). In this section I will discuss
the event counting scheme used in order to make a cross section measurement and
the thin slab technique used to maximize the statistical yield of the data.
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Figure 3.18: Diagram of flux counting scheme using the thin slab method[4]
3.8.1 Thin Slab Technique
Next I will discuss the advantages of the so-called thin slab technique. This
technique allows for a single event to be counted several times, extending the statisti-
cal reach of the data. Particles are incident on a volume of Argon, but we will divide
the volume into a series of thin slabs of Argon. At each slab plane in the beam direc-
tion (see figure 3.18), a track is sampled to be either “incident”, meaning it has not
yet interacted, or “interacting” at the slab plane nearest its endpoint. At each slab
plane the energy is interpolated. By counting the number of incident and interacting
particles at various energies, and pairing this data with the target-specific constant
nz, derived for liquid Argon in the next paragraph, the cross section is calculated by
equation 2.5.
In order to perform the thin slab technique the number density parameter for the
target must be calculated. I will derive the number density per unit area of nucleons
in liquid Argon. The number density is calculated via the atomic weight (A) of Argon,
Avogadro’s number (NA), and the density of liquid Argon
2 (ρ).
2Liquid Argon Properties retrieved from Particle Data Group[1]
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n =
ρNA
A
=
1.4 grams
cm3
mol
40 grams
6.022× 1023 nucleons
mol
cm2
1024 barns
= 0.0211
nucleon
barn× cm
(3.5)
The thin slab technique divides the time projection chamber into a series of 1 cm-
thick slabs, and uses the face of each as an area, over which a flux can be measured.
The 1 cm thickness of the slab was informed by the wire spacing. With a defined slab
thickness, the constant 1
nz
can be calculated:
1
nz
= 47.44
barns
nucleon
(3.6)
The technique for cross section measurement is no different for MC or real data,
except where queried information is retrieved from, simulation or data. Therefore,
by producing a reliable algorithm for measuring simulated cross sections, we have
also produced a reliable method for measuring data cross sections, as long as the
reconstruction can reliably match MC results, as has been outlined in the previous
sections.
3.8.2 Error Propagation
From equation 2.5, the error in a bin of the cross secion histogram is a function
of the error on Ninteracting and Nincident. Specifically, the error on the cross section is:
δσ = σ
(
δNinteracting
Ninteracting
+
δNincident
Nincident
)
(3.7)
Nincident is a simple count with variance δNincident =
√
Nincident. However, the
interaction is a series of trials that follows a binomial distribution. The variance
of a binomial distribution is given by σ2 = np(1 − p) where n is the number of
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Figure 3.19: MC Incident particle counting
attempts and p is the probability of interaction [13]. In this case, n = Nincident and
p = Ninteracting/Nincident. Thus the error on Ninteracting is:
δNinteracting =
√
σ2interacting (3.8)
=
√
Nincident
Ninteracting
Nincident
(
1− Ninteracting
Nincident
)
(3.9)
=
√
Ninteracting
(
1− Ninteracting
Nincident
)
(3.10)
This error is calculated for each bin and propagated to the cross section measure-
ment using equation 3.7. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the counting histograms with
statistical error propagated to each bin for reconstructed objects. The histograms do
not have the same integrals because of the cuts on reconstructed objects outlined in
section 3.6.
3.8.3 Cross Section Efficiency Correction
The efficiency correction is motivated by the energy dependence of cuts on re-
constructed objects as seen in figures 3.19 and 3.20. There are many factors that
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(a) MC Interacting particles by en-
ergy
(b) MC CEX interacting particles by
energy
Figure 3.20: The counting histograms for interacting particles, both CEX and total
contribute to the disparity in a complex manner, and in principle if the incident and
interacting histograms are affected in the same way, their ratio (the cross section)
will be unaffected. Figure 3.21 demonstrates that indeed the incident and interacting
histograms are affected differently. It is therefore appropriate to compare the theoret-
ical (calculated entirely from MC truth) and reconstructed (calculated on the same
simulated data but blind to MC truth) cross sections and scale the reconstructed to
match the simulated results.
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of MC and uncorrected reconstructed cross sections
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Chapter 4
Results and Conclusions
4.1 Data Cross Section calculation
Figure 4.1 shows the counting histograms for data. Based on the range of bins
in which I have data I will report results on the kinetic energy range of 50 - 800
MeV. Figure 4.2 shows the uncorrected reconstructed cross section for data. It is
clear from comparing figures 3.21 and 4.2 that the same efficiency correction would
not simultaneously calibrate the cross sections of MC and data events. In practice
I found that the correction required is very sensitive to the cuts applied and thus
the statistics in each bin, to which it should not be sensitive. I conclude that there
is currently more work to be done on calibrating the efficiency correction. However,
figure 4.3 demonstrates that while there is an overall efficiency correction that has
yet to be determined, the fraction of all interactions that are CEX is well predicted
by the MC. There is an overall constant shift between the two, but it is not greater
than the uncertainty of the measurement.
4.2 Conclusions and Future Plans
This analysis has not yet produced a fully corrected pion charge exchange cross
section on liquid Argon. However, it has outlined a methodology for reconstructing
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Figure 4.1: Counting histograms for data with cuts on reconstructed objects applied
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Figure 4.2: Uncorrected data cross section compared to MC truth
the invariant mass of neutral pions in the LArIAT detector, solved many particle
discrimination problems, and verified the fraction of CEX interactions occuring in
data within statistical uncertainties.
There is still work to be done on this analysis. If I were to continue I would
spend time investigating the systematic uncertainties of the study and would adopt a
data driven MC with a full beamline simulation over my more simplistic MC solution
without beamline simulation. It is possible that a MC tuned more precisely to the
data would produce a more reliable efficiency correction and allow me to comment
on the cross section value rather than the ratio of two cross sections.
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Figure 4.3: CEX as fraction of total cross section
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Appendix A
Code Appendix
A.1 Training BDT for Photon Energy Corrections
A.1.1 photondEdx module.cc
In order to train the BDT method to correct photon energies, I first wrote an
art module to store information in a ROOT TTree object. This data structure allows
for correspondence between several variables, similar to a database table. I used this
data structure to store the true energy of a simulated single photon, the reconstructed
energy as calculated by the Calorimetry reconstruction module (see section 3.5.3),
and several spatial variables. The energy correction will be a function of the spatial
variables and reconstructed energy, as is done in the ArgoNeuT collaboration’s paper
on the neutrino neutral-current interaction [14]. This module is named for its use of
the Calorimetry object, which uses dE/dx information to calculate particle energy. 
1 //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
2 // Class: photondEdx
3 // Module Type: analyzer
4 // File: photondEdx_module.cc
5 //
6 // Generated at Sat Oct 28 13:23:57 2017 by Kevin Nelson using
artmod
7 // from cetpkgsupport v1_10_02.
8 //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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9
10 #include "art/Framework/Core/EDAnalyzer.h"
11 #include "art/Framework/Core/ModuleMacros.h"
12 #include "art/Framework/Principal/Event.h"
13 #include "art/Framework/Principal/Handle.h"
14 #include "art/Framework/Principal/Run.h"
15 #include "art/Framework/Principal/SubRun.h"
16 #include "art/Framework/Principal/Handle.h"
17 #include "canvas/Persistency/Common/Ptr.h"
18 #include "canvas/Persistency/Common/PtrVector.h"
19 #include "canvas/Utilities/InputTag.h"
20 #include "fhiclcpp/ParameterSet.h"
21 #include "messagefacility/MessageLogger/MessageLogger.h"
22
23 #include "art/Framework/Services/Registry/ServiceHandle.h"
24 #include "art/Framework/Services/Optional/TFileService.h"
25
26 #include "nusimdata/SimulationBase/MCParticle.h"
27
28 #include "lardataobj/RecoBase/Track.h"
29 #include "lardataobj/AnalysisBase/Calorimetry.h"
30 #include "lardata/Utilities/AssociationUtil.h"
31
32 #include "TTree.h"
33 #include "TVector3.h"
34
35 class photondEdx;
36
37 class photondEdx : public art:: EDAnalyzer {
38 public:
39 explicit photondEdx(fhicl :: ParameterSet const & p);
40 // The destructor generated by the compiler is fine for classes
41 // without bare pointers or other resource use.
42
43 // Plugins should not be copied or assigned.
44 photondEdx(photondEdx const &) = delete;
45 photondEdx(photondEdx &&) = delete;
46 photondEdx & operator = (photondEdx const &) = delete;
47 photondEdx & operator = (photondEdx &&) = delete;
48
49 // Required functions.
50 void analyze(art:: Event const & e) override;
51
52 // Selected optional functions.
53 void beginJob () override;
54 void reconfigure(fhicl:: ParameterSet const & p) override;
55
56 void resetVars ();
57
58 private:
59
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60 // Declare member data here.
61
62 // -------- module labels -----------------
63 std:: string fCaloModuleLabel;
64 std:: string fSimulationProducerLabel;
65 std:: string fTrackLabel;
66
67 // ------- tree for photon MC variables ---
68 TTree* photonTree;
69 Int_t EVENT;
70 Double_t MCE;
71 Double_t KE;
72 Double_t x_prod;
73 Double_t y_prod;
74 Double_t z_prod;
75 Double_t x_decay;
76 Double_t y_decay;
77 Double_t z_decay;
78 Double_t thetaX;
79 Double_t thetaY;
80 Double_t theta;
81 };
82
83 /*
84 * Module constructor. Reconfigure the producers based on input
from .fcl file
85 */
86 photondEdx :: photondEdx(fhicl :: ParameterSet const & p)
87 :
88 EDAnalyzer(p) // ,
89 // More initializers here.
90 {
91 this ->reconfigure(p);
92 }
93
94 /*
95 * Analyze method does the heavy lifting of the module. In this
case , put reconstructed enegy , MC energy
96 * and MC geometric variables in a tree to
97 */
98 void photondEdx :: analyze(art:: Event const & e)
99 {
100 // Implementation of required member function here.
101 // reset the variables
102 resetVars ();
103
104 // get the event number
105 EVENT = e.event();
106
107 // #################
108 //# MC ANALYSIS #
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109 // #################
110
111 // get the MC particles
112 art:: ValidHandle <std::vector <simb:: MCParticle >> particleHandle = e
.getValidHandle <std::vector <simb::MCParticle > >(
fSimulationProducerLabel);
113
114 // initialize a map for easy access to all MC particles
115 std::map <int , const simb:: MCParticle* > particleMap;
116
117
118 for (auto const& particle : (* particleHandle) ) {
119 particleMap[particle.TrackId ()] = &particle;
120 if (particle.Process () == "primary") {
121
122 TVector3 initialDirection = particle.Momentum ().Vect().Unit();
123
124 MCE = particle.E();
125 x_prod = particle.Position ().X();
126 y_prod = particle.Position ().Y();
127 z_prod = particle.Position ().Z();
128 x_decay = particle.EndPosition ().X();
129 y_decay = particle.EndPosition ().Y();
130 z_decay = particle.EndPosition ().Z();
131 thetaX = TMath::ATan(initialDirection.X()/initialDirection.Z
());
132 thetaY = TMath::ATan(initialDirection.Y()/initialDirection.Z
());
133 theta = initialDirection.Angle(TVector3(0, 0, 1));
134
135 } // end if: particle is the primary photon
136 } // end for: all MC particles
137
138
139 // #################
140 //# RECO ANALYSIS #
141 // #################
142
143
144 // get all calorimetry objects from tracks and sum dedx and
project onto the z axis
145 art::Handle < std::vector < recob::Track > > TrackHandle;
146 e.getByLabel(fTrackLabel , TrackHandle);
147 art::FindManyP <anab:: Calorimetry > calosFromTrack(TrackHandle , e,
fCaloModuleLabel);
148
149 // declare vectors to hold multiple calorimetry objects data
150
151 if (TrackHandle ->size() != 0) {
152 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
153 std::vector <art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry >> calos =
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calosFromTrack.at(iT);
154
155 for (size_t iCal = 0; iCal < calos.size(); iCal ++) {
156 KE += calos.at(iCal)->KineticEnergy ();
157 } // end for: each calorimetry object from the track
158 } // end for: each track
159 } // end if: there are tracks
160
161 // store all information in a tree
162 photonTree ->Fill();
163 }
164
165 void photondEdx :: beginJob ()
166 {
167 // Implementation of optional member function here.
168
169 art:: ServiceHandle <art:: TFileService > tfs;
170
171 // create tree and set all branch addresses
172 photonTree = (TTree *)tfs ->make <TTree >("photonTree", "Tree for MC
photons");
173 photonTree ->Branch("EVENT", &EVENT , "EVENT/I");
174 photonTree ->Branch("MCE", &MCE , "MCE/D");
175 photonTree ->Branch("KE", &KE, "KE/D");
176 photonTree ->Branch("x_prod", &x_prod , "x_prod/D");
177 photonTree ->Branch("y_prod", &y_prod , "y_prod/D");
178 photonTree ->Branch("z_prod", &z_prod ,"z_prod/D");
179 photonTree ->Branch("x_decay", &x_decay ,"x_deacy/D");
180 photonTree ->Branch("y_decay", &y_decay ,"y_deacy/D");
181 photonTree ->Branch("z_decay", &z_decay ,"z_decay/D");
182 photonTree ->Branch("thetaX", &thetaX , "thetaX/D");
183 photonTree ->Branch("thetaY", &thetaY ,"thetaY/D");
184 photonTree ->Branch("theta", &theta ,"theta/D");
185 }
186
187 /*
188 * Get the required module labels from the .fcl configuration file
189 */
190 void photondEdx :: reconfigure(fhicl:: ParameterSet const & p)
191 {
192 // Implementation of optional member function here.
193 fCaloModuleLabel = p.get < std:: string >("
CalorimetryModuleLabel");
194 fSimulationProducerLabel = p.get < std:: string >("SimulationLabel")
;
195 fTrackLabel = p.get < std:: string >("TrackLabel");
196 }
197
198 /*
199 * Make sure that all information from the previous event is wiped
200 */
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201 void photondEdx :: resetVars () {
202 EVENT = 0;
203 MCE = 0.0;
204 KE = 0.0;
205 x_prod = 0.0;
206 y_prod = 0.0;
207 z_prod = 0.0;
208 x_decay = 0.0;
209 y_decay = 0.0;
210 z_decay = 0.0;
211 thetaX = 0.0;
212 thetaY = 0.0;
213 theta = 0.0;
214 }
215
216 DEFINE_ART_MODULE(photondEdx)
 
A.1.2 TMVAtrain photonECorr.cxx
After the relevant photon information is stored in a TTree, it is used to train
various multivariate methods in correcting the reconstructed energy. The ultimate
choice was to use a boosted decision tree, but other methods were trained and tested.
This ROOT macro loads data, trains, and tests three different multivariate methods.
It stores the weights for each method, which can be re-loaded in another module to
use the regression response in real time on novel data. 
1 #include <iostream >
2 #include "TTreeReader.h"
3 #include "TFile.h"
4 #include "TTree.h"
5 #include "TH1D.h"
6 #include "TMVA/Factory.h"
7 #include "TMVA/DataLoader.h"
8 #include "TMVA/Reader.h"
9
10
11 void TMVAtrain_photonECorr () {
12
13 //
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
14 // Training and testing
15 //
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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16
17 using namespace TMVA;
18
19 // specify files needed
20 cout << "Loading data ...";
21 TFile* inputPointer = new TFile("/pnfs/lariat/scratch/users/
knelson/PhotonProduction/MCPhoton/gen /1/ photondEdx_histo.root")
;
22 TFile* outputPointer = TFile ::Open("/lariat/data/users/knelson/
ChargeExchange/TMVAtest_photonECorr.root", "RECREATE");
23
24 // grab the ttree from input data
25 TTree* photons = (TTree *)(( TDirectory *) inputPointer ->Get("
photondEdx"))->Get("photonTree");
26
27 cout << "done!" << endl;
28
29 // to speed things up disable branches that you don’t use
30 photons ->SetBranchStatus("*", 0);
31 photons ->SetBranchStatus("EVENT", 1);
32 photons ->SetBranchStatus("MCE", 1);
33 photons ->SetBranchStatus("KE", 1);
34 photons ->SetBranchStatus("x_decay", 1);
35 photons ->SetBranchStatus("y_decay", 1);
36 photons ->SetBranchStatus("z_decay", 1);
37 photons ->SetBranchStatus("thetaX", 1);
38 photons ->SetBranchStatus("thetaY", 1);
39 photons ->SetBranchStatus("theta", 1);
40
41
42 // create and train a factory object and a data loader
43 cout << "Creating factory .." << endl;
44 Factory* factory = new Factory("photonECorr", outputPointer , "V:
AnalysisType=Regression");
45 DataLoader* dl = new DataLoader("dl_photonECorr");
46
47 cout << "Adding regression tree ..." << endl;
48 dl ->AddRegressionTree(photons);
49
50 // add input variables
51 cout << "Specifying input variables ..." << endl;
52 dl ->AddVariable("KE", ’F’);
53 dl ->AddVariable("x_decay", ’F’);
54 dl ->AddVariable("y_decay", ’F’);
55 dl ->AddVariable("z_decay", ’F’);
56 dl ->AddVariable("thetaX", ’F’);
57 dl ->AddVariable("thetaY", ’F’);
58 dl ->AddVariable("theta", ’F’);
59
60 // add spectator variables
61 cout << "Specifying spectator variables ..." << endl;
51
62 dl ->AddSpectator("EVENT");
63
64 // add regression target
65 cout << "Specifying target variable ..." << endl;
66 dl ->AddTarget("MCE");
67
68 // cut out data that doesn’t show up in the TPC
69 cout << "Pruning input tree ..." << endl;
70 TCut insideTPCCut = "x_decay >0 && x_decay <47 && y_decay >-20 &&
y_decay <20 && z_decay >0 && z_decay <90";
71 TCut goodKECut = "KE <1000 && KE!=0";
72 dl ->PrepareTrainingAndTestTree(insideTPCCut && goodKECut , "
nTrain_Regression =4000: nTest_Regression =1000");
73
74
75 // book a method to use in the analysis (or multiple)
76 // transform input variables to normal gaussian so they are on
equal footing
77 cout << "Booking methods ..." << endl;
78
79 std:: string varnames = "KE ,x_decay ,y_decay ,z_decay ,thetaX ,thetaY ,
theta ,MCE";
80
81 factory ->BookMethod(dl , Types::kPDERS , "PDERS", "VarTransform=N("
+ varnames + ")+G(" + varnames + ")");
82 factory ->BookMethod(dl , Types::kKNN , "kNN", "VarTransform=N("
+ varnames + ")+G(" + varnames + ")");
83 factory ->BookMethod(dl , Types::kBDT , "BDT", "VarTransform=N("
+ varnames + ")+G(" + varnames + ")");
84
85 // execute training
86 cout << "Training methods ..." << endl;
87 factory ->TrainAllMethodsForRegression ();
88
89 // execute testing
90 cout << "Testing methods ..." << endl;
91 factory ->TestAllMethods ();
92
93 // evaluate
94 cout << "Evaluating methods ..." << endl;
95 factory ->EvaluateAllMethods ();
96 //
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
97
98
99 }
 
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A.2 Training BDT for Incident Track Discrimina-
tion
A.2.1 TMVAtrain trackpdg.cxx
This ROOT macro reads in the χ2pi, χ
2
e, and Te (see section 3.6) and trains a BDT
to discriminate incident pi from e. 
1 #include <iostream >
2 #include "TTreeReader.h"
3 #include "TFile.h"
4 #include "TTree.h"
5 #include "TH1D.h"
6 #include "TMVA/Factory.h"
7 #include "TMVA/DataLoader.h"
8 #include "TMVA/Reader.h"
9
10
11 void TMVAtrain_trackpdg () {
12
13 //
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
14 // Training and testing
15 //
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16
17 Double_t trainingFrac = 0.6; // percent of events used for
training. Rest for testing.
18
19 using namespace TMVA;
20
21 // specify files needed
22 cout << "Loading data ...";
23 TFile* inputPionPointer = new TFile("/lariat/data/users/knelson/
pi0analyzer_histo_10000pi.root");
24 TFile* inputElectronPointer = new TFile("/lariat/data/users/
knelson/pi0analyzer_histo_10000e.root");
25 TFile* outputPointer = TFile ::Open("/lariat/data/users/knelson/
ChargeExchange/TMVAtest_trackpdg.root", "RECREATE");
26
27 // grab the ttree from input data
28 TTree* pionTracks = (TTree *)(( TDirectory *) inputPionPointer ->
Get("pi0analyzer"))->Get("trackTree");
29 TTree* electronTracks = (TTree *)(( TDirectory *) inputElectronPointer
->Get("pi0analyzer"))->Get("trackTree");
30
31 cout << "done!" << endl;
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32
33 // to speed things up disable branches that you don’t use
34
35 pionTracks ->SetBranchStatus("*", 0);
36 pionTracks ->SetBranchStatus("TrPrimary", 1);
37 pionTracks ->SetBranchStatus("TrChi2Pion_E", 1);
38 pionTracks ->SetBranchStatus("TrChi2Electron", 1);
39 pionTracks ->SetBranchStatus("TrElectronKE", 1);
40
41 electronTracks ->SetBranchStatus("*", 0);
42 electronTracks ->SetBranchStatus("TrPrimary", 1);
43 electronTracks ->SetBranchStatus("TrChi2Pion_E", 1);
44 electronTracks ->SetBranchStatus("TrChi2Electron", 1);
45 electronTracks ->SetBranchStatus("TrElectronKE", 1);
46
47 // create and train a factory object and a data loader
48 cout << "Creating factory .." << endl;
49 Factory* factory = new Factory("PDG_Classify", outputPointer , "V:
AnalysisType=Classification");
50 DataLoader* dl = new DataLoader("PDG_DataLoader");
51
52 cout << "Adding classification tree ..." << endl;
53 TCut primaryCut = "TrPrimary && TrChi2Pion_E <1000 &&
TrChi2Electron <1000";
54 dl ->SetSignalTree(pionTracks);
55 dl ->SetBackgroundTree(electronTracks);
56 dl ->SetCut(primaryCut);
57
58 // add input variables
59 cout << "Specifying input variables ..." << endl;
60 dl ->AddVariable("TrChi2Pion_E", ’F’);
61 dl ->AddVariable("TrChi2Electron", ’F’);
62 dl ->AddVariable("TrElectronKE", ’F’);
63
64
65 // Partition the trees into training and testing
66 cout << "Pruning input tree ..." << endl;
67 Int_t Nsig = pionTracks ->GetEntries("TrPrimary");
68 Int_t Nbkg = electronTracks ->GetEntries("TrPrimary");
69 Int_t NsigTrain = (Int_t)TMath ::Floor(pionTracks ->GetEntries("
TrPrimary")*trainingFrac);
70 Int_t NbkgTrain = (Int_t)TMath ::Floor(electronTracks ->GetEntries("
TrPrimary")*trainingFrac);
71 Int_t NsigTest = Nsig - NsigTrain;
72 Int_t NbkgTest = Nbkg - NbkgTrain;
73
74 dl ->PrepareTrainingAndTestTree(primaryCut , NsigTrain , NbkgTrain ,
NsigTest , NbkgTest);
75
76
77 // book a method to use in the analysis (or multiple)
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78 // Shape the distributions to normalized Gaussians
79 cout << "Booking methods ..." << endl;
80 factory ->BookMethod(dl , Types::kPDERS , "PDERS", "VarTransform=N,G"
);
81 factory ->BookMethod(dl , Types::kKNN , "kNN", "VarTransform=N,G");
82 factory ->BookMethod(dl , Types::kBDT , "BDT", "VarTransform=N,G");
83
84 // execute training
85 cout << "Training methods ..." << endl;
86 factory ->TrainAllMethodsForClassification ();
87
88 // execute testing
89 cout << "Testing methods ..." << endl;
90 factory ->TestAllMethods ();
91
92 // evaluate
93 cout << "Evaluating methods ..." << endl;
94 factory ->EvaluateAllMethods ();
95 //
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
96
97
98 }
 
A.3 Event Classification
A.3.1 pi0analyzer module.cc
This art module does the heavily lifting of this analysis. There are several
variables stored in ROOT TTree objects for data-MC cross checks and several new
high level variables calculated (i.e. the reconstructed pi0 mass. Further, this module
reads in BDT information for energy corrections and track classification and performs
the counting operation of the cross section measurement. 
1 //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
2 // Class: pi0analyzer
3 // Module Type: analyzer
4 // File: pi0analyzer_module.cc
5 //
6 // Generated at Wed Oct 11 10:00:59 2017 by Kevin Nelson using
artmod
7 // from cetpkgsupport v1_10_02.
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8 //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
9
10 // Framework includes
11 #include "art/Framework/Core/EDAnalyzer.h"
12 #include "art/Framework/Core/ModuleMacros.h"
13 #include "art/Framework/Principal/Event.h"
14 #include "art/Framework/Principal/Handle.h"
15 #include "art/Framework/Principal/Run.h"
16 #include "art/Framework/Principal/SubRun.h"
17 #include "art/Framework/Principal/Handle.h"
18 #include "canvas/Persistency/Common/Ptr.h"
19 #include "canvas/Persistency/Common/PtrVector.h"
20 #include "art/Framework/Services/Registry/ServiceHandle.h"
21 #include "canvas/Utilities/InputTag.h"
22 #include "fhiclcpp/ParameterSet.h"
23 #include "messagefacility/MessageLogger/MessageLogger.h"
24 #include "art/Framework/Services/Optional/TFileService.h"
25
26 // LArSoft includes
27 #include "nusimdata/SimulationBase/MCTruth.h"
28 #include "nusimdata/SimulationBase/MCParticle.h"
29 #include "nusimdata/SimulationBase/MCTrajectory.h"
30 #include "lardataobj/AnalysisBase/ParticleID.h"
31 #include "lardataobj/AnalysisBase/Calorimetry.h"
32 #include "lardataobj/RecoBase/PFParticle.h"
33 #include "lardataobj/RecoBase/Track.h"
34 #include "lardataobj/RecoBase/Cluster.h"
35 #include "lardataobj/RecoBase/Hit.h"
36 #include "lardataobj/RecoBase/Vertex.h"
37 #include "lardataobj/RecoBase/Shower.h"
38 #include "lardataobj/RecoBase/SpacePoint.h"
39 #include "lardata/Utilities/AssociationUtil.h"
40 #include "larsim/MCCheater/BackTracker.h"
41 #include "RawDataUtilities/TriggerDigitUtility.h"
42 #include "lardataobj/RawData/AuxDetDigit.h"
43
44 // data includes
45 #include "LArIATDataProducts/TOF.h"
46 #include "LArIATDataProducts/WCTrack.h"
47
48 // ROOT includes
49 #include "TTree.h"
50 #include "TMath.h"
51 #include "TVector3.h"
52 #include "TH1D.h"
53 #include "TMVA/Reader.h"
54 #include "TFile.h"
55 #include "TProfile.h"
56 #include "TH2D.h"
56
57 #include "TF1.h"
58
59 // c++ inclues
60 #include <utility >
61
62 // my includes
63 #include "PhotonECorrections.h"
64
65 #define MCE_OVER_RECO 0.000318925
66 #define TMVACUT 0.006
67 #define BDTPhotonP0 0.192
68 #define BDTPhotonP1 0.155
69 #define ProtonPionCut -260.0
70
71 class pi0analyzer;
72
73 class pi0analyzer : public art:: EDAnalyzer {
74 public:
75 explicit pi0analyzer(fhicl :: ParameterSet const & p);
76 // The destructor generated by the compiler is fine for classes
77 // without bare pointers or other resource use.
78
79 // Plugins should not be copied or assigned.
80 pi0analyzer(pi0analyzer const &) = delete;
81 pi0analyzer(pi0analyzer &&) = delete;
82 pi0analyzer & operator = (pi0analyzer const &) = delete;
83 pi0analyzer & operator = (pi0analyzer &&) = delete;
84
85 // Required functions.
86 void analyze(art:: Event const & e) override;
87
88 // Selected optional functions.
89 void beginJob () override;
90 void beginRun(art::Run const & r) override;
91 void beginSubRun(art:: SubRun const & sr) override;
92 void endJob () override;
93 void endRun(art::Run const & r) override;
94 void endSubRun(art:: SubRun const & sr) override;
95 void reconfigure(fhicl:: ParameterSet const & p) override;
96 void respondToCloseInputFile(art:: FileBlock const & fb) override;
97 void respondToCloseOutputFiles(art:: FileBlock const & fb) override
;
98 void respondToOpenInputFile(art:: FileBlock const & fb) override;
99 //void respondToOpenOutputFiles(art:: FileBlock const & fb)
override;
100
101 void ResetVars ();
102 bool isInTPC(simb:: MCParticle const& mcp);
103 bool isInTPC(const TVector3 & pt);
104 bool isInFiducial(simb:: MCParticle const& mcp);
105 Double_t MassFromOpenAngle(Double_t openingAngle , Double_t
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thetaPiGH , Double_t thetaPiGL , Double_t MCPI0_P);
106 Double_t ArgoNeuTPfromOpenAngle(Double_t thetaGG);
107 int getPDG(std::vector < art::Ptr <recob::Hit > > allHits);
108 int getDominantMCP(std::vector < art::Ptr <recob::Hit > >
allHits);
109 Double_t EMTMVAresponse(double Chi2Pion , double Chi2Electron ,
double electronKE);
110 TVector3 trackKink(std::vector <art::Ptr <recob ::SpacePoint > > sps ,
double angle_tol , double height_tol , double outlier_tol);
111 Double_t minimumProjectedDistance(const TVector3 & vertex , const
TVector3 & dir , const TVector3 & pt);
112 Double_t trackMinimumDistance(const recob ::Track & tr1 , const
recob ::Track & tr2);
113 void DoParticleID(art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo , anab::
ParticleID &pidOut , double startPos);
114 std::pair <double ,double > ElectronChi2(art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry >
calo , TF1* dEdx_e , double WCP);
115 double EnergyChi2(art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo , double KE ,
TF1* fit);
116 Double_t InterpolateMCKE(simb:: MCParticle const& mcp , Double_t z);
117 Double_t InterpolateRecoKE(anab:: Calorimetry const& calo , Double_t
z, double KE0);
118 bool isExiting(const TVector3 & position);
119
120 private:
121
122 // Declare member data here.
123
124 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
125 // producer labels. Configurable in .fcl file parameter set
126 std:: string fMCTruthLabel = "generator";
127 std:: string fPIDLabel = "pid";
128 std:: string fPFLabel = "pmtrack";
129 std:: string fTrackLabel = "pmtrack";
130 std:: string fHitLabel = "gaushit";
131 std:: string fHitProducerLabel = "";
132 std:: string fCaloModuleLabel = "calo";
133 std:: string fParticleIDLabel = "";
134 std:: string fClusterLabel = "linecluster";
135 std:: string fSlicerSourceLabel = "pmtrack";
136 std:: string fShowerModuleLabel = "showerreco";
137 std:: string fEMShowerModuleLabel = "emshower";
138 std:: string fSimulationProducerLabel = "";
139 std:: string fTOFProducerLabel = "";
140 std:: string fWCModuleLabel = "";
141 std:: string fTriggerModuleLabel = "";
142 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
143
144
145
146 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
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147 // TTree for event classification by MC and various classifier
methods
148 TTree* classificationTree;
149
150 // various methods of classification:
151 Int_t EVENT;
152 Int_t RUN;
153 Int_t SUBRUN;
154 Int_t INPUTFILENUMBER;
155 Int_t MC_classify;
156 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
157
158
159
160
161
162
163 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
164 // TTree for all signal events
165 TTree* eventTree;
166
167 Bool_t ISSIGNAL;
168
169 // variables for cuts on data (not MC)
170 Short_t TOF;
171 Bool_t UPSTREAMTRACK;
172 Bool_t PRITRACKEXITS;
173 Bool_t PRINOTe;
174 Int_t NTRACKS_14;
175 Int_t NTRACKS_5;
176 Int_t NTRACKS;
177 Int_t NTRACKS_Zdir;
178 Int_t AEROHITS;
179 Int_t MURSHITS;
180 Int_t PUNCHHITS;
181 Double_t WC_P;
182 Double_t PRI_TMVA;
183
184 // variables for the pi -:
185 Double_t MCPRI_E;
186 Double_t MCPRI_TPCE;
187 Double_t MCPIM_interactionE;
188 Double_t MCPIM_MCPI0_angle;
189
190 // variables for the pi0:
191 Double_t MCPI0_prod_x;
192 Double_t MCPI0_prod_y;
193 Double_t MCPI0_prod_z;
194 Double_t MCPI0_px;
195 Double_t MCPI0_py;
196 Double_t MCPI0_pz;
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197 Double_t MCPI0_P;
198 Double_t MCPI0_E;
199
200 // MC variables for the high energy photon
201 Double_t MCHEP_prod_x;
202 Double_t MCHEP_prod_y;
203 Double_t MCHEP_prod_z;
204 Double_t MCHEP_decay_x;
205 Double_t MCHEP_decay_y;
206 Double_t MCHEP_decay_z;
207 Double_t MCHEP_thetaX;
208 Double_t MCHEP_thetaY;
209 Double_t MCHEP_theta;
210 Double_t MCHEP_E;
211
212 // MC variables for the low energy photon
213 Double_t MCLEP_prod_x;
214 Double_t MCLEP_prod_y;
215 Double_t MCLEP_prod_z;
216 Double_t MCLEP_decay_x;
217 Double_t MCLEP_decay_y;
218 Double_t MCLEP_decay_z;
219 Double_t MCLEP_thetaX;
220 Double_t MCLEP_thetaY;
221 Double_t MCLEP_theta;
222 Double_t MCLEP_E;
223
224 // MC variables of special importance
225 Double_t openingAngle;
226 Double_t thetaPiGH;
227 Double_t thetaPiGL;
228
229 // MC variable for constraining pi0 from pi -
230 Double_t pi0_minus_meanPhoton_angle;
231
232 // variables for attempts at mass reconstruction
233 Double_t mass_reco_openangle;
234 Double_t massRecoNoCorr;
235 Double_t massRecoArgoNeuT;
236 Double_t massRecoArgoNeuTMCdir;
237 Double_t massRecoMCdir;
238 Double_t massRecoMCpos;
239 Double_t massRecoMCdirpos;
240 Double_t massRecoMC;
241 Double_t massRecoNaiveRandom;
242 Double_t massRecoCaloMCdir;
243 Double_t massRecoMCERecodir;
244 Double_t massRecoOnlyReco;
245 Double_t massRecoECorr;
246
247 // variables for other products in the TPC
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248 Double_t numProtons;
249 Double_t totalDaughterE;
250 Double_t totalProtonE;
251
252 // variables for photon metrics
253 Double_t numShowers;
254
255 // variables for detector performance
256 Double_t primaryKinkError;
257 Double_t primaryVertexError;
258
259
260 Double_t passPrimaryTrackCut;
261 Bool_t passPionVertexCut;
262 Double_t cutToRejectThisEvent;
263
264 Bool_t MCnoPion;
265 Bool_t MCnoPi0;
266 Bool_t MCanyEMinTPC;
267 Bool_t MC2EMinTPC;
268 Bool_t MCinTPC;
269 Bool_t RecoAnyEMinTPC;
270 Bool_t Reco2EMinTPC;
271 Bool_t RecoHasPriTrack;
272
273
274 Double_t recoKEloss;
275 Double_t MCKEloss;
276
277 // variables for correspondance between WC/TPC tracks
278 Int_t NTRACKS1MATCH;
279 Int_t NWCS1MATCH;
280 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
281
282
283
284 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
285 // keep photon vars so we can seed MC with them later
286 TTree* photonTree;
287 Double_t CEX_Photon_E;
288 Double_t PHOTON_PX;
289 Double_t PHOTON_PY;
290 Double_t PHOTON_PZ;
291 Double_t PHOTON_X;
292 Double_t PHOTON_Y;
293 Double_t PHOTON_Z;
294 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
295
296
297
298 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
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299 // tree to track variables for individual showers
300 TTree* showerTree;
301 Double_t minShowerAngle;
302 Double_t minShowerDistToVertex;
303 Double_t isSignalShower;
304 Double_t numClusters;
305 Double_t showerPDG;
306 Double_t longTrack;
307 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
308
309
310
311 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
312 // tree to use particleID to identify tracks
313 TTree* trackTree;
314 Int_t TrMCpdg;
315 Bool_t TrIsPi0Daughter;
316 Bool_t TrIsPriDaughter;
317 Bool_t TrPrimary;
318 Double_t TrChi2Proton;
319 Double_t TrChi2Proton_end;
320 Double_t TrChi2Kaon;
321 Double_t TrChi2Pion;
322 Double_t TrChi2Pion_E;
323 Double_t TrChi2Electron;
324 Double_t TrElectronKE;
325 Double_t TrChi2Electron_E;
326 Double_t TrChi2Pion_end;
327 Double_t TrChi2Muon;
328 Double_t TrPIDA;
329 Double_t TrNDF;
330 Double_t TrAvgdEdx;
331 Double_t TMVAresponse;
332 Double_t angleToTruth;
333 Double_t angleToProdHyp;
334 Double_t angleFromVertex;
335 Double_t angleProdTruth;
336 Double_t trVertexError;
337 Double_t TrLength;
338 Double_t TrArea;
339 Double_t TrDistFromVertex;
340 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
341
342
343
344
345 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
346 // CONSTANTS
347 Double_t MCE_RECO_RATIO = 0.000363206;
348 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
349
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350
351
352 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
353 // variables to make use of TMVA
354
355 TMVA:: Reader* reader;
356
357 Float_t readElectronKE;
358 Float_t readChi2Pion;
359 Float_t readChi2Electron; // TMVA must use floats
360
361 TMVA:: Reader* photonECorrReader;
362 Int_t readEvent;
363 Float_t readKE;
364 Float_t readXDecay;
365 Float_t readYDecay;
366 Float_t readZDecay;
367 Float_t readThetaX;
368 Float_t readThetaY;
369 Float_t readTheta;
370
371
372 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
373
374
375
376 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
377 // variables for pion -proton discrimination
378 TDirectory* Chi2PIDAlg;
379 TProfile* dedx_range_mu;
380 TProfile* dedx_range_pi;
381 TProfile* dedx_range_ka;
382 TProfile* dedx_range_pro;
383 TProfile* dedx_range_e;
384 TProfile* dedx_energy_pi;
385 TProfile* dedx_energy_e;
386
387 TF1* dEdx_e;
388 TF1* dEdx_pi;
389
390 std:: string fTemplateFile;
391 std:: string fETemplateFile;
392 std:: string fROOTfile;
393 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
394
395
396 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
397 // other histograms:
398 TH2D* reco_vs_mc_dedx;
399 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
400
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401
402 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
403 // cross section histograms
404 TH1D* mc_total_int;
405 TH1D* mc_cex_int;
406 TH1D* mc_incident;
407 TH1D* simReco_total_int;
408 TH1D* simReco_cex_int;
409 TH1D* simReco_incident;
410 TH1D* data_total_int;
411 TH1D* data_cex_int;
412 TH1D* data_incident;
413 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
414
415 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
416 // other important variables:
417 bool CEXinTPC;
418 bool CEXinFiducial;
419 bool fhBertiniCaptureAtRest;
420 // ///////////////////////////////////////////
421
422 int countCEX = 0;
423 int countCEXnotSignal = 0;
424 };
425
426
427 pi0analyzer :: pi0analyzer(fhicl :: ParameterSet const & p)
428 :
429 EDAnalyzer(p) // ,
430 // More initializers here.
431 {
432 reconfigure(p);
433 INPUTFILENUMBER = 0;
434 std::cout << "pi0 analyzer starting" << std::endl;
435 }
436
437 void pi0analyzer :: analyze(art:: Event const & e)
438 {
439 // Implementation of required member function here.
440 using namespace std;
441 ResetVars ();
442
443
444 //
######################################################################################################
445 //# Trigger Analysis
#
446 //
######################################################################################################
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447
448 if (e.isRealData ()) {
449
450 std::vector <art::Ptr <raw::Trigger > > allTriggers;
451 art::Handle < std::vector <raw::Trigger > > allTriggersHandle;
452 if (e.getByLabel(fTriggerModuleLabel , allTriggersHandle)) art::
fill_ptr_vector(allTriggers , allTriggersHandle);
453
454 std::vector <art::Ptr <raw:: AuxDetDigit > > allDigits;
455 art::Handle < std::vector <raw:: AuxDetDigit > > allDigitsHandle;
456 if (e.getByLabel(fTriggerModuleLabel , allDigitsHandle)) art::
fill_ptr_vector(allDigits , allDigitsHandle);
457
458 for (size_t iD = 0; iD < allDigitsHandle ->size(); iD++) {
459 raw:: AuxDetDigit digit = allDigitsHandle ->at(iD);
460 for (size_t iADC = 1; iADC < digit.NADC(); iADC ++) {
461 if (digit.ADC(iADC) < 1750) {
462
463 if (digit.AuxDetName () == "MuonRangeStack") {
464 if (iADC >= 139 && iADC <= 144) {
465 MURSHITS ++;
466 } // end if: in trigger window
467 } // end if: muon range stack
468
469 if (digit.AuxDetName () == "PUNCH") {
470 if (iADC >= 139 && iADC <= 144) {
471 PUNCHHITS ++;
472 } // end if: in trigger window
473 } // end if: punch detector
474
475 } // end if: falling edge on pulse
476 } // end for: each tick
477 } // end for: all auxdet digits
478 } // end if: event is data not simulation
479
480
481 //
######################################################################################################
482 //# MC analysis
#
483 //
######################################################################################################
484
485 // declare variables that will be referenced later
486 // these variables will only be referenced inside a !RealData if
statement
487 TVector3 photonHdir , photonLdir , photonPairProd0 , photonPairProd1 ,
photonHPairProd , photonLPairProd;
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488 TVector3 MCVertex;
489 bool any_other_pions = false;
490 bool any_pi0 = false;
491 bool CEX = false;
492 bool inFiducial = false;
493 std::map <int , const simb:: MCParticle* > particleMap;
494 int MCLEP_simID = -1, MCHEP_simID = -1, MCPri_simID = -1;
495
496 if (!e.isRealData ()) { // only perform this analysis if working
with simulated data
497
498 // ####################################################
499 //
500 // Step 1: load the particles into a map
501 //
502 // ####################################################
503 // get the MCParticles into a map
504 art:: ValidHandle <std::vector <simb:: MCParticle > > particleHandle
= e.getValidHandle <std::vector <simb::MCParticle > >(
fSimulationProducerLabel);
505
506 for ( auto const& particle : (* particleHandle)) {
507 particleMap[particle.TrackId ()] = &particle;
508 } // end for: particle (filling map)
509
510
511
512 // ####################################################
513 //
514 // Step 2: set flags CEXinTPC and CEXinFiducial
515 // using MC information
516 //
517 // ####################################################
518
519 // analyze the primary particle
520 for ( auto const& particle : (* particleHandle)) {
521
522 if (particle.Process () == "primary") {
523
524 MCPri_simID = particle.TrackId ();
525
526 MCPRI_E = particle.E();
527 double z = -100;
528 for (unsigned int npt = 0; npt < particle.
NumberTrajectoryPoints (); npt++) {
529 if (particle.Position(npt).Vect().Z() > z && particle.
Position(npt).Vect().Z() < 0)
530 MCPRI_TPCE = particle.E(npt);
531 }
532
533 if (isInTPC(particle)) MCinTPC = true;
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534 if (isInFiducial(particle)) inFiducial = true;
535
536 for (int iDaughter = 0; iDaughter < particle.NumberDaughters
(); iDaughter ++) {
537 auto daughter = particleMap[particle.Daughter(iDaughter)];
538 int current_pdg = daughter ->PdgCode ();
539
540 if (current_pdg == 211 || current_pdg == -211)
any_other_pions = true;
541 if (current_pdg == 111) any_pi0 = true;
542
543 if (daughter ->Process () == "hBertiniCaptureAtRest")
fhBertiniCaptureAtRest = true;
544
545 } // end for: loop over daughter particles
546
547 MCVertex = particle.EndPosition ().Vect();
548
549 } // end if: analyzing primary particle
550
551 if (isInTPC(particle) && particle.E() > .050) {
552 if (particle.PdgCode () == -11 || particle.PdgCode () == 11) {
553 if (MCanyEMinTPC) MC2EMinTPC = true;
554 MCanyEMinTPC = true;
555 }
556 }
557
558 } // end for: particle
559
560 if (! any_other_pions && any_pi0) CEX = true;
561 if (CEX && MCinTPC) CEXinTPC = true;
562 if (CEX && inFiducial) CEXinFiducial = true;
563 if (any_pi0 && !CEXinTPC) countCEXnotSignal ++;
564
565 if (! any_other_pions) MCnoPion = true;
566 if (! any_pi0) MCnoPi0 = true;
567
568 // ####################################################
569 //
570 // Step 3.1: perform some MC analysis on only CEX events
571 //
572 // ####################################################
573
574 if (CEXinTPC) {
575 for ( auto const& particle : (* particleHandle)) {
576 if (particle.Process () == "primary") {
577 unsigned int ntp = particle.NumberTrajectoryPoints ();
578 TVector3 primaryDir = TVector3(particle.Vx(ntp -2),
particle.Vy(ntp -2), particle.Vz(ntp -2)).Unit();
579 MCPIM_interactionE = particle.E(ntp -2);
580
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581 for (int iDaughter = 0; iDaughter < particle.
NumberDaughters (); iDaughter ++) {
582 auto daughter = particleMap[particle.Daughter(iDaughter)
];
583 int current_pdg = daughter ->PdgCode ();
584
585 // for all daughters:
586 totalDaughterE += daughter ->E();
587
588 if (current_pdg == 2212) {
589 numProtons ++;
590 totalProtonE += daughter ->E();
591 } // end if: daughter is a proton
592
593 if (current_pdg == 111) {
594
595 // filling some variables for ttree:
596 MCPI0_E = daughter ->E();
597 MCPI0_P = daughter ->P();
598 MCPI0_px = daughter ->Px();
599 MCPI0_py = daughter ->Py();
600 MCPI0_pz = daughter ->Pz();
601
602 // average the two photon directions as a first guess
603 TVector3 meanPhotonDir = TVector3(0, 0, 0);
604 TVector3 photon1dir;
605 TVector3 photon2dir;
606 TVector3 pi0dir = TVector3(MCPI0_px , MCPI0_py ,
MCPI0_pz);
607 Double_t E1 = 0.0;
608 Double_t E2 = 0.0;
609
610
611 for (int iPhoton = 0; iPhoton < daughter ->
NumberDaughters (); iPhoton ++) {
612 CEX_Photon_E = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->E();
613 PHOTON_PX = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->Px();
614 PHOTON_PY = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->Py();
615 PHOTON_PZ = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->Pz();
616 PHOTON_X = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->Position ().X();
617 PHOTON_Y = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->Position ().Y();
618 PHOTON_Z = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->Position ().Z();
619 photonTree ->Fill();
620
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621 if (iPhoton == 0) {
622 photon1dir = TVector3(particleMap[daughter ->
Daughter(iPhoton)]->Px(),
623 particleMap[daughter ->
Daughter(iPhoton)]->Py(),
624 particleMap[daughter ->
Daughter(iPhoton)]->Pz())
;
625 photonPairProd0 = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->EndPosition ().Vect();
626 E1 = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(iPhoton)]->E()
;
627 MCLEP_simID = daughter ->Daughter(iPhoton);
628 } // end if: first daughter of pi0
629 if (iPhoton == 1) {
630 photon2dir = TVector3(particleMap[daughter ->
Daughter(iPhoton)]->Px(),
631 particleMap[daughter ->
Daughter(iPhoton)]->Py(),
632 particleMap[daughter ->
Daughter(iPhoton)]->Pz())
;
633 photonPairProd1 = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(
iPhoton)]->EndPosition ().Vect();
634 E2 = particleMap[daughter ->Daughter(iPhoton)]->E()
;
635 MCHEP_simID = daughter ->Daughter(iPhoton);
636 } // end if: second daughter of pi0
637 } // end for: all daughters of pi0
638 meanPhotonDir = photon1dir + photon2dir;
639 pi0_minus_meanPhoton_angle = meanPhotonDir.Angle(
pi0dir);
640
641 // assign more readable variables
642 if (E1 < E2) {
643 photonLdir = photon1dir;
644 photonHdir = photon2dir;
645 photonLPairProd = photon1dir;
646 photonHPairProd = photon2dir;
647 MCHEP_E = E2;
648 MCLEP_E = E1;
649 }
650 else {
651 photonLdir = photon2dir;
652 photonHdir = photon1dir;
653 photonLPairProd = photon2dir;
654 photonHPairProd = photon1dir;
655 MCHEP_E = E1;
656 MCLEP_E = E2;
657 int temp = MCLEP_simID;
658 MCLEP_simID = MCHEP_simID;
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659 MCHEP_simID = temp;
660 }
661
662 // set some tree variables
663 openingAngle = photonHdir.Angle(photonLdir);
664 thetaPiGH = photonHdir.Angle(pi0dir);
665 thetaPiGL = photonLdir.Angle(pi0dir);
666
667 MCPIM_MCPI0_angle = pi0dir.Angle(primaryDir);
668
669 mass_reco_openangle = MassFromOpenAngle(openingAngle ,
openingAngle /4.0, openingAngle *3.0/4.0 ,
ArgoNeuTPfromOpenAngle(openingAngle));
670
671 } // end if: daughter is a pi0
672 } // end for: loop over daughter
673 } // end if: particle is the pi-
674 } // end for: loop over all particle
675
676 countCEX ++;
677 } // end if: CEXinTPC
678
679 // ####################################################
680 //
681 // Step 4: perform some MC analysis on all events
682 //
683 // ####################################################
684
685 // set the event number
686 EVENT = e.event();
687
688 // classify based on MC
689 if (CEXinTPC) MC_classify = 1;
690 else MC_classify = 0;
691
692
693 } // end if: is not real data
694
695 //
######################################################################################################
696 //# Reco Analysis
#
697 //
######################################################################################################
698
699 EVENT = e.event();
700 RUN = e.run();
701 SUBRUN = e.subRun ();
70
702
703 // ####################################################
704 //
705 // Step 5: perform some reco anaylsis on all events
706 //
707 // ####################################################
708 int primaryTrackID = 0;
709
710 art::Handle < std::vector < recob::Track > > TrackHandle;
711 e.getByLabel(fTrackLabel , TrackHandle);
712 art::FindManyP <anab:: Calorimetry > calosFromTrack(TrackHandle , e,
fCaloModuleLabel);
713
714 // get all the hit objects from the event
715 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob::Hit > > allHits;
716 art::Handle < std::vector <recob::Hit > > allHitsHandle;
717 if (e.getByLabel(fHitProducerLabel , allHitsHandle)) art::
fill_ptr_vector(allHits , allHitsHandle);
718
719 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob::Track > > tracklist;
720 art::Handle < std::vector <recob::Track > > trackListHandle;
721 if (e.getByLabel(fTrackLabel , trackListHandle)) {art::
fill_ptr_vector(tracklist , trackListHandle);}
722
723
724 art::FindManyP <recob::Hit > hitsFromTrack(TrackHandle , e,
fTrackLabel);
725 art::FindManyP <anab:: ParticleID > PIDfromTrack(TrackHandle , e, "
pid");
726 art::FindManyP <anab:: Calorimetry > CaloFromTrack(TrackHandle , e,
fCaloModuleLabel);
727
728 // get the spacepoints from the tracks
729 art::FindManyP <recob:: SpacePoint > spsFromTrack(trackListHandle , e,
fTrackLabel);
730
731 // ####################################################
732 //
733 // Step 5.1: attempt to reconstruct pi0 mass
734 //
735 // ####################################################
736
737 TLorentzVector gamma1 , gamma2; // to prevent from reallocaing
repeatedly
738
739 Double_t bestEstimate = 0.0;
740
741 if (!e.isRealData ()) {
742 // attempt to reconstruct via the same procedure but with
entirely MC information
743 gamma1 = TLorentzVector(MCHEP_E * photonHdir.Unit(), MCHEP_E);
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744 gamma2 = TLorentzVector(MCLEP_E * photonLdir.Unit(), MCLEP_E);
745 massRecoMC = (gamma1 + gamma2).Mag();
746 }
747 else massRecoMC = -1.0; // fill with nonsense to show
reconstructed data
748
749 // ####################################################
750 //
751 // Step 5.2: examine detector performance
752 // by comparing MC and reco measurements
753 // only perform if is not real data
754 //
755 // ####################################################
756
757 TVector3 primaryTrackEnd;
758
759 if (!e.isRealData ()) {
760
761 // get the vertex from the primary track.
762 art::FindManyP <recob::Vertex > vertexFromTrack(trackListHandle , e
, fTrackLabel);
763
764 for (size_t iTrack = 0; iTrack < tracklist.size(); iTrack ++) {
765 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob::Hit >> hits = hitsFromTrack
.at(iTrack);
766 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob:: SpacePoint >> sps = spsFromTrack.
at(iTrack);
767
768 double upstreamZ = 90;
769 for (size_t iSp = 0; iSp < sps.size(); iSp++) {
770 if (upstreamZ > *(sps.at(iSp)->XYZ()+2))
771 upstreamZ = *(sps.at(iSp)->XYZ()+2);
772 }
773
774 const simb:: MCParticle* TrMCP = particleMap[getDominantMCP(
hits)];
775 if (TrMCP ->Process () == "primary" && upstreamZ < 2) {
776 auto primaryTrackSps = spsFromTrack.at(iTrack);
777 primaryTrackID = TrackHandle ->at(iTrack).ID();
778 if (tracklist.at(iTrack)->VertexDirection ().Angle(TVector3
(0, 0, 1)) < 0.17) {
779 // examine spatial resolution of kink finding
780 TVector3 primaryTrackKink;
781 // choose the endpoint of the track as the most downstream
point
782 double z = 0;
783 for (size_t iSP = 0; iSP < primaryTrackSps.size(); iSP++)
{
784 if (z < *( primaryTrackSps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+2)) {
785 z = *( primaryTrackSps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+2);
786 primaryTrackEnd = TVector3 (*( primaryTrackSps.at(iSP)->
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XYZ()), *( primaryTrackSps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+1), *(
primaryTrackSps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+2));
787 }
788 }
789 primaryTrackKink = trackKink(primaryTrackSps , 0.17, 4.5,
1.75);
790 primaryKinkError = (MCVertex - primaryTrackKink).Mag();
791 primaryVertexError = (MCVertex - primaryTrackEnd).Mag();
792
793
794 // examine energy resolution along the track
795 std::vector <art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry >> calos =
calosFromTrack.at(iTrack);
796 for (size_t iCal = 0; iCal < calos.size() -1; iCal ++) {
797 // initialize reconstructed variables
798 double KE , KEloss = 0.0;
799 art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo = calos.at(iCal);
800 if (TrMCP ->PdgCode () == -211)
801 KE = TrMCP ->E() *1000 - 40 - 135; // estimated 40 MeV
loss due to upstream components
802 else
803 KE = MCPRI_TPCE * 1000;
804
805 std::vector <double > trkPitch = calo ->TrkPitchVec ();
806 std::vector <double > dEdx = calo ->dEdx();
807 std::vector <TVector3 > xyz = calo ->XYZ();
808
809 for (size_t iPt = 0; iPt < dEdx.size(); iPt++) {
810 if (iCal == 0) {
811 KE -= dEdx.at(iPt)*trkPitch.at(iPt);
812 KEloss += dEdx.at(iPt)*trkPitch.at(iPt);
813 }
814 else {
815 KE -= dEdx.at(iPt)*trkPitch.at(iPt)*2.0; // for
collection plane double dedx
816 KEloss += dEdx.at(iPt)*trkPitch.at(iPt)*2.0;
817 }
818
819 reco_vs_mc_dedx ->Fill(KE , InterpolateMCKE (*TrMCP , xyz.
at(iPt).Z()));
820
821 if (iPt == dEdx.size() -1) {
822 recoKEloss = KEloss;
823 MCKEloss = InterpolateMCKE (*TrMCP , (Double_t)0.0)
- InterpolateMCKE (*TrMCP , xyz.at(iPt).Z());
824 }
825
826 } // end for: each point in the calorimetry object
827
828 } //end for: calorimetry objects
829 } // end if: track enters through the front face
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830 } // end if: track has primary MCP as greatest contributor
831 } // end for: all tracks
832
833 } // end if: not real data
834
835
836 // ####################################################
837 //
838 // Step 5.6: attempt to use track ->calo ->KE as MCE for photon
839 //
840 // ####################################################
841
842 map <size_t , double > iTrack_KE;
843
844 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
845 std::vector <art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry >> calos = calosFromTrack.
at(iT);
846 double KE = 0.0;
847 for (size_t iCal = 0; iCal < calos.size(); iCal ++) {
848 KE += calos.at(iCal)->KineticEnergy ();
849 }
850 iTrack_KE[iT] = KE;
851 }
852
853 // try reconstruction using MC direction and reconstructed energy
854 if (!e.isRealData ()) {
855 bestEstimate = 0.0;
856 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
857 for (size_t iT2 = 0; iT2 < TrackHandle ->size(); iT2++) {
858 TLorentzVector gamma1 = TLorentzVector(photonHdir.Unit()*
iTrack_KE[iT], iTrack_KE[iT]);
859 TLorentzVector gamma2 = TLorentzVector(photonLdir.Unit()*
iTrack_KE[iT2], iTrack_KE[iT2]);
860 if (TMath::Abs (134.97 - (gamma1+gamma2).Mag()) < TMath::Abs
(134.97 - bestEstimate)) {
861 bestEstimate = (gamma1+gamma2).Mag();
862 }
863 }
864 }
865 massRecoCaloMCdir = bestEstimate;
866 }
867 else massRecoCaloMCdir = -1.0; // fill with nonsense to show
reconstructed data
868
869
870
871 // check the correspondance of WC and TPC tracks
872 // use the WC/TPC association both ways and make sure there is
precisely a single one to one match
873 if (e.isRealData ()) {
874 art::FindManyP <ldp::WCTrack > WCfromTrack(TrackHandle , e, "
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WC2TPCtrk");
875 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
876 std::vector <art::Ptr <ldp::WCTrack >> WCTracks = WCfromTrack.at
(iT);
877 if (WCTracks.size() == 1) {
878 NTRACKS1MATCH ++;
879 WC_P = WCTracks.at(0) ->Momentum ();
880 } // end if: unique WC match
881 } // end for: get the WC associated with each track
882
883 //get the vector of WC tracks
884 std::vector <art::Ptr <ldp::WCTrack > > allWCTracks;
885 art::Handle < std::vector <ldp::WCTrack > > allWCTracksHandle;
886 if (e.getByLabel(fWCModuleLabel , allWCTracksHandle)) art::
fill_ptr_vector(allWCTracks , allWCTracksHandle);
887
888 // match wc tracks to tpc tracks
889 art::FindManyP <recob::Track > TrackFromWC(allWCTracksHandle , e, "
WC2TPCtrk");
890 for (size_t iWC = 0; iWC < allWCTracksHandle ->size(); iWC++) {
891 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob::Track >> matchedTracks =
TrackFromWC.at(iWC);
892 if (matchedTracks.size() == 1) {
893 NWCS1MATCH ++;
894 primaryTrackID = matchedTracks.at(0) ->ID();
895 } // end if: precisely one TPC match
896 } // end for: get the tracks associated with each WC track
897
898 } // end if: is real data
899
900
901
902
903 // ####################################################
904 //
905 // Step 5.7: attempt to find track pdg by particleID
906 //
907 // ####################################################
908
909 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
910
911 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob::Hit >> hits = hitsFromTrack.
at(iT);
912 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob:: SpacePoint >> sps = spsFromTrack.at
(iT);
913 std::vector <art::Ptr <anab:: ParticleID >> pids = PIDfromTrack.at
(iT);
914 std::vector <art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry >> calos = CaloFromTrack.
at(iT);
915
916
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917 double startKE;
918 if (!e.isRealData ()) {
919 TrMCpdg = getPDG(hits);
920 const simb:: MCParticle* TrMCP = particleMap[getDominantMCP(
hits)];
921 startKE = TrMCP ->E() *1000 - 40 - 139.57;
922 }
923 else {
924 TrMCpdg = 0.0;
925 startKE = WC_P - 40;
926 }
927
928 art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo = calos.at(0);
929 std::pair <double , double > echi2 = ElectronChi2(calo , dEdx_e ,
startKE +40);
930 TrChi2Electron = echi2.first;
931 TrElectronKE = echi2.second;
932 TrChi2Pion_E = EnergyChi2(calo , startKE ,
dEdx_pi);
933 TrChi2Electron_E = EnergyChi2(calo , startKE ,
dEdx_e);
934 TMVAresponse = EMTMVAresponse(TrChi2Pion_E ,
TrChi2Electron , TrElectronKE);
935
936
937
938 // use calorimetry object but use only up until last 5cm
939 double npts = 0.0;
940 for (size_t iCal = 0; iCal < calos.size(); iCal ++) {
941 art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo = calos.at(iCal);
942 std::vector <double > dEdx = calo ->dEdx();
943 std::vector <double > rrange = calo ->ResidualRange ();
944 for (size_t iPt = 0; iPt < dEdx.size(); iPt++) {
945 if (rrange.at(iPt) > 5.0) {
946 if (dEdx.at(iPt) < 1000 && dEdx.at(iPt) > 1e-2) {//
protect against large or small pulse height
947 TrAvgdEdx += dEdx.at(iPt);
948 npts ++;
949 }
950 } // end if: residual range at least 5
951 } // end for: points
952 } // end for: calorimetry objects
953 TrAvgdEdx /= npts;
954
955 for (size_t iPID = 0; iPID < pids.size(); iPID ++) {
956 art::Ptr <anab:: ParticleID > pid = pids.at(iPID);
957
958 TrChi2Proton += pid ->Chi2Proton ();
959 TrChi2Pion += pid ->Chi2Pion ();
960 TrChi2Kaon += pid ->Chi2Kaon ();
961 TrChi2Muon += pid ->Chi2Muon ();
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962 TrPIDA += pid ->PIDA();
963 TrNDF += pid ->Ndf();
964 }
965
966 // set some reconstruction booleans about characteristics of
event
967 RecoAnyEMinTPC = true;
968 Reco2EMinTPC = true;
969
970 if (TrackHandle ->at(iT).ID() == 1) RecoHasPriTrack = true;
971 if (TrackHandle ->at(iT).ID() == primaryTrackID && TMVAresponse >
0.1) PRINOTe = true;
972 if (TrackHandle ->at(iT).ID() == primaryTrackID) {
973 PRI_TMVA = TMVAresponse;
974 primaryTrackEnd = TrackHandle ->at(iT).End();
975 }
976
977 // attempt to use only the end of a track to classify it ,
improving signal to noise ratio
978 double trackFraction = 1.0;
979 for (size_t iSP = 0; iSP < sps.size(); iSP++) {
980 double dx = *(sps.at(iSP)->XYZ()) - *(sps.at(sps.size() -1)->
XYZ());
981 double dy = *(sps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+1) - *(sps.at(sps.size() -1)->
XYZ()+1);
982 double dz = *(sps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+2) - *(sps.at(sps.size() -1)->
XYZ()+2);
983 double displacement = pow(pow(dx , 2) + pow(dy , 2) + pow(dz , 2)
, 0.5);
984 if (displacement <= 6) { // optimization was performed to
determine 6cm is the best value here
985 trackFraction = (double)iSP/( double)sps.size();
986 break;
987 }
988 } // end for: iSP (spacepoints)
989
990 double minDistToVertex = 999;
991 for (size_t iSP = 0; iSP < sps.size(); iSP++) {
992 double dx = *(sps.at(iSP)->XYZ()) - primaryTrackEnd.X();
993 double dy = *(sps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+1) - primaryTrackEnd.Y();
994 double dz = *(sps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+2) - primaryTrackEnd.Z();
995 double displacement = pow(pow(dx , 2) + pow(dy , 2) + pow(dz , 2)
, 0.5);
996 if (displacement < minDistToVertex) minDistToVertex =
displacement;
997 } // end for: iSP (spacepoints for minimum distance to primary
track end)
998
999 for (size_t iCal = 0; iCal < calos.size(); iCal ++) {
1000 art::Handle < std::vector <anab:: ParticleID > > dummyPIDHandle;
1001 e.getByLabel(fParticleIDLabel , dummyPIDHandle);
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1002 if (dummyPIDHandle ->size() > 0) {
1003 anab:: ParticleID endingPID = dummyPIDHandle ->at(0);
1004 DoParticleID(calos.at(iCal), endingPID , trackFraction);
1005
1006 TrChi2Proton_end += endingPID.Chi2Proton ();
1007 TrChi2Pion_end += endingPID.Chi2Pion ();
1008
1009 } // end if: there are PIDs to use
1010
1011 /*
1012 // if the primary track is an electron then make a dedx plot
with it
1013 if (!e.isRealData ()) {
1014
1015 const simb:: MCParticle* TrMCP = particleMap[getDominantMCP(
hits)];
1016 if (TrMCP ->Process () == "primary" && TrMCP ->PdgCode () == 11)
{
1017 art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo = calos.at(iCal);
1018 std::vector <double > resRange = calo ->ResidualRange ();
1019 std::vector <double > dedx = calo ->dEdx();
1020 for (size_t iPt = 0; iPt < resRange.size(); iPt++) {
1021 if (dedx.at(iPt) < 1000 && dedx.at(iPt) > 1e-6)
1022 dedx_range_e ->Fill(resRange.at(iPt), dedx.at(iPt));
1023 } // end for: each point in the calorimetry track
1024 } // end if: the primary particle is an electron
1025
1026 if (TrMCP ->Process () == "primary ") {
1027 art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo = calos.at(iCal);
1028 std::vector <double > dEdx = calo ->dEdx();
1029 std::vector <TVector3 > xyz = calo ->XYZ();
1030
1031 for (size_t iPt = 0; iPt < dEdx.size(); iPt++) {
1032 if (dEdx.at(iPt) < 1000 && dEdx.at(iPt) > 1e-6) {
1033 unsigned int closestPoint = 0;
1034 // iterate through MCP track to find closest position
to xyz
1035 for (unsigned int iMCPt = 0; iMCPt < TrMCP ->
NumberTrajectoryPoints (); iMCPt ++) {
1036 if ((TrMCP ->Position(closestPoint).Vect() - xyz.at(
iPt)).Mag() > (TrMCP ->Position(iMCPt).Vect() -
xyz.at(iPt)).Mag())
1037 closestPoint = iMCPt;
1038 }
1039 if (TrMCP ->PdgCode () == 11)
1040 dedx_energy_e ->Fill(TrMCP ->P(closestPoint)*1000,
dEdx.at(iPt));
1041 else if (TrMCP ->PdgCode () == -211)
1042 dedx_energy_pi ->Fill(TrMCP ->P(closestPoint)*1000,
dEdx.at(iPt));
1043 } // end if: well behaved dEdx
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1044 } // end for: each point in calorimetry object
1045 } // end if: the primary particle is a pion
1046 } // end if: MC
1047 */
1048 } // end for: iCal (calorimetry index)
1049
1050
1051
1052 // ####################################################
1053 //
1054 // Step 5.8: quality control (track direction)
1055 // only perform for MC events
1056 //
1057 // ####################################################
1058
1059 if (!e.isRealData ()) {
1060
1061 const simb:: MCParticle* TrMCP = particleMap[getDominantMCP(
hits)];
1062 if (TrMCP ->Process () == "primary") TrPrimary = true;
1063
1064 TVector3 truedir = TrMCP ->Momentum ().Vect();
1065 TVector3 vertexdir = TrackHandle ->at(iT).VertexDirection ();
1066 angleToTruth = truedir.Angle(vertexdir);
1067
1068 TVector3 trueVertex = TrMCP ->Position ().Vect();
1069 TVector3 recoVertex = TrackHandle ->at(iT).Vertex ();
1070 trVertexError = (trueVertex - recoVertex).Mag();
1071
1072 // production hypothesis: find the nearest spacepoint to the
primary track end
1073 TVector3 prodHypDir = recoVertex - primaryTrackEnd;
1074 TVector3 maxDist = TrackHandle ->at(iT).End() -
primaryTrackEnd;
1075
1076 for (size_t indx = 0; indx < sps.size(); indx ++) {
1077 recob :: SpacePoint sp = (*sps.at(indx));
1078 // find the closest point in the track
1079 if (prodHypDir.Mag() > (TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1],
sp.XYZ()[2]) - primaryTrackEnd).Mag())
1080 prodHypDir = TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.XYZ()
[2]) - primaryTrackEnd;
1081 // find the furthest point in the track
1082 if (maxDist.Mag() < (TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.
XYZ()[2]) - primaryTrackEnd).Mag())
1083 maxDist = TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.XYZ()[2])
- primaryTrackEnd;
1084 } // end for: all spacepoints in this track
1085
1086
1087 // take the minimum angle to one of the two photons
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1088 if (CEXinTPC) {
1089 if (photonHdir.Angle(prodHypDir) < photonLdir.Angle(
prodHypDir))
1090 angleProdTruth = photonHdir.Angle(prodHypDir);
1091 else
1092 angleProdTruth = photonLdir.Angle(prodHypDir);
1093 } // end if: signal in TPC. only time that photon variables
will be filled
1094 else
1095 angleProdTruth = -1;
1096
1097 // find the hypothesized direction: moving away from the
interaction site
1098 TVector3 hypTrackDir = TVector3(0, 0, 0);
1099
1100 // iterate through and grow the vector until its magnitude
exceeds half the track length
1101 Double_t hypLength = (maxDist - prodHypDir).Mag();
1102 for (size_t indx = 0; indx < sps.size(); indx ++) {
1103 recob :: SpacePoint sp = (*sps.at(indx));
1104 // find the furthest point that is not more than halfway
down the length of the track
1105 if (hypTrackDir.Mag() < (TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1],
sp.XYZ()[2]) - primaryTrackEnd - prodHypDir).Mag() && (
TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.XYZ()[2]) -
primaryTrackEnd - prodHypDir).Mag() < hypLength /2)
1106 hypTrackDir = TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.XYZ()
[2]) - primaryTrackEnd - prodHypDir;
1107 } // end for: all spacepoints on this track
1108
1109 // compare to the hypothesized track direction to production
hypothesis
1110 angleToProdHyp = prodHypDir.Angle(maxDist);
1111 TrDistFromVertex = prodHypDir.Mag();
1112
1113 if (TrackHandle ->at(iT).ID() != 0 && TrChi2Pion -TrChi2Proton <
ProtonPionCut && minDistToVertex < 3) {
1114 passPionVertexCut = false;
1115 }
1116 if (TrackHandle ->at(iT).ID() != 0 && TrChi2Pion -TrChi2Proton <
cutToRejectThisEvent && minDistToVertex < 3)
1117 cutToRejectThisEvent = TrChi2Pion -TrChi2Proton;
1118
1119 // find the length and area of the track as seen by
reconstruction
1120 TVector3 recoEnd = TrackHandle ->at(iT).End();
1121 TrLength = (recoEnd - recoVertex).Mag();
1122
1123 for (size_t indx = 0; indx < sps.size() -1; indx ++) {
1124 recob :: SpacePoint sp = (*sps.at(0));
1125 if (0.5 * TrLength * minimumProjectedDistance(recoVertex , (
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recoEnd -recoVertex).Unit(), TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ
()[1], sp.XYZ()[2])) > TrArea)
1126 TrArea = 0.5 * TrLength * minimumProjectedDistance(
recoVertex , (recoEnd -recoVertex).Unit(), TVector3(sp.
XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.XYZ()[2]));
1127 } // end for: loop over spacepoints in track to find greatest
area
1128
1129 // check if the track is a daughter of a primary or a pi0
1130 if (! TrPrimary && (TrMCP ->Mother () == MCPri_simID))
1131 TrIsPriDaughter = true;
1132 else if (! TrPrimary && TrMCP ->PdgCode () == 11) {
1133 int currentPDG = 11;
1134 while (( currentPDG == 11 || currentPDG == -11 || currentPDG
== 22 || currentPDG == 111) && (TrMCP ->Mother () != 0)) {
1135 //cout << "currentPDG: " << currentPDG << endl;
1136 //cout << "Mother: " << TrMCP ->Mother () << endl;
1137 currentPDG = particleMap[TrMCP ->Mother ()]->PdgCode ();
1138 TrMCP = particleMap[TrMCP ->Mother ()];
1139 if (currentPDG == 111)
1140 TrIsPi0Daughter = true;
1141 }
1142 if (TrMCP ->TrackId () == MCPri_simID)
1143 TrIsPriDaughter = true;
1144 }
1145 } // end if: is not real data
1146
1147 trackTree ->Fill();
1148 // reset track variables on each new track
1149 TrChi2Proton = 0.0;
1150 TrChi2Pion = 0.0;
1151 TrChi2Pion_E = 0.0;
1152 TrChi2Kaon = 0.0;
1153 TrChi2Muon = 0.0;
1154 TrChi2Electron = 0.0;
1155 TrElectronKE = 0.0;
1156 TrChi2Electron_E = 0.0;
1157 TrPIDA = 0.0;
1158 TMVAresponse = 0.0;
1159 TrChi2Proton_end = 0.0;
1160 TrChi2Pion_end = 0.0;
1161 TrNDF = 0.0;
1162 TrAvgdEdx = 0.0;
1163 angleToProdHyp = 0.0;
1164 angleFromVertex = 0.0;
1165 angleToTruth = 0.0;
1166 TrLength = 0.0;
1167 TrArea = 0.0;
1168 TrDistFromVertex = 0.0;
1169 TrIsPi0Daughter = false;
1170 TrIsPriDaughter = false;
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1171 TrPrimary = false;
1172
1173 } // end for: loop over all tracks
1174
1175 // ####################################################
1176 //
1177 // Step 5.10: apply cuts to the data
1178 //
1179 // ####################################################
1180
1181
1182 // there is a 1-1 relationship between TOF and events , so put in
vector but then just grab the first one
1183 if (e.isRealData ()) {
1184 std::vector <art::Ptr <ldp::TOF > > allTOFs;
1185 art::Handle < std::vector <ldp::TOF > > allTOFsHandle;
1186 if (e.getByLabel(fTOFProducerLabel , allTOFsHandle)) art::
fill_ptr_vector(allTOFs , allTOFsHandle);
1187
1188 TOF = allTOFs.at(0) ->SingleTOF (0);
1189 }
1190 else TOF = 25; // set to a value that will NOT get cut if MC
1191
1192
1193 // confirm that there is a track in the first two cm of the TPC
1194
1195 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
1196 auto sps = spsFromTrack.at(iT);
1197 for (size_t iSP = 0; iSP < sps.size(); iSP++) {
1198 if (*( sps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+2) < 2) {
1199 UPSTREAMTRACK = true;
1200 break;
1201 } // end if: there is a track in the first 2 cm
1202 } // end for: loop over spacepoints from a track
1203
1204 for (size_t iSP = 0; iSP < sps.size(); iSP++) {
1205 if (*( sps.at(iSP)->XYZ()+2) < 14) {
1206 NTRACKS_14 ++;
1207 break;
1208 } // end if: found a spacepoint in the first 14 cm
1209 } // end for: all spacepoints from a track
1210
1211 if (( TrackHandle ->at(iT).Vertex () - TrackHandle ->at(iT).End()).
Mag() < 5) NTRACKS_5 ++;
1212
1213 if (TrackHandle ->at(iT).VertexDirection ().Angle(TVector3(0, 0,
1)) < .175) NTRACKS_Zdir ++;
1214
1215 } // end for: all tracks
1216
1217 // set the number of total tracks
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1218 NTRACKS = TrackHandle ->size();
1219
1220 // check if the primary track exits the TPC
1221 if (TrackHandle ->size() > 0) {
1222 size_t primaryTrkIndx = 0;
1223
1224 if (e.isRealData ()) {
1225 art::FindManyP <ldp::WCTrack > WCfromTrack(TrackHandle , e, "
WC2TPCtrk");
1226 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
1227 std::vector <art::Ptr <ldp::WCTrack >> WCTracks = WCfromTrack.
at(iT);
1228 if (WCTracks.size() == 1) {
1229 primaryTrkIndx = iT;
1230 } // end if: track has one WC match
1231 } // end for: each track
1232 } // end if: is real data
1233 else {
1234 // identify primary track by cheating
1235 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
1236 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob::Hit >> hits =
hitsFromTrack.at(iT);
1237 if (particleMap[getDominantMCP(hits)]->Process () == "primary
")
1238 primaryTrkIndx = iT;
1239 } // end for: each track
1240 } // end else: is MC
1241
1242
1243 // check if the track that is primary exits the TPC
1244 TVector3 primaryVertex = TrackHandle ->at(primaryTrkIndx).Vertex
();
1245 TVector3 primaryEnd = TrackHandle ->at(primaryTrkIndx).End();
1246
1247 if (isExiting(primaryVertex) && isExiting(primaryEnd))
PRITRACKEXITS = true;
1248 } // end if: there are any tracks
1249
1250
1251
1252 // check if there are any charged pions leaving the vertex
1253 // passPionVertexCut;
1254
1255
1256
1257 // check if there is a primary track entering the detector in the
beam window and it is a pion
1258 /*
1259 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
1260
1261 }
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1262 */
1263
1264 // passPrimaryTrackCut;
1265
1266 // ####################################################
1267 //
1268 // Step 5.11: attempt to reconstruct the mass with
1269 // only reconstruction information
1270 //
1271 // first , check if there are at least 2 EM
1272 // tracks
1273 // then , see if any of these tracks could
1274 // be merged into one shower
1275 // if 3 remain , pick most energetic 2 and
1276 // make a mass measurement
1277 // ####################################################
1278
1279 map <size_t , TLorentzVector > EMTracks;
1280 map <size_t , TLorentzVector > EMTracks_ECorr;
1281
1282 if (Reco2EMinTPC) {
1283
1284 // make a list of all likely EM tracks
1285 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
1286 std::vector <art::Ptr <anab:: ParticleID >> pids = PIDfromTrack.at
(iT);
1287
1288 // TVector3 vertexdir = TrackHandle ->at(iT).VertexDirection ();
1289 TVector3 recoVertex = TrackHandle ->at(iT).Vertex ();
1290
1291 TVector3 prodHypDir = recoVertex - primaryTrackEnd;
1292 TVector3 maxDist = TrackHandle ->at(iT).End() -
primaryTrackEnd;
1293 TVector3 decayPos;
1294 double length = 0.0;
1295
1296 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob:: SpacePoint >> sps = spsFromTrack.at
(iT);
1297 for (size_t indx = 0; indx < sps.size() -1; indx ++) {
1298 recob :: SpacePoint sp = (*sps.at(indx));
1299 if (prodHypDir.Mag() > (TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1],
sp.XYZ()[2]) - primaryTrackEnd).Mag()) {
1300 decayPos = TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.XYZ()[2])
;
1301 prodHypDir = decayPos - primaryTrackEnd;
1302 }
1303 if (maxDist.Mag() < (TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.
XYZ()[2]) - primaryTrackEnd).Mag()) {
1304 maxDist = TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1],sp.XYZ()[2]) -
primaryTrackEnd;
1305 }
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1306 if (( TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.XYZ()[2])-
recoVertex).Mag() > length)
1307 length = (TVector3(sp.XYZ()[0], sp.XYZ()[1], sp.XYZ()[2])-
recoVertex).Mag();
1308 }
1309
1310 readEvent = (Int_t)EVENT;
1311 readKE = (Float_t)iTrack_KE[iT];
1312 readXDecay = (Float_t)decayPos.X();
1313 readYDecay = (Float_t)decayPos.Y();
1314 readZDecay = (Float_t)decayPos.Z();
1315 readThetaX = (Float_t)prodHypDir.Angle(TVector3(1, 0, 0));
1316 readThetaY = (Float_t)prodHypDir.Angle(TVector3(0, 1, 0));
1317 readTheta = (Float_t)prodHypDir.Angle(TVector3(0, 0, 1));
1318
1319 Double_t KECorrected = (BDTPhotonP1 * photonECorrReader ->
EvaluateMVA("BDT") + BDTPhotonP0) * 1000;
1320
1321
1322 if (prodHypDir.Mag() > 2 && prodHypDir.Angle(maxDist) < 0.2 &&
TrackHandle ->at(iT).ID() != primaryTrackID && length <30) {
1323 EMTracks[iT] = TLorentzVector(prodHypDir.Unit()*
iTrack_KE[iT], iTrack_KE[iT]);
1324 EMTracks_ECorr[iT] = TLorentzVector(prodHypDir.Unit()*
KECorrected , KECorrected);
1325 } // end if: check if the track is sufficiently far away and
angled in correct direction
1326 } // end for: each track iT
1327
1328
1329 bestEstimate = 0.0;
1330 for (auto iter1 = EMTracks.begin(); iter1 != EMTracks.end();
iter1 ++) {
1331 for (auto iter2 = EMTracks.begin(); iter2 != EMTracks.end();
iter2 ++) {
1332 if (iter1 != iter2) {
1333 gamma1 = iter1 ->second;
1334 gamma2 = iter2 ->second;
1335 if (TMath::Abs (134.97 - (gamma1+gamma2).Mag()) < TMath::
Abs (134.97 - bestEstimate)) {
1336 bestEstimate = (gamma1+gamma2).Mag();
1337 } // end if: this pair of photons is the best estimate
1338 } // end if: different indices
1339 } // end for: second iterator
1340 } // end for: first iterator
1341 massRecoOnlyReco = bestEstimate;
1342
1343
1344
1345 bestEstimate = 0.0;
1346 for (auto iter1 = EMTracks_ECorr.begin(); iter1 !=
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EMTracks_ECorr.end(); iter1 ++) {
1347 for (auto iter2 = EMTracks_ECorr.begin(); iter2 !=
EMTracks_ECorr.end(); iter2 ++) {
1348 if (iter1 != iter2) {
1349 gamma1 = iter1 ->second;
1350 gamma2 = iter2 ->second;
1351 if (TMath::Abs (134.97 - (gamma1+gamma2).Mag()) < TMath::
Abs (134.97 - bestEstimate)) {
1352 bestEstimate = (gamma1+gamma2).Mag();
1353 }
1354 }
1355 }
1356 }
1357 massRecoECorr = bestEstimate;
1358
1359
1360
1361 // use MC enegy and reconstructed direction
1362 if (!e.isRealData ()) {
1363 bestEstimate = 0.0;
1364 for (auto iter1 = EMTracks.begin(); iter1 != EMTracks.end();
iter1 ++) {
1365 for (auto iter2 = EMTracks.begin(); iter2 != EMTracks.end();
iter2 ++) {
1366 if (iter1 != iter2) {
1367 gamma1 = TLorentzVector(iter1 ->second.Vect().Unit()*
MCHEP_E , MCHEP_E);
1368 gamma2 = TLorentzVector(iter2 ->second.Vect().Unit()*
MCLEP_E , MCLEP_E);
1369 if (TMath ::Abs (134.97 - (gamma1+gamma2).Mag()) < TMath::
Abs (134.97 - bestEstimate)) {
1370 bestEstimate = (gamma1+gamma2).Mag();
1371 }
1372 }
1373 }
1374 }
1375 massRecoMCERecodir = bestEstimate;
1376 }
1377 else massRecoMCERecodir = -1.0;
1378
1379 } // end if: Reco2EMinTPC
1380
1381
1382 // ####################################################
1383 //
1384 // Step 6: attempt to classify events with various methods
1385 //
1386 // ####################################################
1387 if (!e.isRealData ()) {
1388 if (CEX) ISSIGNAL = true;
1389 else ISSIGNAL = false;
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1390 }
1391
1392 eventTree ->Fill();
1393 classificationTree ->Fill();
1394
1395
1396
1397 // ####################################################
1398 //
1399 // Perform cross section counting
1400 //
1401 // ####################################################
1402
1403 if (e.isRealData ()) {
1404 if (TOF >20 && TOF <27 && UPSTREAMTRACK && NTRACKS_14 <4 &&
NWCS1MATCH ==1 && NTRACKS1MATCH ==1 && PRINOTe) {
1405 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
1406 if (TrackHandle ->at(iT).ID() == primaryTrackID) {
1407 std::vector <art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry >> calos =
calosFromTrack.at(iT);
1408 art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo = calos.at(0);
1409 std::vector <TVector3 > pos = calo ->XYZ();
1410 double KE = TMath::Sqrt(WC_P*WC_P + 139.57*139.57) - 40 -
139.57;
1411
1412 if (primaryTrackEnd.Z() <= 89) {
1413 double KEend = InterpolateRecoKE (*calo , TMath:: Floor(
primaryTrackEnd.Z()), KE);
1414 data_total_int ->Fill(KEend);
1415 if (massRecoECorr >120 && massRecoECorr <150)
1416 data_cex_int ->Fill(KEend);
1417 } // end if: particle interacts in TPC
1418
1419 for (Double_t slab = 0.0; slab < TMath:: Floor(
primaryTrackEnd.Z()); slab ++) {
1420 KE = TMath ::Sqrt(WC_P*WC_P + 139.57*139.57) - 40 -
139.57;
1421 data_incident ->Fill(InterpolateRecoKE (*calo , slab , KE));
1422 } // end for: slabs
1423 } // end if: primary particle
1424 } // end for: all tracks
1425 } // end if: event passes reconstruction cuts
1426 } // end if: data cross section
1427
1428 else {
1429
1430 if (UPSTREAMTRACK && NTRACKS_14 <4 && PRINOTe) {
1431
1432 // find reconstructed primary particle
1433 for (size_t iT = 0; iT < TrackHandle ->size(); iT++) {
1434 if (TrackHandle ->at(iT).ID() == primaryTrackID) {
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1435 // get the particle and the KE guess
1436 std::vector <art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry >> calos =
calosFromTrack.at(iT);
1437 art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo = calos.at(0);
1438 std::vector <TVector3 > pos = calo ->XYZ();
1439 std::vector <art::Ptr <recob::Hit >> hits = hitsFromTrack.at
(iT);
1440 const simb:: MCParticle* TrMCP = particleMap[
getDominantMCP(hits)];
1441 double KE = TrMCP ->E() *1000 - 40 - 139.57;
1442
1443 // fill one of the interaction histograms if the particle
does not cross the detector
1444 if (primaryTrackEnd.Z() <= 89) {
1445 double KEend = InterpolateRecoKE (*calo , TMath:: Floor(
primaryTrackEnd.Z()), KE);
1446 simReco_total_int ->Fill(KEend);
1447 if (massRecoECorr > 120 && massRecoECorr < 150)
1448 simReco_cex_int ->Fill(KEend);
1449
1450 }
1451
1452 for (Double_t slab = 0.0; slab < TMath:: Floor(
primaryTrackEnd.Z()); slab ++) {
1453 KE = TrMCP ->E() *1000 - 40 - 139.57;
1454 simReco_incident ->Fill(InterpolateRecoKE (*calo , slab , KE
));
1455 }
1456
1457 } // end if: primary particle
1458 } // end for: all tracks
1459 } // end if: event passes reconstruction pion selection cuts
1460
1461 art:: ValidHandle <std::vector <simb:: MCParticle > > particleHandle
= e.getValidHandle <std::vector <simb::MCParticle > >(
fSimulationProducerLabel);
1462
1463 for ( auto const& particle : (* particleHandle)) {
1464 particleMap[particle.TrackId ()] = &particle;
1465 } // end for: particle (filling map)
1466
1467 // find MC primary particle
1468 for ( auto const& particle : (* particleHandle)) {
1469 if (particle.Process () == "primary") {
1470
1471 // if the endpoint is in the TPC it is considered for the
analysis.
1472 //if (isInTPC(MCVertex)) {
1473
1474 // iterate over the number of slabs , interpolating energy
at each point
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1475 Double_t maxSlab = TMath ::Floor(MCVertex.Z());
1476 if (maxSlab < 0.0) break;
1477 double MCKE;
1478 for (Double_t slab = 0.0; slab <= maxSlab && slab <= 90.0;
slab ++) {
1479 MCKE = InterpolateMCKE(particle , slab);
1480 if (slab == maxSlab) {
1481 mc_total_int ->Fill(MCKE);
1482 if (ISSIGNAL)
1483 mc_cex_int ->Fill(MCKE);
1484 break;
1485 } // end if: slab is the last one
1486 else
1487 mc_incident ->Fill(MCKE);
1488 } // end for: each slab
1489 //} // end if: is in tpc for MC vertex
1490 } // end if: primary MC particle
1491 } // end for: all MC particles
1492
1493 } // end if: MC cross section
1494
1495 }
1496
1497 void pi0analyzer :: beginJob ()
1498 {
1499 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1500 art:: ServiceHandle <art:: TFileService > tfs;
1501
1502 // implement classification tree
1503 classificationTree = (TTree *)tfs ->make <TTree >("classificationTree"
, "Tree for classification of various events");
1504 classificationTree ->Branch("event", &EVENT , "event/I");
1505 classificationTree ->Branch("Run", &RUN , "run/I");
1506 classificationTree ->Branch("SubRun", &SUBRUN , "subrun/I");
1507 classificationTree ->Branch("MC_classify", &MC_classify , "
MC_classify/I");
1508
1509 // implement signal event tree
1510 eventTree = (TTree *)tfs ->make <TTree >("eventTree", "Tree for signal
event information");
1511 eventTree ->Branch("EVENT", &EVENT ,
"EVENT/I");
1512 eventTree ->Branch("RUN", &RUN ,
"RUN/I");
1513 eventTree ->Branch("SUBRUN", &SUBRUN ,
"SUBRUN/I");
1514 eventTree ->Branch("INPUTFILENUMBER", &INPUTFILENUMBER ,
"INPUTFILENUMBER/I");
1515 eventTree ->Branch("ISSIGNAL", &ISSIGNAL ,
"ISSIGNAL/O");
1516 eventTree ->Branch("TOF", &TOF ,
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"TOF/S");
1517 eventTree ->Branch("WC_P", &WC_P ,
"WC_P/D");
1518 eventTree ->Branch("AEROHITS", &AEROHITS ,
"AEROHITS/I");
1519 eventTree ->Branch("MURSHITS", &MURSHITS ,
"MURSHITS/I");
1520 eventTree ->Branch("PUNCHHITS", &PUNCHHITS ,
"PUNCHHITS/I");
1521 eventTree ->Branch("UPSTREAMTRACK", &UPSTREAMTRACK ,
"UPSTREAMTRACK/O");
1522 eventTree ->Branch("PRITRACKEXITS", &PRITRACKEXITS ,
"PRITRACKEXITS/O");
1523 eventTree ->Branch("PRINOTe", &PRINOTe ,
"PRINOTe/O");
1524 eventTree ->Branch("NTRACKS_14", &NTRACKS_14 ,
"NTRACKS_14/I");
1525 eventTree ->Branch("NTRACKS_5", &NTRACKS_5 ,
"NTRACKS_5/I");
1526 eventTree ->Branch("NTRACKS", &NTRACKS ,
"NTRACKS/I");
1527 eventTree ->Branch("NTRACKS_Zdir", &NTRACKS_Zdir ,
"NTRACKS_Zdir/I");
1528 eventTree ->Branch("NTRACKS1MATCH", &NTRACKS1MATCH ,
"NTRACKS1MATCH/I");
1529 eventTree ->Branch("NWCS1MATCH", &NWCS1MATCH ,
"NWCS1MATCH/I");
1530 eventTree ->Branch("PRI_TMVA", &PRI_TMVA ,
"PRI_TMVA/D");
1531 eventTree ->Branch("MCPRI_E", &MCPRI_E ,
"MCPRI_E/D");
1532 eventTree ->Branch("MCPRI_TPCE", &MCPRI_TPCE ,
"MCPRI_TPCE/D");
1533 eventTree ->Branch("MCPIM_interactionE", &
MCPIM_interactionE , "MCPIM_interactionE/D");
1534 eventTree ->Branch("MCPIM_MCPI0_angle", &MCPIM_MCPI0_angle
, "MCPIM_MCPI0_angle/D");
1535 eventTree ->Branch("MCPI0_prod_x", &MCPI0_prod_x ,
"MCPI0_prod_x/D");
1536 eventTree ->Branch("MCPI0_prod_y", &MCPI0_prod_y ,
"MCPI0_prod_y/D");
1537 eventTree ->Branch("MCPI0_prod_z", &MCPI0_prod_z ,
"MCPI0_prod_z/D");
1538 eventTree ->Branch("MCPI0_px", &MCPI0_px ,
"MCPI0_px/D");
1539 eventTree ->Branch("MCPI0_py", &MCPI0_py ,
"MCPI0_py/D");
1540 eventTree ->Branch("MCPI0_pz", &MCPI0_pz ,
"MCPI0_pz/D");
1541 eventTree ->Branch("MCPI0_P", &MCPI0_P ,
"MCPI0_P/D");
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1542 eventTree ->Branch("MCPI0_E", &MCPI0_E ,
"MCPI0_E/D");
1543 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_prod_x", &MCHEP_prod_x ,
"MCHEP_prod_x/D");
1544 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_prod_y", &MCHEP_prod_y ,
"MCHEP_prod_y/D");
1545 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_prod_z", &MCHEP_prod_z ,
"MCHEP_prod_z/D");
1546 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_decay_x", &MCHEP_decay_x ,
"MCHEP_decay_x/D");
1547 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_decay_y", &MCHEP_decay_y ,
"MCHEP_decay_y/D");
1548 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_decay_z", &MCHEP_decay_z ,
"MCHEP_decay_z/D");
1549 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_thetaX", &MCHEP_thetaX ,
"MCHEP_thetaX/D");
1550 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_thetaY", &MCHEP_thetaY ,
"MCHEP_thetaY/D");
1551 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_theta", &MCHEP_theta ,
"MCHEP_theta/D");
1552 eventTree ->Branch("MCHEP_E", &MCHEP_E ,
"MCHEP_E/D");
1553 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_prod_x", &MCLEP_prod_x ,
"MCLEP_prod_x/D");
1554 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_prod_y", &MCLEP_prod_y ,
"MCLEP_prod_y/D");
1555 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_prod_z", &MCLEP_prod_z ,
"MCLEP_prod_z/D");
1556 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_decay_x", &MCLEP_decay_x ,
"MCLEP_decay_x/D");
1557 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_decay_y", &MCLEP_decay_y ,
"MCLEP_decay_y/D");
1558 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_decay_z", &MCLEP_decay_z ,
"MCLEP_decay_z/D");
1559 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_thetaX", &MCLEP_thetaX ,
"MCLEP_thetaX/D");
1560 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_thetaY", &MCLEP_thetaY ,
"MCLEP_thetaY/D");
1561 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_theta", &MCLEP_theta ,
"MCLEP_theta/D");
1562 eventTree ->Branch("MCLEP_E", &MCLEP_E ,
"MCLEP_E/D");
1563 eventTree ->Branch("openingAngle", &openingAngle ,
"openingAngle/D");
1564 eventTree ->Branch("thetaPiGH", &thetaPiGH ,
"thetaPiGH/D");
1565 eventTree ->Branch("thetaPiGL", &thetaPiGL ,
"thetaPiGL/D");
1566 eventTree ->Branch("pi0_minus_meanPhoton_angle", &
pi0_minus_meanPhoton_angle , "pi0_minus_meanPhoton_angle/D");
1567 eventTree ->Branch("mass_reco_openangle", &
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mass_reco_openangle , "mass_reco_openangle/D");
1568 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoNoCorr", &massRecoNoCorr ,
"massRecoNoCorr/D");
1569 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoArgoNeuT", &massRecoArgoNeuT ,
"massRecoArgoNeuT/D");
1570 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoArgoNeuTMCdir", &
massRecoArgoNeuTMCdir , "massRecoArgoNeuTMCdir/D");
1571 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoMCdir", &massRecoMCdir ,
"massRecoMCdir/D");
1572 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoMCpos", &massRecoMCpos ,
"massRecoMCpos/D");
1573 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoMCdirpos", &massRecoMCdirpos ,
"massRecoMCdirpos/D");
1574 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoMC", &massRecoMC ,
"massRecoMC/D");
1575 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoNaiveRandom", &
massRecoNaiveRandom , "massRecoNaiveRandom/D");
1576 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoCaloMCdir", &massRecoCaloMCdir
, "massRecoCaloMCdir/D");
1577 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoOnlyReco", &massRecoOnlyReco ,
"massRecoOnlyReco/D");
1578 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoECorr", &massRecoECorr ,
"massRecoECorr/D");
1579 eventTree ->Branch("numProtons", &numProtons ,
"numProtons/D");
1580 eventTree ->Branch("totalDaughterE", &totalDaughterE ,
"totalDaughterE/D");
1581 eventTree ->Branch("totalProtonE", &totalProtonE ,
"totalProtonE/D");
1582 eventTree ->Branch("numShowers", &numShowers ,
"numShowers/D");
1583 eventTree ->Branch("passPrimaryTrackCut", &
passPrimaryTrackCut , "passPrimaryTrackCut/D");
1584 eventTree ->Branch("passPionVertexCut", &passPionVertexCut
, "passPionVertexCut/O");
1585 eventTree ->Branch("cutToRejectThisEvent", &
cutToRejectThisEvent , "cutToRejectThisEvent/D");
1586 eventTree ->Branch("MCanyEMinTPC", &MCanyEMinTPC ,
"MCanyEMinTPC/O");
1587 eventTree ->Branch("MC2EMinTPC", &MC2EMinTPC ,
"MC2EMinTPC/O");
1588 eventTree ->Branch("MCinTPC", &MCinTPC ,
"MCinTPC/O");
1589 eventTree ->Branch("RecoAnyEMinTPC", &RecoAnyEMinTPC ,
"RecoAnyEMinTPC/O");
1590 eventTree ->Branch("Reco2EMinTPC", &Reco2EMinTPC ,
"Reco2EMinTPC/O");
1591 eventTree ->Branch("RecoHasPriTrack", &RecoHasPriTrack ,
"RecoHasPriTrack/O");
1592 eventTree ->Branch("primaryKinkError", &primaryKinkError ,
"primaryKinkError/D");
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1593 eventTree ->Branch("primaryVertexError", &
primaryVertexError , "primaryVertexError/D");
1594 eventTree ->Branch("massRecoMCERecodir", &
massRecoMCERecodir , "massRecoMCERecodir/D");
1595 eventTree ->Branch("MCnoPion", &MCnoPion ,
"MCnoPion/O");
1596 eventTree ->Branch("MCnoPi0", &MCnoPi0 ,
"MCnoPi0/O");
1597 eventTree ->Branch("recoKEloss", &recoKEloss ,
"recoKEloss/D");
1598 eventTree ->Branch("MCKEloss", &MCKEloss ,
"MCKEloss/D");
1599
1600 photonTree = (TTree *)tfs ->make <TTree >("photonTree", "Tree for all
signal photons");
1601 photonTree ->Branch("CEX_Photon_E", &CEX_Photon_E ,
"CEX_Photon_E/D");
1602 photonTree ->Branch("PHOTON_PX", &PHOTON_PX ,
"PHOTON_PX/D");
1603 photonTree ->Branch("PHOTON_PY", &PHOTON_PY ,
"PHOTON_PY/D");
1604 photonTree ->Branch("PHOTON_PZ", &PHOTON_PZ ,
"PHOTON_PZ/D");
1605 photonTree ->Branch("PHOTON_X", &PHOTON_X ,
"PHOTON_X/D");
1606 photonTree ->Branch("PHOTON_Y", &PHOTON_Y ,
"PHOTON_Y/D");
1607 photonTree ->Branch("PHOTON_Z", &PHOTON_Z ,
"PHOTON_Z/D");
1608
1609 showerTree = (TTree *)tfs ->make <TTree >("showerTree", "Tree for
shower reco information");
1610 showerTree ->Branch("minShowerAngle", &minShowerAngle ,
"minShowerAngle/D");
1611 showerTree ->Branch("minShowerDistToVertex", &
minShowerDistToVertex , "minShowerDistToVertex/D");
1612 showerTree ->Branch("numClusters", &numClusters ,
"numClusters/D");
1613 showerTree ->Branch("isSignalShower", &isSignalShower ,
"isSignalShower/D");
1614 showerTree ->Branch("showerPDG", &showerPDG ,
"showerPDG/D");
1615 showerTree ->Branch("longTrack", &longTrack ,
"longTrack/D");
1616
1617
1618 trackTree = (TTree *)tfs ->make <TTree >("trackTree", "Tree for all
track objects");
1619 trackTree ->Branch("EVENT", &EVENT , "EVENT/I"
);
1620 trackTree ->Branch("TrPrimary", &TrPrimary , "
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TrPrimary/O");
1621 trackTree ->Branch("TrIsPi0Daughter", &TrIsPi0Daughter , "
TrIsPi0Daughter/O");
1622 trackTree ->Branch("TrIsPriDaughter", &TrIsPriDaughter , "
TrIsPriDaughter/O");
1623 trackTree ->Branch("TrMCpdg", &TrMCpdg , "TrMCpdg/
I");
1624 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Proton", &TrChi2Proton , "
TrChi2Proton/D");
1625 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Kaon", &TrChi2Kaon , "
TrChi2Kaon/D");
1626 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Pion", &TrChi2Pion , "
TrChi2Pion/D");
1627 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Pion_E", &TrChi2Pion_E , "
TrChi2Pion_E/D");
1628 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Muon", &TrChi2Muon , "
TrChi2Muon/D");
1629 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Electron", &TrChi2Electron , "
TrChi2Electron/D");
1630 trackTree ->Branch("TrElectronKE", &TrElectronKE , "
TrElectronKE/D");
1631 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Electron_E", &TrChi2Electron_E , "
TrChi2Electron_E/D");
1632 trackTree ->Branch("TrNDF", &TrNDF , "TrNDF/D"
);
1633 trackTree ->Branch("TrAvgdEdx", &TrAvgdEdx , "
TrAvgdEdx/D");
1634 trackTree ->Branch("TMVAresponse", &TMVAresponse , "
TMVAresponse/D");
1635 trackTree ->Branch("angleToTruth", &angleToTruth , "
angleToTruth/D");
1636 trackTree ->Branch("trVertexError", &trVertexError , "
trVertexError/D");
1637 trackTree ->Branch("angleToProdHyp", &angleToProdHyp , "
angleToProdHyp/D");
1638 trackTree ->Branch("angleProdTruth", &angleProdTruth , "
angleProdTruth/D");
1639 trackTree ->Branch("angleFromVertex", &angleFromVertex , "
angleFromVertex/D");
1640 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Pion_end", &TrChi2Pion_end , "
TrChi2Pion_end/D");
1641 trackTree ->Branch("TrChi2Proton_end", &TrChi2Proton_end , "
TrChi2Proton_end/D");
1642 trackTree ->Branch("TrLength", &TrLength , "TrLength
/D");
1643 trackTree ->Branch("TrArea", &TrArea , "TrArea/D
");
1644 trackTree ->Branch("TrDistFromVertex", &TrDistFromVertex , "
TrDistFromVertex/D");
1645
1646 // prepare the TMVA reader to classify electrons and positrons
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1647 using namespace TMVA;
1648 reader = new Reader("V");
1649
1650 reader ->AddVariable(TString("TrChi2Pion_E"), &readChi2Pion);
1651 reader ->AddVariable(TString("TrChi2Electron"), &readChi2Electron);
1652 reader ->AddVariable(TString("TrElectronKE"), &readElectronKE);
1653
1654 reader ->BookMVA("BDT", "/lariat/data/users/knelson/ChargeExchange/
PDG_DataLoader/weights/PDG_Classify_BDT.weights.xml");
1655
1656
1657 photonECorrReader= new Reader("V");
1658
1659 photonECorrReader ->AddVariable(TString("KE"), &readKE);
1660 photonECorrReader ->AddVariable(TString("x_decay"), &readXDecay);
1661 photonECorrReader ->AddVariable(TString("y_decay"), &readYDecay);
1662 photonECorrReader ->AddVariable(TString("z_decay"), &readZDecay);
1663 photonECorrReader ->AddVariable(TString("thetaX"), &readThetaX);
1664 photonECorrReader ->AddVariable(TString("thetaY"), &readThetaY);
1665 photonECorrReader ->AddVariable(TString("theta"), &readTheta);
1666 photonECorrReader ->AddSpectator(TString("EVENT"), &readEvent);
1667
1668 photonECorrReader ->BookMVA("BDT", "/lariat/data/users/knelson/
ChargeExchange/dl_photonECorr/weights/photonECorr_BDT.weights.
xml");
1669
1670
1671
1672 // ------Borrowed from Chi2PIDAlg ->reconfigure () ------------------
1673 cet:: search_path sp("FW_SEARCH_PATH");
1674
1675 if( !sp.find_file(fTemplateFile , fROOTfile) )
1676 throw cet:: exception("Chi2ParticleID") << "cannot find the root
template fi\
1677 le: \n"
1678 << fTemplateFile
1679 << "\n bail ungracefully
.\n";
1680 TFile *file = TFile::Open(fROOTfile.c_str ());
1681 dedx_range_pro = tfs ->make <TProfile >(( const TProfile &)(*file ->Get(
"dedx_range_pro")));
1682 dedx_range_ka = tfs ->make <TProfile >(( const TProfile &)(*file ->Get(
"dedx_range_ka")));
1683 dedx_range_pi = tfs ->make <TProfile >(( const TProfile &)(*file ->Get(
"dedx_range_pi")));
1684 dedx_range_mu = tfs ->make <TProfile >(( const TProfile &)(*file ->Get(
"dedx_range_mu")));
1685
1686 /*
1687 if ( !sp.find_file(fETemplateFile , fROOTfile) )
1688 throw cet:: exception (" Chi2PartcleID ") << "cannot find the root
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tamplate file: \n"
1689 << fETemplateFile
1690 << "\n bail ungracefull .\n
";
1691 */
1692 using namespace std;
1693 TFile *EFile = TFile ::Open("/lariat/data/users/knelson/
pi0analyzer_histo_e_keep.root");
1694 dedx_range_e = tfs ->make <TProfile >(( const TProfile &)(*EFile ->Get("
pi0analyzer/dedx_range_e")));
1695 TFile *PiFile = TFile ::Open("/lariat/data/users/knelson/
pi0analyzer_histo_pi_keep.root");
1696 dedx_energy_pi = tfs ->make <TProfile >(( const TProfile &)(*PiFile ->
Get("pi0analyzer/dedx_energy_pi")));
1697 dedx_energy_e = tfs ->make <TProfile >(( const TProfile &)(*EFile ->Get(
"pi0analyzer/dedx_energy_e")));
1698 // ---------------------------------------------------------------
1699
1700 dEdx_e = new TF1("dEdx_e", "pol5", 0, 1000);
1701 dEdx_pi = new TF1("dEdx_pi", "pol5", 0, 1000);
1702
1703 dedx_energy_e ->Fit(dEdx_e);
1704 dedx_energy_pi ->Fit(dEdx_pi);
1705
1706 reco_vs_mc_dedx = tfs ->make <TH2D >("reco_vs_mc_dedx", "
Reconstructed vs MC dEdx", 100, 0, 1000, 100, 0, 1000);
1707
1708 dEdx_e = new TF1("fa1","sin(x)/x" ,0,1200);
1709
1710
1711 // ----- initialiize cross section histograms -------
1712 mc_incident = tfs ->make <TH1D >("mc_incident", "Total Incident
#pi MC", 35, 50, 1800);
1713 mc_total_int = tfs ->make <TH1D >("mc_total_int", "Total
Interacting #pi MC", 35, 50, 1800);
1714 mc_cex_int = tfs ->make <TH1D >("mc_cex_int", "CEX Interacting
#pi MC", 35, 50, 1800);
1715 simReco_incident = tfs ->make <TH1D >("simReco_incident", "
Reconstructed Total Incident #pi MC", 35, 50, 1800);
1716 simReco_total_int = tfs ->make <TH1D >("simReco_total_int", "
Reconstructed Total Interacting #pi MC", 35, 50, 1800);
1717 simReco_cex_int = tfs ->make <TH1D >("simReco_cex_int", "
Reconstructed CEX Interacting #pi MC", 35, 50, 1800);
1718 data_incident = tfs ->make <TH1D >("data_incident", "
Reconstructed Total Incident , data", 35, 50, 1800);
1719 data_total_int = tfs ->make <TH1D >("data_total_int", "
Reconstructed Total Interacting , data", 35, 50, 1800);
1720 data_cex_int = tfs ->make <TH1D >("data_cex_int", "Reconstructed
CEX Interacting , data", 35, 50, 1800);
1721 }
1722
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1723 void pi0analyzer :: beginRun(art::Run const & r)
1724 {
1725 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1726 }
1727
1728 void pi0analyzer :: beginSubRun(art:: SubRun const & sr)
1729 {
1730 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1731 }
1732
1733 void pi0analyzer :: endJob ()
1734 {
1735 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1736 using namespace std;
1737 cout <<"there were " << countCEX << "signal events" << endl;
1738 cout <<"there were " << countCEXnotSignal << "other events with
pi0 in them" << endl;
1739
1740 delete reader;
1741 delete photonECorrReader;
1742 }
1743
1744 void pi0analyzer :: endRun(art::Run const & r)
1745 {
1746 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1747 }
1748
1749 void pi0analyzer :: endSubRun(art:: SubRun const & sr)
1750 {
1751 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1752 }
1753
1754 void pi0analyzer :: reconfigure(fhicl:: ParameterSet const & p)
1755 {
1756 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1757 fSimulationProducerLabel = p.get < std:: string >("SimulationLabel")
;
1758 fHitProducerLabel = p.get < std:: string >("HitLabel");
1759 fTemplateFile = p.get < std:: string >("TemplateFile");
1760 fETemplateFile = p.get < std:: string >("ETemplateFile");
1761 fParticleIDLabel = p.get < std:: string >("PIDLabel");
1762 fTOFProducerLabel = p.get < std:: string >("TOFLabel");
1763 fWCModuleLabel = p.get < std:: string >("WCModuleLabel");
1764 fTriggerModuleLabel = p.get < std:: string >("
TriggerModuleLabel");
1765 }
1766
1767 void pi0analyzer :: respondToCloseInputFile(art:: FileBlock const & fb)
1768 {
1769 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1770 }
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1771
1772 void pi0analyzer :: respondToCloseOutputFiles(art:: FileBlock const &
fb)
1773 {
1774 // Implementation of optional member function here.
1775 }
1776
1777 void pi0analyzer :: respondToOpenInputFile(art:: FileBlock const & fb)
1778 {
1779 // track input file number for ease in operating the event display
1780 INPUTFILENUMBER ++;
1781 }
1782
1783 /**
1784 * Method to return if the MC particle endpoint is in the TPC
1785 */
1786 bool pi0analyzer :: isInTPC(simb:: MCParticle const& mcp) {
1787 return mcp.EndX() > 0.0 && mcp.EndX() < 47 && mcp.EndY() > -20 &&
mcp.EndY() < 20 && mcp.EndZ() > 0 && mcp.EndZ() < 90;
1788 }
1789
1790 /**
1791 * Method to return if the MC particle endpoint is in a fiducial
volume , which may differ from instrumented TPC volume
1792 */
1793 bool pi0analyzer :: isInFiducial(simb:: MCParticle const& mcp) {
1794 return isInTPC(mcp);
1795 }
1796
1797 bool pi0analyzer :: isInTPC(const TVector3 & pt) {
1798 return (pt.X() >0 && pt.X() <47 && pt.Y() >-20 && pt.Y() <20 && pt.Z()
>0 && pt.Z() <90);
1799 }
1800
1801 /**
1802 * Method to interpolate the MCE along an incident track
1803 */
1804 Double_t pi0analyzer :: InterpolateMCKE(simb:: MCParticle const& mcp ,
Double_t z) {
1805
1806 unsigned int p1 = 0;
1807 unsigned int p2 = 1;
1808
1809 for (unsigned int iPt = 0; iPt < mcp.NumberTrajectoryPoints () -1;
iPt ++) {
1810 if (mcp.Position(iPt).Vect().Z() < z) {
1811 p1 = iPt - 1;
1812 p2 = iPt;
1813 }
1814 else break;
1815 }
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1816
1817 double E1 = mcp.E(p1)*1000;
1818 double E2 = mcp.E(p2)*1000;
1819 double dE = E1 - E2;
1820 TVector3 x1 = mcp.Position(p1).Vect();
1821 TVector3 x2 = mcp.Position(p2).Vect();
1822 double dx = (x1-x2).Mag();
1823 double dEdx = dE/dx;
1824 double dxf = TMath ::Abs(x2.Z() - z);
1825 double dEf = dEdx*dxf;
1826
1827 return E2 - dEf - 139.57;
1828
1829 } // end function :: InterpolateMCE
1830
1831
1832 Double_t pi0analyzer :: InterpolateRecoKE(anab:: Calorimetry const&
calo , Double_t z, double KE0) {
1833 std::vector <double > dEdx = calo.dEdx();
1834 std::vector <double > pitch = calo.TrkPitchVec ();
1835 std::vector <TVector3 > xyz = calo.XYZ();
1836
1837 size_t p1 = 0;
1838 size_t p2 = 1;
1839
1840 for (size_t iPt = 0; iPt < xyz.size() -1; iPt++) {
1841 if (xyz.at(iPt +1).Z() < z) {
1842 KE0 -= dEdx.at(iPt)*pitch.at(iPt) * 1.1; // scale factor
correction of 1.1 for reco energy
1843 p1 = iPt;
1844 p2 = iPt +1;
1845 }
1846 else break;
1847 }
1848
1849 return KE0 - (dEdx.at(p1) * (z-xyz.at(p1).Z()) / (xyz.at(p2).Z()-
xyz.at(p1).Z()));
1850
1851 }
1852
1853 /**
1854 * Method to reset variables on each new event
1855 */
1856 void pi0analyzer :: ResetVars () {
1857 CEXinTPC = false;
1858 CEXinFiducial = false;
1859
1860 // variables for the pi -:
1861 MCPRI_E = 0.0;
1862 MCPRI_TPCE = 0.0;
1863 MCPIM_interactionE = 0.0;
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1864 MCPIM_MCPI0_angle = 0.0;
1865
1866 // variables for the pi0:
1867 MCPI0_prod_x = 0.0;
1868 MCPI0_prod_y = 0.0;
1869 MCPI0_prod_z = 0.0;
1870 MCPI0_px = 0.0;
1871 MCPI0_py = 0.0;
1872 MCPI0_pz = 0.0;
1873 MCPI0_P = 0.0;
1874 MCPI0_E = 0.0;
1875
1876 // MC variables for the high energy photon
1877 MCHEP_prod_x = 0.0;
1878 MCHEP_prod_y = 0.0;
1879 MCHEP_prod_z = 0.0;
1880 MCHEP_decay_x = 0.0;
1881 MCHEP_decay_y = 0.0;
1882 MCHEP_decay_z = 0.0;
1883 MCHEP_thetaX = 0.0;
1884 MCHEP_thetaY = 0.0;
1885 MCHEP_theta = 0.0;
1886 MCHEP_E = 0.0;
1887
1888 // MC variables for the low energy photon
1889 MCLEP_prod_x = 0.0;
1890 MCLEP_prod_y = 0.0;
1891 MCLEP_prod_z = 0.0;
1892 MCLEP_decay_x = 0.0;
1893 MCLEP_decay_y = 0.0;
1894 MCLEP_decay_z = 0.0;
1895 MCLEP_thetaX = 0.0;
1896 MCLEP_thetaY = 0.0;
1897 MCLEP_theta = 0.0;
1898 MCLEP_E = 0.0;
1899
1900 // MC variables of special importance
1901 openingAngle = 0.0;
1902 thetaPiGH = 0.0;
1903 thetaPiGL = 0.0;
1904
1905 // MC variable for constraining pi0 from pi -
1906 pi0_minus_meanPhoton_angle = 0.0;
1907
1908 // variables for attempts at mass reconstruction
1909 mass_reco_openangle = 0.0;
1910 massRecoNoCorr = 0.0;
1911 massRecoOnlyReco = -1.0; // fall through if there is not enough EM
to get a measurement , easily cut out later
1912 massRecoMCERecodir = -1.0;
1913 massRecoECorr = -1.0;
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1914
1915 // variables for other products in the TPC
1916 numProtons = 0.0;
1917 totalDaughterE = 0.0;
1918 totalProtonE = 0.0;
1919
1920 // variables for photon metrics
1921 numShowers = 0.0;
1922 minShowerAngle = 0.0;
1923 minShowerDistToVertex = 0.0;
1924
1925 // variables to distinguish signal and background showers
1926 numClusters = 0.0;
1927 isSignalShower = 0.0;
1928 longTrack = 0.0;
1929
1930 // variables to hold cuts
1931 passPionVertexCut = true;
1932 passPrimaryTrackCut = 0.0;
1933 cutToRejectThisEvent = 9999;
1934
1935 primaryKinkError = 0.0;
1936 primaryVertexError = 0.0;
1937
1938 // additional MC cuts to examine theoretical cut limits
1939 MCnoPion = false;
1940 MCnoPi0 = false;
1941 MCanyEMinTPC = false;
1942 MC2EMinTPC = false;
1943 MCinTPC = false;
1944
1945
1946 TrMCpdg = 0;
1947 TrPrimary = false;
1948 TrChi2Proton = 0.0;
1949 TrChi2Kaon = 0.0;
1950 TrChi2Pion = 0.0;
1951 TrChi2Muon = 0.0;
1952 TrPIDA = 0.0;
1953 TMVAresponse = 0.0;
1954 TrChi2Pion_end = 0.0;
1955 TrChi2Proton_end = 0.0;
1956 TrIsPi0Daughter = false;
1957 TrIsPriDaughter = false;
1958 TrDistFromVertex = 0.0;
1959
1960 // quality control
1961 angleToTruth = 0.0;
1962 angleToProdHyp = 0.0;
1963 angleFromVertex = 0.0;
1964 angleProdTruth = 0.0;
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1965 trVertexError = 0.0;
1966
1967 // reconstruction classifier
1968 RecoAnyEMinTPC = false;
1969 Reco2EMinTPC = false;
1970 RecoHasPriTrack = false;
1971
1972 UPSTREAMTRACK = false;
1973 PRITRACKEXITS = false;
1974 PRINOTe = false;
1975 TOF = 0;
1976 WC_P = 0;
1977 AEROHITS = 0;
1978 MURSHITS = 0;
1979 PUNCHHITS = 0;
1980 NTRACKS_14 = 0;
1981 NTRACKS_5 = 0;
1982 NTRACKS = 0;
1983 NTRACKS_Zdir = 0;
1984
1985 NTRACKS1MATCH = 0;
1986 NWCS1MATCH = 0;
1987
1988 fhBertiniCaptureAtRest = false;
1989 }
1990
1991 Double_t pi0analyzer :: ArgoNeuTPfromOpenAngle(Double_t thetaGG) {
1992 // constants from the ArgoNeuT neutral current paper
1993 Double_t constants [7] = {2202.3 , -94.9, 2.1, -0.025, 0.00017 , -6.0
e-7, 8.5e -10};
1994
1995 // evaluate sum
1996 Double_t Ppi = 0.0;
1997 for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++) {
1998 Ppi += constants[i] * TMath:: Power(thetaGG *57, i);
1999 }
2000 return Ppi;
2001 }
2002
2003 Double_t pi0analyzer :: MassFromOpenAngle(Double_t openingAngle ,
Double_t thetaPiGH , Double_t thetaPiGL , Double_t MCPI0_P) {
2004 Double_t Epi = TMath ::Sqrt(TMath ::Power(MCPI0_P , 2.0) + TMath ::
Power (135.0 , 2.0));
2005 return TMath ::Sqrt ((4*(Epi -MCPI0_P*TMath::Cos(thetaPiGH))*(Epi -
MCPI0_P*TMath::Cos(thetaPiGL)))/(2*(1 - TMath::Cos(openingAngle))
));
2006 }
2007
2008 /**
2009 * Function to return the pdg code of the MCParticle that
contributed the most energy
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2010 * to a group of hits
2011 */
2012 int pi0analyzer :: getPDG(std::vector < art::Ptr <recob::Hit > > allHits
) {
2013
2014 art:: ServiceHandle <cheat:: BackTracker > bt;
2015
2016 std::map <int , double > pdg_mce;
2017
2018 for (size_t iHit = 0; iHit < allHits.size(); ++iHit) {
2019
2020 art::Ptr <recob::Hit > hit = allHits[iHit];
2021 std::vector <sim::TrackIDE > TrackIDs = bt ->HitToTrackID (*hit);
2022
2023 for (size_t index = 0; index < TrackIDs.size(); index ++) {
2024
2025 int attributedID = TMath::Abs(TrackIDs[index]. trackID);
2026 int pdgCode = bt ->TrackIDToParticle(attributedID)->PdgCode ();
2027
2028 // tranlate photons , positrons -> electrons
2029 if (pdgCode == 22 || pdgCode == -11) pdgCode = 11;
2030
2031 pdg_mce[pdgCode] += TrackIDs[index]. energy;
2032
2033 } // end for: each MCParticle that constributed to current hit (
index)
2034 } // end for: each hit (iHit)
2035
2036 // Work out which PDG deposited the most charge in the hits if
there was more than one
2037 int maxPDG = 0;
2038 double maxEnergy = -1;
2039 for (std::map <int , double >:: iterator ii = pdg_mce.begin(); ii !=
pdg_mce.end(); ++ii) {
2040 if ((ii ->second) > maxEnergy) {
2041 maxEnergy = ii->second;
2042 maxPDG = ii ->first;
2043 }
2044 } // end for: iterator over all track indexes that contributed to
the group of hits
2045 return maxPDG;
2046 }
2047
2048 /**
2049 * Function to return the sim TrackID of the MCParticle that
contributed the most energy
2050 * to a collection of hit objects
2051 */
2052 int pi0analyzer :: getDominantMCP(std::vector < art::Ptr <recob::Hit > >
allHits) {
2053
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2054 art:: ServiceHandle <cheat:: BackTracker > bt;
2055 std::map <int , double > trkide_mce;
2056
2057 for (size_t iHit = 0; iHit < allHits.size(); ++iHit) {
2058 art::Ptr <recob::Hit > hit = allHits[iHit];
2059 std::vector <sim::TrackIDE > TrackIDs = bt ->HitToTrackID (*hit);
2060 for (size_t index = 0; index < TrackIDs.size(); index ++) {
2061 int attributedID = TMath::Abs(TrackIDs[index]. trackID);
2062 trkide_mce[attributedID] += TrackIDs[index ]. energy;
2063 }
2064 }
2065
2066 int maxIDE = 0;
2067 double maxEnergy = -1;
2068 for (std::map <int , double >:: iterator ii = trkide_mce.begin(); ii
!= trkide_mce.end(); ++ii) {
2069 if ((ii ->second) > maxEnergy) {
2070 maxEnergy = ii->second;
2071 maxIDE = ii ->first;
2072 }
2073 } // end for: iterator over all track indexes that contributed to
the group of hits
2074
2075 return maxIDE;
2076
2077 }
2078
2079 /**
2080 * Function to use the boosted decision tree response to classify a
pid object as
2081 * electromagnetic behavior or not
2082 */
2083 Double_t pi0analyzer :: EMTMVAresponse(double Chi2Pion , double
Chi2Electron , double electronKE) {
2084
2085 using namespace TMVA;
2086 using namespace std;
2087 readChi2Pion = (Float_t)Chi2Pion;
2088 readChi2Electron = (Float_t)Chi2Electron;
2089 readElectronKE = (Float_t)electronKE;
2090
2091 return reader ->EvaluateMVA("BDT");
2092 }
2093
2094 /**
2095 * method to find a kink in the track defined by a collection of
spacepoints
2096 */
2097 TVector3 pi0analyzer :: trackKink(std::vector <art::Ptr <recob ::
SpacePoint > > sps , double angle_tol , double height_tol , double
outlier_tol) {
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2098 // first calculate the area of the track as defined by the sum of
the perpendicular distance between each spacepoint
2099 TVector3 startpoint = TVector3 ((*sps.at(0)).XYZ()[0], (*sps.at(0))
.XYZ()[1], (*sps.at(0)).XYZ()[2]);
2100 TVector3 endpoint = TVector3 ((*sps.at(sps.size() -1)).XYZ()[0],
(*sps.at(sps.size() -1)).XYZ()[1], (*sps.at(sps.size() -1)).XYZ()
[2]);
2101 TVector3 direction = endpoint - startpoint;
2102 TVector3 currentpt;
2103 double area = 0.0;
2104 bool kinked = false;
2105 for (size_t indx = 1; indx < sps.size() -1; indx ++) {
2106 currentpt = TVector3 ((*sps.at(indx)).XYZ()[0], (*sps.at(indx)).
XYZ()[1], (*sps.at(indx)).XYZ()[2]);
2107 area += minimumProjectedDistance(startpoint , direction ,
currentpt);
2108 if (minimumProjectedDistance(startpoint , direction , currentpt)
>= outlier_tol) kinked = true;
2109 }
2110 double height = 2 * area / direction.Mag();
2111
2112 // only find a kink if the height is great enough
2113 if (height > height_tol || kinked) {
2114 TVector3 pt1 , pt2 , pt3;
2115 double angle;
2116 for (size_t indx = 0; indx < sps.size() - 2; indx ++) {
2117 pt1 = TVector3 ((*sps.at(indx)).XYZ()[0], (*sps.at(indx)).XYZ()
[1], (*sps.at(indx)).XYZ()[2]);
2118 pt2 = TVector3 ((*sps.at(indx +1)).XYZ()[0], (*sps.at(indx +1)).
XYZ()[1], (*sps.at(indx +1)).XYZ()[2]);
2119 pt3 = TVector3 ((*sps.at(indx +2)).XYZ()[0], (*sps.at(indx +2)).
XYZ()[1], (*sps.at(indx +2)).XYZ()[2]);
2120
2121 // calculate angle and return middle point if it exceeds the
defined tolerance
2122 angle = (pt2 - pt1).Angle(pt3 - pt2);
2123 if (angle >= angle_tol) return pt2;
2124 }
2125 }
2126
2127 // on fall through return the endpoint of the track
2128 return endpoint;
2129 } // end function: trackKink
2130
2131
2132 /**
2133 * Method to find the minimum distance in 3d space between a line
and point.
2134 * Line defined by a vertex and direction , point defined by pt
2135 */
2136 Double_t pi0analyzer :: minimumProjectedDistance(const TVector3 &
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vertex , const TVector3 & dir , const TVector3 & pt) {
2137
2138 TVector3 AB = vertex + 10*dir.Unit() - pt;
2139 TVector3 AC = vertex - pt;
2140 return (AB.Cross(AC)).Mag()/10;
2141 } // end function: minimumProjectedDistance
2142
2143 /**
2144 *
2145 */
2146 Double_t pi0analyzer :: trackMinimumDistance(const recob ::Track & tr1 ,
const recob ::Track & tr2) {
2147
2148 size_t ntp1 = tr1.NumberTrajectoryPoints ();
2149 size_t ntp2 = tr2.NumberTrajectoryPoints ();
2150 Double_t minDist = 99999.0; // anything larger than the TPC will
do
2151 Double_t current_dist;
2152
2153 // loop over all points in track 1
2154 for (size_t index1 = 0; index1 < ntp1; index1 ++) {
2155 for (size_t index2 = 0; index2 < ntp2; index2 ++) {
2156 current_dist = (tr1.LocationAtPoint(index1) - tr2.
LocationAtPoint(index2)).Mag();
2157 if (minDist > current_dist) minDist = current_dist;
2158 } // end for: loop over all points in track 2
2159 } // end for: loop over all points in track 1
2160 // check if the minimum distance is lower than current low
2161 return minDist;
2162 }
2163
2164
2165 /**
2166 * Boolean to flag if a position is consistent with an exiting
particle. 2cm tolerance to TPC walls
2167 */
2168 bool pi0analyzer :: isExiting(const TVector3 & position) {
2169 // check if the position is within 2cm of the TPC walls
2170 if (position.X() < 2 || position.X() > 45 || position.Y() < -18 ||
position.Y() > 18 || position.Z() < 2 || position.Z() > 88)
2171 return true;
2172 else
2173 return false;
2174 }
2175
2176 /**
2177 * Do particle ID method is borrowed from Chi2PIDAlg.cxx
2178 * I added functionality to specify a start position to focus only
on the endpoint , where more information lies.
2179 */
2180 void pi0analyzer :: DoParticleID(art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo ,
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anab:: ParticleID &pidOut , double startPos)
2181 {
2182 // borrowed from Chi2PIDAlg.cxx
2183 // only change is added feature to specify a startIndx to perform
analysis on a subset of a calo object , in case of kink missed
by reco
2184 int npt = 0;
2185 double chi2pro = 0;
2186 double chi2ka = 0;
2187 double chi2pi = 0;
2188 double chi2mu = 0;
2189 double trkpitchc = calo ->TrkPitchC ();
2190 double avgdedx = 0;
2191 double PIDA = 0; //by Bruce Baller
2192 std::vector <double > trkdedx = calo ->dEdx();
2193 std::vector <double > trkres = calo ->ResidualRange ();
2194 std::vector <double > deadwireresrc = calo ->DeadWireResRC ();
2195 pidOut.fPlaneID = calo ->PlaneID ();
2196
2197 int used_trkres = 0;
2198 for (unsigned i = (unsigned)(startPos *( double)trkdedx.size()); i<
trkdedx.size(); ++i){//hits
2199 avgdedx += trkdedx[i];
2200 if(trkres[i] < 30) {
2201 PIDA += trkdedx[i]*pow(trkres[i] ,0.42);
2202 used_trkres ++;
2203 }
2204 if (trkdedx[i] >1000) continue; // protect against large pulse
height
2205 int bin = dedx_range_pro ->FindBin(trkres[i]);
2206 if (bin >=1&&bin <= dedx_range_pro ->GetNbinsX ()){
2207 double bincpro = dedx_range_pro ->GetBinContent(bin);
2208 if (bincpro <1e-6){//for 0 bin content , using neighboring bins
2209 bincpro = (dedx_range_pro ->GetBinContent(bin -1)+
dedx_range_pro ->GetBinContent(bin +1))/2;
2210 }
2211 double bincka = dedx_range_ka ->GetBinContent(bin);
2212 if (bincka <1e-6){
2213 bincka = (dedx_range_ka ->GetBinContent(bin -1)+dedx_range_ka
->GetBinContent(bin+1))/2;
2214 }
2215 double bincpi = dedx_range_pi ->GetBinContent(bin);
2216 if (bincpi <1e-6){
2217 bincpi = (dedx_range_pi ->GetBinContent(bin -1)+dedx_range_pi
->GetBinContent(bin+1))/2;
2218 }
2219 double bincmu = dedx_range_mu ->GetBinContent(bin);
2220 if (bincmu <1e-6){
2221 bincmu = (dedx_range_mu ->GetBinContent(bin -1)+dedx_range_mu
->GetBinContent(bin+1))/2;
2222 }
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2223 double binepro = dedx_range_pro ->GetBinError(bin);
2224 if (binepro <1e-6){
2225 binepro = (dedx_range_pro ->GetBinError(bin -1)+dedx_range_pro
->GetBinError(bin+1))/2;
2226 }
2227 double bineka = dedx_range_ka ->GetBinError(bin);
2228 if (bineka <1e-6){
2229 bineka = (dedx_range_ka ->GetBinError(bin -1)+dedx_range_ka ->
GetBinError(bin +1))/2;
2230 }
2231 double binepi = dedx_range_pi ->GetBinError(bin);
2232 if (binepi <1e-6){
2233 binepi = (dedx_range_pi ->GetBinError(bin -1)+dedx_range_pi ->
GetBinError(bin +1))/2;
2234 }
2235 double binemu = dedx_range_mu ->GetBinError(bin);
2236 if (binemu <1e-6){
2237 binemu = (dedx_range_mu ->GetBinError(bin -1)+dedx_range_mu ->
GetBinError(bin +1))/2;
2238 }
2239 // double errke = 0.05* trkdedx[i]; //5% KE resolution
2240 double errdedx = 0.04231+0.0001783* trkdedx[i]* trkdedx[i]; //
resolution on dE/dx
2241 errdedx *= trkdedx[i];
2242 chi2pro += pow(( trkdedx[i]-bincpro)/std::sqrt(pow(binepro ,2)+
pow(errdedx ,2)) ,2);
2243 chi2ka += pow(( trkdedx[i]-bincka)/std::sqrt(pow(bineka ,2)+pow(
errdedx ,2)) ,2);
2244 chi2pi += pow(( trkdedx[i]-bincpi)/std::sqrt(pow(binepi ,2)+pow(
errdedx ,2)) ,2);
2245 chi2mu += pow(( trkdedx[i]-bincmu)/std::sqrt(pow(binemu ,2)+pow(
errdedx ,2)) ,2);
2246 //std::cout <<i<<" "<<trkdedx[i]<<" "<<trkres[i]<<" "<<bincpro
<<std::endl;
2247 ++npt;
2248 }
2249 }
2250
2251 //anab:: ParticleID pidOut;
2252 if (npt){
2253 pidOut.fNdf = npt;
2254 pidOut.fChi2Proton = chi2pro/npt;
2255 pidOut.fChi2Kaon = chi2ka/npt;
2256 pidOut.fChi2Pion = chi2pi/npt;
2257 pidOut.fChi2Muon = chi2mu/npt;
2258 double chi2 [4] = {chi2pro/npt ,chi2ka/npt ,chi2pi/npt ,chi2mu/npt};
2259 double pdg [4] = {2212 ,321 ,211 ,13};
2260 double chi2min = 1e20;
2261 int imin = -1;
2262 double chi2min2 = 1e20;
2263 //int imin2;
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2264 // find the minimal chi2 and next -to -minimal chi2
2265 for (int ichi2 = 0; ichi2 <4; ++ ichi2){
2266 if (chi2[ichi2]<chi2min){
2267 imin = ichi2;
2268 chi2min2 = chi2min;
2269 chi2min = chi2[ichi2];
2270 }
2271 else if (chi2[ichi2]<chi2min2){
2272 // imin2 = ichi2;
2273 chi2min2 = chi2[ichi2 ];
2274 }
2275 }
2276 if (imin >-1){
2277 pidOut.fPdg = pdg[imin];
2278 pidOut.fMinChi2 = chi2min;
2279 pidOut.fDeltaChi2 = chi2min2 - chi2min;
2280 }
2281 }
2282 //if (trkdedx.size()) pidOut.fPIDA = PIDA/trkdedx.size();
2283 if(used_trkres > 0) pidOut.fPIDA = PIDA/used_trkres;
2284 double missinge = 0;
2285 double missingeavg = 0;
2286 for (unsigned i = 0; i<deadwireresrc.size(); ++i){
2287 int bin = dedx_range_pro ->FindBin(deadwireresrc[i]);
2288 //std::cout <<i<<" "<<deadwireresrc[i]<<" "<<bin <<std::endl;
2289 if (bin <1) continue;
2290 if (bin >dedx_range_pro ->GetNbinsX ()) bin = dedx_range_pro ->
GetNbinsX ();
2291 if (pidOut.fPdg ==2212){
2292 missinge += dedx_range_pro ->GetBinContent(bin)*trkpitchc;
2293 }
2294 else if (pidOut.fPdg ==321){
2295 missinge += dedx_range_ka ->GetBinContent(bin)*trkpitchc;
2296 }
2297 else if (pidOut.fPdg ==211){
2298 missinge += dedx_range_pi ->GetBinContent(bin)*trkpitchc;
2299 }
2300 else if (pidOut.fPdg ==13){
2301 missinge += dedx_range_mu ->GetBinContent(bin)*trkpitchc;
2302 }
2303 //std::cout <<bin <<" "<<dedx_range_pro ->GetBinContent(bin)*
trkpitchc <<std::endl;
2304 }
2305 if (trkdedx.size()) missingeavg = avgdedx/trkdedx.size()*trkpitchc
*deadwireresrc.size();
2306 //std::cout <<trkIter <<" "<<pid <<std::endl;
2307 pidOut.fMissingE = missinge;
2308 pidOut.fMissingEavg = missingeavg;
2309 }
2310
2311 /**
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2312 * TF1 function is dEdx as a function of electron energy.
2313 * Calorimetry object from a TPC primary track.
2314 * WCP is the momentum from the wire chambers ( the maximum
hypothesized momentum)
2315 * Find the lowest possible electron chi^2 within the bounds of the
total deposited energy
2316 * and the wire chamber reconstructed energy. Electrons do not lose
energy predictably
2317 * upstream of the TPC.
2318 */
2319 std::pair <double ,double > pi0analyzer :: ElectronChi2(art::Ptr <anab::
Calorimetry > calo , TF1* dEdx_e , double WCP)
2320 {
2321 // retrieve necessary variables
2322 std::vector <double > trkdedx = calo ->dEdx();
2323 std::vector <double > trkPitch = calo ->TrkPitchVec ();
2324
2325
2326 // calculate the total deposited energy
2327 double Edeposited = 0;
2328 for (size_t iPt = 0; iPt < trkdedx.size(); iPt++)
2329 Edeposited += trkdedx.at(iPt)*trkPitch.at(iPt);
2330
2331 if (Edeposited > WCP)
2332 return std:: make_pair(-1, -1); // if we deposit more energy in
the TPC than WC then return nonsense
2333
2334 double bestChi2Electron = 1e10;
2335 double KE, ElectronChi2 , errdedx , npt , bestElectronKE = -1;
2336
2337 for (double offset = 0; offset < WCP -Edeposited; offset += 10) {
2338 KE = offset + Edeposited;
2339 ElectronChi2 = 0.0;
2340 npt = 0.0;
2341
2342 for (size_t iPt = 0; iPt < trkdedx.size(); iPt++) {
2343 KE -= trkdedx.at(iPt)*trkPitch.at(iPt);
2344
2345 if (trkdedx[iPt ] >1000) continue;
2346
2347 errdedx = 0.04231+0.0001783* trkdedx[iPt]* trkdedx[iPt]; //
resolution on dE/dx
2348 errdedx *= trkdedx[iPt];
2349 ElectronChi2 += pow(( trkdedx[iPt] - dEdx_e ->Eval(KE)) /
errdedx ,2);
2350
2351 npt++;
2352 } // end for: each point in calorimetry object
2353 ElectronChi2 /= npt;
2354
2355 if (ElectronChi2 < bestChi2Electron) {
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2356 bestChi2Electron = ElectronChi2;
2357 bestElectronKE = offset + Edeposited;
2358 } // end if: best electron hypothesis so far
2359 } // end for: iterate offset by 10 MeV
2360
2361 return std:: make_pair(bestChi2Electron , bestElectronKE);
2362
2363
2364
2365
2366 /*
2367
2368
2369 using namespace std;
2370 int npt = 0;
2371 double chi2e = 0;
2372 std::vector <double > trkdedx = calo ->dEdx();
2373 std::vector <double > trkres = calo ->ResidualRange ();
2374
2375 for (unsigned i = (unsigned)(startPos *( double)trkdedx.size()); i<
trkdedx.size(); ++i){// hits
2376 if (trkdedx[i] >1000) continue; // protect against large pulse
height
2377 int bin = dedx_range_e ->FindBin(trkres[i]);
2378 if (bin >=1&&bin <= dedx_range_e ->GetNbinsX ()){
2379 double bince = dedx_range_e ->GetBinContent(bin);
2380 if (bince <1e-6){
2381 bince = (dedx_range_e ->GetBinContent(bin -1)+dedx_range_e ->
GetBinContent(bin+1))/2;
2382 }
2383 double binee = dedx_range_e ->GetBinError(bin);
2384 if (binee <1e-6){
2385 binee = (dedx_range_e ->GetBinError(bin -1)+dedx_range_e ->
GetBinError(bin +1))/2;
2386 }
2387 double errdedx = 0.04231+0.0001783* trkdedx[i]* trkdedx[i]; //
resolution on dE/dx
2388 errdedx *= trkdedx[i];
2389 chi2e += pow(( trkdedx[i]-bince)/std::sqrt(pow(binee ,2)+pow(
errdedx ,2)) ,2);
2390 ++npt;
2391 } // end if: found bin
2392 } // end for: iterator over calo points
2393 return chi2e/npt;
2394 */
2395 } // end function: ElectronChi2
2396
2397 double pi0analyzer :: EnergyChi2(art::Ptr <anab:: Calorimetry > calo ,
double KE , TF1* fit) {
2398 using namespace std;
2399 double npt = 0.0;
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2400 double chi2 = 0.0;
2401 std::vector <double > trkdedx = calo ->dEdx();
2402
2403 for (size_t iPt = 0; iPt < trkdedx.size(); iPt++) {
2404 KE -= trkdedx[iPt]*calo ->TrkPitchVec ().at(iPt);
2405 if (trkdedx[iPt ] >1000) continue; // protect against large pulse
height
2406 double truth = fit ->Eval(KE);
2407
2408 double errdedx = 0.04231+0.0001783* trkdedx[iPt]* trkdedx[iPt]; //
resolution on dE/dx
2409 errdedx *= trkdedx[iPt];
2410 // errdedx = 0.5;
2411 chi2 += pow(( trkdedx[iPt]-truth)/errdedx ,2);
2412 // chi2pi += pow(( trkdedx[iPt]-bincpi), 2);/// bincpi;
2413 ++npt;
2414 }
2415 return chi2/npt;
2416 }
2417
2418 DEFINE_ART_MODULE(pi0analyzer)
 
A.3.2 pi0analyzer.fcl
This file is an example of a FHiCL file. It is used to configure an art module
at runtime (in particular, it configures the pi0analyzer module that I wrote). It
passes several variables to the module which are read in when the event processing
begins (when the reconfigure method is called). Most of the information is sim-
ply the names of standard reconstruction modules that were used upstream in the
reconstruction process, i.e. hit finding and tracking (see sections 3.5.1 through 3.5.4). 
1 #include "services_lariat.fcl"
2
3 process_name: pi0analyzer
4
5 services:
6 {
7 TFileService: { fileName: "pi0analyzer_histo.root" }
8 message: @local :: standard_info
9 @table :: lariat_services
10 }
11
12 source:
13 {
14 module_type: RootInput
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15 maxEvents: -1
16 # fileNames: ["input.root"]
17 }
18
19 outputs: {}
20
21 physics:
22 {
23 analyzers:
24 {
25 pi0analyzer:
26 {
27 module_type: pi0analyzer
28 SimulationLabel: "largeant"
29 HitLabel: "gaushit"
30 ClusterLabel: "linecluster"
31 PDGcode: -211
32 BinSize: 0.3
33 TrackLabel: "pmtrack"
34 PIDLabel: "pid"
35 TOFLabel: "tof"
36 TemplateFile: "dEdxrestemplates.root"
37 ETemplateFile: "pi0analyzer_histo_e_keep.root"
38 CalorimetryModuleLabel: "calo"
39 WCModuleLabel: "wctrack"
40 TriggerModuleLabel: "daq"
41 }
42 }
43 analysis: [ pi0analyzer ]
44
45 end_paths: [ analysis ]
46 }
 
A.4 Cross Section Calculation and Error Propa-
gation
A.4.1 cross section.cxx
All of the information needed to calculate a cross section is contained in the
counting histograms produced by pi0analyzer module.cc. I then analyze this data
on my local ROOT installation on my laptop. This ROOT macro properly computes the
cross section and propagates statistical errors to the measurement. It also produces
the plots shown in sections 3.8 and 4.1.
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 
1 void cross_section () {
2 TFile* mcFile = TFile ::Open("/Users/Kevin/Documents/College/
PHYSICS/LArIAT/ChargeExchange/pi0analyzer_histo.root");
3 TFile* dataFile = TFile ::Open("/Users/Kevin/Documents/College/
PHYSICS/LArIAT/ChargeExchange/pi0analyzer_histo_reco.root");
4
5 // get MC histograms
6 TDirectory* mcDir = (TDirectory *)mcFile ->Get("pi0analyzer");
7 TH1D* mc_total_int = (TH1D*)mcDir ->Get("mc_total_int");
8 TH1D* mc_cex_int = (TH1D*)mcDir ->Get("mc_cex_int");
9 TH1D* mc_incident = (TH1D*)mcDir ->Get("mc_incident");
10 TH1D* simReco_total_int = (TH1D*)mcDir ->Get("simReco_total_int");
11 TH1D* simReco_cex_int = (TH1D*)mcDir ->Get("simReco_cex_int");
12 TH1D* simReco_incident = (TH1D*)mcDir ->Get("simReco_incident");
13
14 // get data histograms
15 TDirectory* dataDir = (TDirectory *)dataFile ->Get("pi0analyzer"
);
16 TH1D* data_total_int = (TH1D*)dataDir ->Get("data_total_int");
17 TH1D* data_cex_int = (TH1D*)dataDir ->Get("data_cex_int");
18 TH1D* data_incident = (TH1D*)dataDir ->Get("data_incident");
19
20 // ----------- create histograms to compare MC and reco counting
------------------
21 TCanvas* incidentCanvas = new TCanvas("incidentCanvas", "", 400,
400);
22 incidentCanvas ->cd();
23
24 for (Int_t bin = 0; bin <= simReco_incident ->GetNbinsX (); bin++) {
25 simReco_incident ->SetBinError(bin , TMath ::Sqrt(simReco_incident
->GetBinContent(bin)));
26 }
27
28 mc_incident ->SetLineColor (38);
29 mc_incident ->SetFillColor (38);
30 mc_incident ->SetFillStyle (3001);
31 mc_incident ->SetTitle("Incident MC #pi");
32 mc_incident ->GetXaxis ()->SetTitle("Kinetic Energy (MeV)");
33 mc_incident ->GetYaxis ()->SetTitle("Events / 50 MeV");
34 mc_incident ->SetStats (0);
35 mc_incident ->Draw();
36 simReco_incident ->Draw("same");
37
38 leginc = new TLegend (0.6, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9);
39 leginc ->AddEntry(mc_incident , "MC truth", "f");
40 leginc ->AddEntry(simReco_incident , "Reconstructed Objects", "lep")
;
41 leginc ->Draw();
42
43
44 TCanvas* totalIntCanvas = new TCanvas("totalIntCanvas", "", 400,
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400);
45 totalIntCanvas ->cd();
46
47 for (Int_t bin = 0; bin <= simReco_total_int ->GetNbinsX (); bin++)
{
48 simReco_total_int ->SetBinError(bin , TMath::Sqrt(
simReco_total_int ->GetBinContent(bin)));
49 }
50
51 mc_total_int ->SetLineColor (38);
52 mc_total_int ->SetFillColor (38);
53 mc_total_int ->SetFillStyle (3001);
54 mc_total_int ->SetTitle("Interacting MC #pi");
55 mc_total_int ->GetXaxis ()->SetTitle("Kinetic Energy (MeV)");
56 mc_total_int ->GetYaxis ()->SetTitle("Events / 50 MeV");
57 mc_total_int ->SetStats (0);
58 mc_total_int ->Draw();
59 simReco_total_int ->Draw("same");
60
61 legint = new TLegend (0.6, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9);
62 legint ->AddEntry(mc_total_int , "MC truth", "f");
63 legint ->AddEntry(simReco_total_int , "Reconstructed Objects", "lep"
);
64 legint ->Draw();
65
66 TCanvas* cexIntCanvas = new TCanvas("cexIntCanvas", "", 400, 400);
67 cexIntCanvas ->cd();
68
69 for (Int_t bin = 0; bin <= simReco_cex_int ->GetNbinsX (); bin++) {
70 if (simReco_cex_int != 0)
71 simReco_cex_int ->SetBinError(bin , TMath::Sqrt(simReco_cex_int
->GetBinContent(bin)));
72 }
73
74 mc_cex_int ->SetLineColor (30);
75 mc_cex_int ->SetFillColor (30);
76 mc_cex_int ->SetFillStyle (3001);
77 mc_cex_int ->SetTitle("CEX Interacting MC #pi");
78 mc_cex_int ->GetXaxis ()->SetTitle("Kinetic Energy (MeV)");
79 mc_cex_int ->GetYaxis ()->SetTitle("Events / 50 MeV");
80 mc_cex_int ->SetStats (0);
81 mc_cex_int ->Draw();
82 simReco_cex_int ->Draw("same");
83
84 legcex = new TLegend (0.6, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9);
85 legcex ->AddEntry(mc_cex_int , "MC truth", "f");
86 legcex ->AddEntry(simReco_cex_int , "Reconstructed Objects", "lep");
87 legcex ->Draw();
88
89 //
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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90 // create cross section histograms
91 Int_t nBins = 35;
92 Int_t low = 50;
93 Int_t high = 1800;
94
95 TH1D* mc_total_xs = new TH1D("mc_total_xs", "Total Cross
Section , MC #pi", nBins , low , high);
96 TH1D* mc_cex_xs = new TH1D("mc_cex_xs", "CEX Cross Section ,
MC #pi", nBins , low , high);
97 TH1D* simReco_total_xs = new TH1D("simReco_total_xs", "
Reconstructed Total Cross Section , MC #pi", nBins , low , high);
98 TH1D* simReco_cex_xs = new TH1D("simReco_cex_xs", "Reconstructed
CEX Cross Section , MC #pi", nBins , low , high);
99
100
101 // calculate bin contents
102 Double_t inv_nz = 47.44;
103 Double_t Nint , Ninc , Ncex , dNint , dNinc , dNcex , f_err , c_err;
104
105 for (Int_t iB = 0; iB <= nBins; iB++) {
106 Nint = mc_total_int ->GetBinContent(iB);
107 Ninc = mc_incident ->GetBinContent(iB);
108 Ncex = mc_cex_int ->GetBinContent(iB);
109 dNint = TMath::Sqrt(Nint * (1 - Nint / Ninc));
110 dNinc = TMath::Sqrt(Ninc);
111 dNcex = TMath::Sqrt(Ncex * (1 - Ncex / Ninc));
112 f_err = (dNint/Nint + dNinc/Ninc);
113 c_err = (dNcex/Ncex + dNinc/Ninc);
114 if (mc_incident ->GetBinContent(iB) != 0) {
115 mc_total_xs ->SetBinContent(iB , mc_total_int ->GetBinContent(iB)
/mc_incident ->GetBinContent(iB)*inv_nz);
116 mc_total_xs ->SetBinError(iB , mc_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)*
f_err);
117 mc_cex_xs ->SetBinContent(iB , mc_cex_int ->GetBinContent(iB)/
mc_incident ->GetBinContent(iB)*inv_nz);
118 mc_cex_xs ->SetBinError(iB , mc_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)*c_err)
;
119 }
120 }
121
122 for (Int_t iB = 0; iB <= nBins; iB++) {
123 Nint = simReco_total_int ->GetBinContent(iB);
124 Ninc = simReco_incident ->GetBinContent(iB);
125 Ncex = simReco_cex_int ->GetBinContent(iB);
126 dNint = TMath::Sqrt(Nint * (1 - Nint / Ninc));
127 dNinc = TMath::Sqrt(Ninc);
128 dNcex = TMath::Sqrt(Ncex * (1 - Ncex / Ninc));
129 f_err = (dNint/Nint + dNinc/Ninc);
130 c_err = (dNcex/Ncex + dNinc/Ninc);
131 if (simReco_incident ->GetBinContent(iB)) {
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132 if (simReco_total_int ->GetBinContent(iB)) {
133 simReco_total_xs ->SetBinContent(iB, simReco_total_int ->
GetBinContent(iB)/simReco_incident ->GetBinContent(iB)*
inv_nz);
134 simReco_total_xs ->SetBinError(iB, simReco_total_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB)*f_err);
135 }
136 if (simReco_cex_int ->GetBinContent(iB)) {
137 simReco_cex_xs ->SetBinContent(iB , simReco_cex_int ->
GetBinContent(iB)/simReco_incident ->GetBinContent(iB)*
inv_nz);
138 simReco_cex_xs ->SetBinError(iB , simReco_cex_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB)*c_err);
139 }
140 }
141 }
142
143 // display histograms
144 TCanvas* c_xs = new TCanvas("c_xs", "Cross section measurement",
400, 400);
145 c_xs ->cd();
146 mc_total_xs ->SetLineColor (38);
147 mc_total_xs ->SetFillColor (38);
148 mc_total_xs ->SetFillStyle (3001);
149 mc_total_xs ->SetStats (0);
150 mc_total_xs ->SetTitle("MC #pi Total and CEX Cross Section");
151 mc_total_xs ->GetXaxis ()->SetTitle("Kinetic Energy (MeV)");
152 mc_total_xs ->GetYaxis ()->SetTitle("#sigma (barns)");
153 mc_total_xs ->Draw("E2");
154 simReco_total_xs ->SetMarkerStyle (20);
155 simReco_total_xs ->Draw("same E1");
156
157 mc_cex_xs ->SetLineColor (30);
158 mc_cex_xs ->SetFillColor (30);
159 mc_cex_xs ->SetFillStyle (3001);
160 mc_cex_xs ->Draw("same E2");
161 simReco_cex_xs ->SetMarkerStyle (21);
162 simReco_cex_xs ->Draw("same E1");
163
164 legmcxs = new TLegend (0.6, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9);
165 legmcxs ->AddEntry(mc_total_xs , "#sigma_{tot} Truth", "f");
166 legmcxs ->AddEntry(simReco_total_xs , "#sigma_{tot} Reconstructed",
"lep");
167 legmcxs ->AddEntry(mc_cex_xs , "#sigma_{cex} Truth", "f");
168 legmcxs ->AddEntry(simReco_cex_xs , "#sigma_{cex} Reconstructed", "
lep");
169 legmcxs ->Draw();
170
171 //
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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172 // create efficiency histograms
173
174 TH1D* total_eff = new TH1D("total_eff", "Efficiency of Total Cross
Section", nBins , low , high);
175 TH1D* cex_eff = new TH1D("cex_eff", "Efficiency of CEX Cross
Section", nBins , low , high);
176
177 for (Int_t iB = 0; iB <= nBins; iB++) {
178 if (mc_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB) != 0 && simReco_total_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB) != 0) {
179 total_eff ->SetBinContent(iB , simReco_total_xs ->GetBinContent(
iB)/mc_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB));
180 total_eff ->SetBinError(iB , total_eff ->GetBinContent(iB) * (
simReco_total_xs ->GetBinError(iB)/simReco_total_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB) + mc_total_xs ->GetBinError(iB)/
mc_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)));
181 }
182
183 if (mc_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB) != 0 && simReco_cex_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB) != 0) {
184 cex_eff ->SetBinContent(iB , simReco_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)/
mc_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB));
185 cex_eff ->SetBinError(iB , cex_eff ->GetBinContent(iB) * (
simReco_cex_xs ->GetBinError(iB)/simReco_cex_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB) + mc_cex_xs ->GetBinError(iB)/mc_cex_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB)));
186 }
187 }
188
189 TCanvas* effCanvas = new TCanvas("effCanvas", "Efficiency of Cross
Sections", 400, 400);
190 effCanvas ->cd();
191 total_eff ->SetLineColor (38);
192 total_eff ->SetStats (0);
193 total_eff ->GetXaxis ()->SetTitle("Kinetic Energy (MeV)");
194 total_eff ->GetYaxis ()->SetTitle("Cross Section Efficiency");
195 total_eff ->SetMarkerColor (38);
196 total_eff ->SetMarkerStyle (20);
197 total_eff ->Draw("E1");
198 cex_eff ->SetMarkerColor (30);
199 cex_eff ->SetMarkerStyle (21);
200 cex_eff ->SetLineColor (30);
201 cex_eff ->Draw("same E1");
202
203 legcex = new TLegend (0.6, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9);
204 legcex ->AddEntry(total_eff , "#sigma_{tot} Efficiency", "lep");
205 legcex ->AddEntry(cex_eff , "#sigma_{cex} Efficiency", "lep");
206 legcex ->Draw();
207
208 gPad ->Modified ();
209 gPad ->Update ();
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210
211 //
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
212 // draw the data counting histograms
213
214 TH1D* data_total_xs = new TH1D("data_total_xs", "Total Cross
Section , data", nBins , low , high);
215 TH1D* data_cex_xs = new TH1D("data_cex_xs", "CEX Cross Section ,
data", nBins , low , high);
216
217 for (Int_t iB = 0; iB <= nBins; iB++) {
218 data_incident ->SetBinError(iB , TMath::Sqrt(data_incident ->
GetBinContent(iB)));
219 data_total_int ->SetBinError(iB , TMath::Sqrt(data_total_int ->
GetBinContent(iB)));
220 data_cex_int ->SetBinError(iB , TMath::Sqrt(data_cex_int ->
GetBinContent(iB)));
221 }
222
223 TCanvas* dataCountCanv = new TCanvas("dataCountCanv", "", 400,
400);
224 dataCountCanv ->cd();
225
226 data_incident ->SetMarkerStyle (20);
227 data_incident ->SetMarkerColor (46);
228 data_total_int ->SetMarkerStyle (21);
229 data_total_int ->SetMarkerColor (38);
230 data_cex_int ->SetMarkerStyle (22);
231 data_cex_int ->SetMarkerColor (30);
232 data_incident ->SetStats (0);
233 data_incident ->GetXaxis ()->SetTitle("Kinetic Energy (MeV)");
234 data_incident ->GetYaxis ()->SetTitle("Events / 50 MeV");
235
236 data_incident ->Draw("E1");
237 data_total_int ->Draw("same E1");
238 data_cex_int ->Draw("same E1");
239
240 legdata = new TLegend (0.6, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9);
241 legdata ->AddEntry(data_incident , "Data Incident #pi", "lep");
242 legdata ->AddEntry(data_total_int , "Data Interacting #pi", "lep");
243 legdata ->AddEntry(data_cex_int , "Data CEX Interacting #pi", "lep")
;
244 legdata ->Draw();
245
246
247
248 //
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
249 // draw the efficiency -corrected data cross section
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250
251 for (Int_t iB = 0; iB <= nBins; iB++) {
252 Nint = data_total_int ->GetBinContent(iB);
253 Ninc = data_incident ->GetBinContent(iB);
254 Ncex = data_cex_int ->GetBinContent(iB);
255 if (Ninc) {
256 dNinc = TMath ::Sqrt(Ninc);
257 if (Nint) {
258 dNint = TMath ::Sqrt(Nint * (1 - Nint / Ninc));
259 f_err = (dNint/Nint + dNinc/Ninc);
260 data_total_xs ->SetBinContent(iB , data_total_int ->
GetBinContent(iB)/data_incident ->GetBinContent(iB)*inv_nz
);
261 //if (total_eff ->GetBinContent(iB))
262 // data_total_xs ->SetBinContent(iB , data_total_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB)/total_eff ->GetBinContent(iB));
263 data_total_xs ->SetBinError(iB , data_total_xs ->GetBinContent(
iB)*f_err);
264 } // end if: int
265 if (Ncex) {
266 dNcex = TMath ::Sqrt(Ncex * (1 - Ncex / Ninc));
267 c_err = (dNcex/Ncex + dNinc/Ninc);
268 data_cex_xs ->SetBinContent(iB , data_cex_int ->GetBinContent(
iB)/data_incident ->GetBinContent(iB)*inv_nz);
269 //if (cex_eff ->GetBinContent(iB))
270 // data_cex_xs ->SetBinContent(iB , data_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(
iB)/cex_eff ->GetBinContent(iB));
271 //if (data_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB) != 0 && data_cex_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB) != 0 )
272 // data_cex_xs ->SetBinContent(iB , data_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(
iB)*mc_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)/data_total_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB));
273 data_cex_xs ->SetBinError(iB , data_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)*
c_err);
274 } // end if: cex
275 } // end if: incident particles
276 } // end for: loop over bins
277
278 TCanvas* dataxsCanvas = new TCanvas("dataxsCanvas", "", 400, 400);
279 dataxsCanvas ->cd();
280
281 data_total_xs ->SetMarkerStyle (20);
282 data_cex_xs ->SetMarkerStyle (21);
283
284 mc_total_xs ->Draw("E2");
285 mc_cex_xs ->Draw("same E2");
286 data_total_xs ->Draw("same E1");
287 data_cex_xs ->Draw("same E1");
288
289 legdataxs = new TLegend (0.6, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9);
290 legdataxs ->AddEntry(mc_total_xs , "#sigma_{tot} Truth", "f");
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291 legdataxs ->AddEntry(data_total_xs , "#sigma_{tot} Data", "lep");
292 legdataxs ->AddEntry(mc_cex_xs , "#sigma_{cex} Truth", "f");
293 legdataxs ->AddEntry(data_cex_xs , "#sigma_{cex} Data", "lep");
294 legdataxs ->Draw();
295
296 //
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
297 // draw histogram showing fraction of total xs that is cex
298
299 TH1D* mcfrac = new TH1D("mcfrac", "", nBins , low , high);
300 TH1D* datafrac = new TH1D("datafrac", "", nBins , low , high);
301
302 for (Int_t iB = 0; iB <= nBins; iB++) {
303 if (mc_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB) != 0 && mc_cex_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB) != 0) {
304 mcfrac ->SetBinContent(iB , mc_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)/
mc_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB));
305 mcfrac ->SetBinError(iB , mcfrac ->GetBinContent(iB)*(mc_cex_xs ->
GetBinError(iB)/mc_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB) + mc_total_xs
->GetBinError(iB)/mc_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)));
306 }
307 if (data_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB) != 0 && data_cex_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB) != 0) {
308 datafrac ->SetBinContent(iB , data_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)/
data_total_xs ->GetBinContent(iB));
309 datafrac ->SetBinError(iB , datafrac ->GetBinContent(iB)*(
data_cex_xs ->GetBinError(iB)/data_cex_xs ->GetBinContent(iB)
+ data_total_xs ->GetBinError(iB)/data_total_xs ->
GetBinContent(iB)));
310 }
311 }
312
313 TCanvas* fracCanvas = new TCanvas("fracCanvas", "", 400, 400);
314 fracCanvas ->cd();
315 mcfrac ->SetFillColor (30);
316 mcfrac ->SetFillStyle (3001);
317 mcfrac ->SetLineColor (30);
318 mcfrac ->SetTitle("CEX as fraction of total cross section");
319 mcfrac ->GetYaxis ()->SetTitle("#sigma_{cex}/# sigma_{tot}");
320 mcfrac ->GetXaxis ()->SetTitle("Kinetic Energy (MeV)");
321 mcfrac ->SetStats (0);
322 mcfrac ->Draw("E2");
323 datafrac ->Draw("same E1");
324
325 legdata = new TLegend (0.2, 0.75, 0.45, 0.9);
326 legdata ->AddEntry(mcfrac , "MC #pi", "f");
327 legdata ->AddEntry(datafrac , "Data", "lep");
328 legdata ->Draw();
329
330 }
 
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Appendix B
Event Display Images
An important part of this analysis was examining data visualized through an
event display, a common practice in particle physics. Examining event displays de-
velops our intuition for these events and comparing simulated truths to reconstructed
variables can help steer the analysis. In this appendix I will present several signal
events and various background modes all from simulated single pion events.
The event displays show two pictures. The vertical axis is time (128 ns per sam-
ple) and the horizontal axis is wire number, 0 to 239. The two views are the two
wire planes, as discussed in section 3.1.1. Because the wire planes are not oriented
perpendicular to one another the images are slightly distorted compared to a typical
coordinate system and are slightly less intuitive than they seem. The beam direction
is from left to right, but because of the geometry of the wire planes a particle that
enters the front face of the TPC does not necessarily hit the 0th wire. For this reason,
particles that enter and exit the TPC will not necessarily enter or exit the boundary
of the image, but will disappear suddenly as they approach the edge of the image.
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Figure B.1: The raw wire waveforms for a signal event with well contained photons
B.1 Signal Events
B.1.1 Signal with Contained Photons
This is the prototypical detectable signal event. Both photons are well contained
in the TPC and the reconstruction estimates the energy of the photons well. Figure
B.1 shows the raw waveforms and figure B.2 shows the result of running the standard
reconstruction, discussed in section 3.5. Different colored objects are different clusters,
and circles and stars mark interaction vertices.
B.1.2 Signal with Escaping Photons
Some signal events will not be able to be reconstructed. This is because one or
both photons of the pi0 decay completely escape the TPC, so information is lost. The
raw wire waveforms for one such signal event are in figure B.3 and the reconstructed
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Figure B.2: The reconstructed objects for a signal event with well contained photons
objects are shown in figure B.4.
B.2 Background Events
B.2.1 pi− → pi± + pi0
This mode is shown in figures B.5 and B.6. The images are of a simulated
sample of 10,000 pi− that I used to train my methods before applying them to a larger
dataset. This is a background event because while a neutral pion is produced, the
incident pion is not “consumed” in the interaction. Quantum mechanics turns a bit
philosophical when we try to determine if the outgoing neutral pion is the “same” pion
as the incident one, because quantum particles are fundamentally indistinguishable.
Therefore, to avoid this potentially messy business of deciding if two pi− are the same,
we discarded all events where a pi± are in the daughter particles of an interaction.
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Figure B.3: The raw wire waveforms for a signal event with escaping photons
Figure B.4: The reconstructed objects for a signal event with escaping photons
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Figure B.5: The raw wire waveforms for a background event with a pi0 present
Figure B.5 show the raw waveforms and figure B.6 shows the product of running the
standard reconstruction.
B.2.2 Scattering
Another background process is scattering, in which the pi± simply changes di-
rection as it moves through the TPC and does not interact via the strong or weak
interaction with atomic nuclei. No neutral pions are produced. This interaction is
shown in figures B.7 and B.8.
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Figure B.6: The reconstructed objects for a background event with a pi0 present
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Figure B.7: Raw waveforms for scattering background process
Figure B.8: Reconstructed objects for scattering background process
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Appendix C
Angle-Only Reconstruction
The so-called “angle-only” reconstruction was an attempted reconstruction method
that would not require the reconstructed energy of the photon, motivated at the time
by an issue with photon energy containment. The photon energy containment has
since been solved, so this analysis was not used. It is reliant on the relativistic me-
chanics specifically of a decay to two photons, and a tight constraint on the direction
of the pi0 due to knowledge of the direction of the two photons. It would allow the
pi0 mass to be calculated without knowing the energy of the system from the photon
energy, but from the energy of the input pi±. Therefore, it would only be appropriate
if the interactions are fairly elastic, which will be shown to be a poor assumption in
section C.3. It is included here for completeness so that this thesis may reflect all of
the work conducted, although it was not used in any way after I concluded that the
collisions were not elastic enough for it to be of merit.
C.1 Relativistic Kinematics and Geometry
Figure C.1 shows the geometry of a pi0 decaying to two photons, with the
relevant momenta and angles labeled. ~pγL represents the momentum of the lower
energy of the two photons, ~pγH the momentum of the higher energy photon, ~ppi0 the
momentum of the pi0, θγγ the angle between the two photons, θpiγL the angle between
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~pγH
~ppi0
~pγL
θγγ
θpiγL
θpiγH
Figure C.1: The geometry of a pi0 decay to two photons
the pi0 momentum and the low energy photon, and θpiγH the angle between the pi
0 and
the higher energy photon.
I first write down the four-momenta of the three particles and note that the photon
energy drops out because the photon has no mass:
~P 4pi0 = (Epi0/c, ~ppi0) (C.1)
~P 4γL = (EγL/c, ~pγL) = (| ~pγL| , ~pγL) (C.2)
~P 4γH = (EγH/c, ~pγH ) = (| ~pγH | , ~pγH ) (C.3)
E2pi0 = m
2
pi0c
4 + | ~ppi0|2 c2 (C.4)
Adding the two four-momenta of the photons will give the four momentum of the
pi0 by conservation of momentum. The norm of this vector will give the pi0 mass.
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~P 4pi0 =
~P 4γL +
~P 4γH (C.5)
m2pi0c
2 = (| ~pγH |+ | ~pγL|)2 − ( ~pγH + ~pγL)2 (C.6)
= | ~pγH |2 + | ~pγL|2 + 2 | ~pγH | | ~pγL| −
(| ~pγH |2 + | ~pγL|2 + 2 | ~pγH | | ~pγL| cos(θγγ))
(C.7)
= 2 | ~pγH | | ~pγL| − 2 | ~pγH | | ~pγL| cos(θγγ) (C.8)
= 2 | ~pγH | | ~pγL| (1− cos(θγγ)) (C.9)
(C.10)
Next subtract the high energy photon from the pi0 to get the four momentum of
the low energy photon, which has zero norm. This will introduce the angle between
the high energy photon and the pi0.
~P 4γL =
~P 4pi0 − ~P 4γH (C.11)
0 = (Epi0/c− | ~pγH |)2 − ( ~ppi0 + ~pγL)2 (C.12)
= E2pi0/c
2 + | ~pγH |2 − 2Epi0/c | ~pγH | − | ~ppi0|2 − | ~pγH |2 + 2 | ~ppi0| | ~pγH | cos(θpiγH )
(C.13)
= m2pi0c
2 − 2Epi0/c | ~pγH |+ 2 | ~ppi0| | ~pγH | cos(θpiγH ) (C.14)
| ~pγH | = m2pi0c2 [2Epi0/c− 2 | ~ppi0| cos(θpiγH )]−1 (C.15)
Note: I favored the mass of the pi0 over its energy and momentum added in
quadrature. Similarly, because the high and low energy photon are on equal footing
in the kinematics:
| ~pγL| = m2pi0c2 [2Epi0/c− 2 | ~ppi0| cos(θpiγL)]−1 (C.16)
Using these equations I eliminate the photon momenta in favor of the angles
between the particles:
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m2pi0c
2 =
2(m2pi0c
2)2(1− cos(θγγ))
[2Epi0/c− 2 | ~ppi0| cos(θpiγL)] [2Epi0/c− 2 | ~ppi0 | cos(θpiγH )]
(C.17)
(C.18)
I can divide out a factor of the pi0 mass because I know it is nonzero. For convenience,
let me repeat the Einstein mass-energy relation here:
m2pi0c
2 =
[2Epi0/c− 2 | ~ppi0| cos(θpiγL)] [2Epi0/c− 2 | ~ppi0 | cos(θpiγH )]
2(1− cos(θγγ)) (C.19)
E2pi0 = m
2
pi0c
4 + | ~ppi0|2 c2 (C.20)
Equations C.19 and C.20 are a system of equations that can be solved for mpi0
in terms of only Epi0 and the three angles in figure C.1. I will not continue the
derivation because it is not more illuminating than what I have already found: that I
can calculate mpi0 knowing only the energy of the pi
0 and the angles of the decay. The
only issue is that while it is possible to reconstruct the angle between the photons
it is not possible to reconstruct the pi0 direction. However, in the next section I will
discuss an approximation that removes the requirement to reconstruct the angle of
the pi0.
C.2 Approximation of pi0 Angle
I now return to figure C.1, but without knowledge of the pi0 direction. Figure
C.2 illustrates the extreme cases for the direction of the pi0 momentum. ~r2 is the case
where energy is equally shared between the two photons, and ~r1 is the case where
practically all of the energy is in the high energy photon. ~r3 is the angle bisector
between these two extreme cases. ~r3 will be used in place of pˆpi0 because, as I will
show, it is a good approximation of pˆpi0 . Because the angles between the particles are
introduced in equation C.19 as the cosine of the angle, a slight change in the angle
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~pγH
~ppi0
~pγL
~r2
~r3
~r1
Figure C.2: Possible directions of a pi0 constrained by knowledge of photon directions
will not produce a large change in the cosine (because the derivative of cosine, sine,
is small at small angles).
Additionally, the two angles I choose as my approximation of θpiγH and θpiγL must
sum to θγγ. From figure C.2 it is clear that the approximate angles involving the pi
0
are:
θpiγH = θγγ/4 (C.21)
θpiγL = 3θγγ/4 (C.22)
Equations C.19, C.20, C.21 and C.22 are a system of equations in which I can solve for
mpi0 knowing only θγγ and Epi0 , as long as my approximation does not introduce too
much error. I tested this approximation on simulated signal events, and the results
are shown in figure C.3. The error introduced by this approximation is on the order
of a few MeV, and I expect much greater error from reconstruction. Therefore, this
approximation is a viable method of reconstructing mpi0 , should the events be elastic.
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Figure C.3: The results from the approximation method for mpi0 , calculated using
MC truth
C.3 Collision Elasticity
As I have repeated already, this method will only work if the collisions are
suitably elastic. This is because while we have tied much of the information up into
a single observable, θγγ, there is still another unknown, Epi0 , that is not observable.
In an elastic collision, the energy of the pi0 will be approximated well by the energy
of the pi± when it interacts. I can assume I know this energy, because without it I
would not be able to make a cross section measurement anyway, so this whole analysis
would be impossible (and indeed LArIAT provides code that finds the energy of the
pi±).
Figure C.4 demonstrates that the collisions are not elastic. With Epi0 as a function
of Epi± (both from MC truth), there is no way to know with low uncertainty Epi0 .
This simple fact renders the angle-only reconstruction useless, and relegates it to the
appendices.
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Figure C.4: Poor constraint on Epi0 from Epi± , MC truth
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Appendix D
LArTPC Calibration Studies in
LArIAT
My summer 2015 research was with the LArIAT collaboration but was not in pion
cross section measurement, but in detector calibration. This is an important step
in any physics experiment, and one that makes measurements of physics variables
possible. Therefore, while it did not contribute to the results of this thesis, it did
advance the experiment towards the result in a less direct manner. Therefore an
abridged version of my summer research paper from this project is included as an
appendix to provide additional context to the work that goes into making a particle
physics experiment ready to measure physical quantities.
D.1 Introduction
In order to study neutrino interactions, detectors capable of imaging with high reso-
lution are necessary. To further this endeavor, this project focused on calibrating a
liquid argon time projection chamber (TPC), specifically from the Liquid Argon In
A Testbeam (LArIAT) experiment. The objective of this research is to better under-
stand liquid argon detection technology in preparation for larger experiments. The
project will outline how particles likely to be minimum ionizing muons were selected
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from a larger data set and reconstructed. Reconstructed particles were used to cre-
ate histograms of energy deposition in matter that were compared to well predicted
energy distributions. After completing analysis, it is found that wire response ampli-
tude differs significantly, and a calibration table specific to the detector will likely be
necessary for accurate reconstruction of particle energies and momenta. This project
also found that overall detector response signals change over time, and that more
accurate systems than those currently outfitted to LArIAT for monitoring conditions
that could affect detector response are necessary. Without more accurate monitor-
ing, particle momentum reconstruction capability, and with it particle identification
capability, one of the biggest gains projected by this technology, will be rendered
ineffective.
D.2 Methodology
D.2.1 Event Scan
In the context of this experiment, the term event scan refers to a manual search
through detector triggers. The search was completed by eye and involved recording
the quality and behavior of the interactions in the TPC view according to the following
criteria. The quality was assessed quantitatively, with triggers involving a single track
recorded as ”good”, those with two or three tracks recorded as ”fair” and those with
more tracks called ”pileup”. Some event views had no tracks, but this behavior of
the detector is outside the scope of this paper. Good and fair tracks are the cleaner
events, which then were further assigned a behavior, either ”straight”, ”kinked” or
”electromagnetic shower” type. Electromagnetic shower events have a frayed rope
look in the TPC view (see figure D.2), with many gaps where neutral photons exist
briefly before producing electron-positron pairs or scattering off of Argon valance
electrons. Straight events (see figure D.1) are most likely minimum ionizing muons
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based on the theory that muons do not undergo any interactions while in the TPC
and both enter the front face and exit the rear of the detector. Pileup events (see
figure D.3) are too busy for calibration efforts and take more data processing time
than simpler events. Eliminating the pileups through a manual event scan cut down
data processing time in the reconstruction stream (section D.2.2).
Based on the theory of minimum ionizing muons and the Fermilab beam, good
straight tracks are very likely minimum ionizing muons and nothing else. Since the
focus of the experiment is on assessing minimum ionizing muons, only tracks which
our manual event scan called ”good straight” were passed on to reconstruction code.
While there is a potential to introduce human error with this method by either false
acceptance of non-muons or rejection of muons, it is unlikely that any non-muons will
persist in the sample after the selected particles undergo the reconstruction process.
While some muons may be lost, this effect is likely not large and it will not diminish
the findings from the rest of the muons.
D.2.2 Reconstruction Overview
The reconstruction stream consists of many sequential steps that work together to cre-
ate a fully reconstructed particle.
Figure D.4: Noise Smoothing and Gaus-
sian Hit Finding
When data is collected, the data acqui-
sition system stores it in fragments be-
cause it needs to focus on keeping up
with the rapid pace at which particle
interactions are happening. The first
step in reconstruction is to reassemble
these fragments. Once the fragments
are reassembled into waveforms, noise is
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Figure D.1: A ”good straight” event and likely minimum ionizing muon
Figure D.2: A ”good electromagnetic shower” event. These events are not useful in
the scan because there is behavior other than ionization shown and they therefore to
not show muons.
Figure D.3: A ”pileup” event. These events take lots of data processing and were
eliminated by the manual scan
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smoothed out of the waveform (see fig-
ure D.4). This is useful because the hit finding code, which is next, will not have as
many noise peaks and the signal will be clearer. The hit finding code for LArIAT fits
a Gaussian peak to the residual signal after noise smoothing. Once hits are found,
the next portion of the reconstruction stream assembles hits into clusters. Clusters
remain separate in the two wire planes, and therefore are still two-dimensional rep-
resentations of particle motion. Finally, clusters in two-dimensional views are paired
using the time data to create three-dimensional points, to which a track finding al-
gorithm can assign an overall trajectory and fit with a trend line. The result of this
multi-step reconstruction process is a three dimensional unit vector showing the di-
rection of the track and a set of three-dimensional points on the track that have been
constructed from the hits found earlier in reconstruction.
D.3 Measurements
D.3.1 Quality Cuts
Before final measurements are taken, the data must be quality cut to ensure any data
incorrectly passed on by the event scan is eliminated. This experiment focuses on
calibration, so we only want the simplest of events: minimum ionizing muons. The
quality cuts chosen reflect the muons that should be kept in the data set, and are as
follows: the particle must enter through the beam window, the track created in the
reconstruction stream must begin in the first 5cm of the detector, and the track must
terminate in the last 5cm of the detector. Particles are required to enter through
the beam window because this portion has less shielding and it is possible for inter-
actions that produce particles other than muons to occur as particles pass through
this shielding. Particles were required to be tracked by the algorithm. Furthermore,
the track created must begin early in the detector and terminate late in the detector.
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The reason for this is that it matches the theory of minimum ionizing muons: that
no other interactions other than ionization occurs while these particles are in the
detector. A track that begins late or terminates early could be evidence of a particle
interaction, so these events should be excluded. Any behaviors wrongfully accepted
at the manual event scan stage are likely rejected here, improving confidence in the
data set. The effect of quality cuts on the data set is shown in figure D.5. The region
Figure D.5: Effects of Quality Cuts on Data Set
marked by an arrow shows where the quality cuts improved the data: by reducing the
disagreement in the leading portion between the histogram and a landau fit. Quality
cuts improved the data shape.
D.3.2 Energy Deposition
The analysis of this project focued on energy deposition plots. The plots in this section
operate on the assumption that the energy deposited by a muon into the detector is
equal to the energy captured by the wires. Energy deposition plots should take the
shape of a landau distribution[1]. In this experiment, energy deposition histograms
were created by plotting the summed energy deposited on each wire from the Gaussian
hits divided by the length traveled per wire using the unit vectors constructed in the
track finding stage of reconstruction. An analysis of theoretical and experimental data
shape is seen in figure D.8, which compares the energy deposition plots for simulation
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Figure D.6: Mean energy collected by
wire
Figure D.7: Residual difference in energy
deposition between runs fitted to a con-
stant parameter
and real data, scaled to the same integral. The simulated muons take a shape much
more characteristic of a landau distribution. Figure D.9 compares the same type
of energy deposition plot for two runs. There appears to be a phase shift in the
histograms, which would alter the mean energy deposition. This effect was further
analyzed in figure D.10. Various percents of highest outliers were truncated from
the data set, and the resulting mean shift was plotted. A fairly constant difference
between runs was observed.
The analysis that most clearly shows detector calibration is in figures D.6 and
D.7. Figure D.6 shows the means of energy deposition plots for each wire. A well
defined shape exists in the collection plane, but not the induction plane. Figure
D.7 was created by subtracting the two runs in figure D.6 and focusing only on the
collection plane. There is no theoretical justification for a difference between runs
in mean detector response amplitude, so the constant parameter fit to the residual
energy deposition plot should be zero. This was not the case, and the fit parameter
was measured to be 21.0683± 0.5182 ADC/mm.
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D.4 Conclusions
The comparison of simulated and real positive muons in figure D.8 shows possible
detector smearing effects in the shape of the landau distribution. It is also possible
that this graph was smeared by the differing wire response amplitudes seen in figure
D.6. Both figures D.7 and D.10 quantified a difference between runs in mean detector
response amplitude on the order of one to five percent. A differing detector response
amplitude between runs will prevent high precision measurements of particle energy
deposition, and therefore particle energy, in the future. While different wire numbers
can be scaled to the same mean value to reshape the energy deposition plots to
more closely resemble a landau, it is unlikely that this correction alone will fix the
overall response amplitude shift seen in figure D.9. Further analysis of other detector
conditions, including but not limited to temperature and Argon purity, may help to
calibrate global changes in detector response amplitude out of the data set.
D.5 Additional Plots
Figure D.8: Comparison of energy collected for simulated and real positive muons
from run 6112
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Figure D.9: Comparison of energy collected for two runs
Figure D.10: Mean energy collected differs between runs, and the effect remains as
outliers are cut from the data.
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Appendix E
ProtoDUNE research at CERN
My summer 2017 research was broadly in CERN’s neutrino platform hardware
efforts. This did not contribute to the results of this thesis, but did advance the
neutrino community towards its larger goals for the future short and long baseline
experiments at Fermilab. Therefore my summer student report to CERN is included
here as an appendix to my larger neutrino project. This project had two main compo-
nents: detector assembly and data analysis work for ICARUS. Specifically, I worked
on assembly for the ProtoDUNE project and monitored the safety of ICARUS as it
was transported to Fermilab by analyzing the accelerometer data from its move.
E.1 Detector Assembly
E.1.1 Field Cage Module Assembly
When hardware arrived I was able to complete some assembly for ProtoDUNE’s
field cage. The field cage is a detector component that helps maintain the high electric
field across the drift volume of the time projection chamber. The drift volume is a
rectangular prism with high voltage on one side and ground on the side across from it.
The field cage surrounds the other four sides of the drift volume and steps down the
high voltage linearly across the direction of the electron drift (from high voltage to
ground). This completes the boundary conditions for a constant electric field within
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Figure E.1: Partially assembled field cage module mounted on cart and frame in the
clean room
the drift volume[15]. The field cage consists of structural components that mount the
voltage divider boards (for more detail see section E.1.2) and the conductive strips
that carry the voltage. An image of a partially assembled field cage module is shown
in figure E.1.
While I participated some in assembling the field cage modules, I mostly helped
assemble the carts and frames upon which the field cages are assembled. The field
cage modules will be stored on frame assemblies which disconnect from the carts and
stack on top of one another. There are 14 frame assemblies and each one takes about
2 hours to assemble with 3 people working. The carts and frames were assembled
outside the clean room before being wiped down with ethanol and then moved into
the clean room. Only one cart, frame, and field cage module fit inside the clean room
at a time.
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E.1.2 Voltage Divider Board Testing
A component of the ProtoDUNE field cage is a set of voltage dividers that
reduce the voltage from high voltage to ground linearly across the drift volume. An
example of the divider board is shown in figure E.2. The board has 9 places for an
electrical connection along the voltage divider, with 8 500 MΩ jumps for 4 GΩ of
total resistance from end to end. The boards were tested and packaged at Louisiana
State University before being shipped to CERN. Our job was to retest the boards to
make sure that none of them were damaged in shipping.
To test the resistance of these boards we applied 1000 V across each of the 500
MΩ circuits. We used a DMM to measure the voltage across a pick-off resistor, which
allowed us to measure a more manageable voltage and then calculate the resistance of
the 500 MΩ circuit from this voltage. Our results tended to be within ±5MΩ of the
nominal 500 MΩ value. We not only wanted to compare to the nominal value but also
the the value that LSU found when they tested with the same setup before shipping
the boards. Our values had a constant offset from the LSU values. We believe this is
because we do not have a measured resistance of LSU’s pick off resistor (other than
the nominal value, which is known). Our constant offset could be corrected by a small
(2%) change to the pick off resistor value. The offset is so constant we believe this is
the most likely source of the error.
E.1.3 Helium Leak Testing
Another hardware task that I completed was testing the ProtoDUNE-DP cryo-
stat for leaks with Helium. There are approximately 70 holes that need to penetrate
the cryostat to feed cables from the cold region to the outside lab. The pipes were
welded in place and then sealed temporarily at both ends with a cap and silicon
caulking. We pumped helium into the cavity and tested the welds with a sniffer to
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Figure E.2: Setup to test the voltage divider board resistances
see if any Helium could be found escaping. Helium is used because it is lighter than
air and can be pumped in to the bottom of the container and will rise and escape
through any opening in the welding. We pumped the helium in from the bottom of
the pipe and used the sniffer to check for the presence of helium along each weld. It
is important to test any areas from the bottom up because the Helium rises and a
lower leak may be confused with a higher leak if not tested in this order. No leaks
were found.
E.2 ICARUS data analysis
In addition to hardware work I completed data analysis of accelerometer signals
from the ICARUS move to Fermilab. ICARUS left on my first day at CERN at was
traveling for 6 weeks. Signal processing work was needed on this dataset because often
”fake” signals were produced. A fake signal could be induced on the accelerometer
when it is bumped independently of the cryostat, and this often happened when data
was read out because a cable had to be plugged in to the accelerometer. This often
created signals on the order of 20 times the acceleration due to gravity, which were
initially a cause for concern. Records were kept on when data was read out, so many
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of these signals could easily be removed from the dataset. Additionally, the drivers
kept records of when they hit a significant bump in the road that might have caused
a signal. However, even still some signals fell outside both of these categories. For
instance, a fairly large (9g) signal was seen when the cryostat was parked and nobody
was known to be working on it (figure E.3). My data analysis aimed to answer
questions about these type of signals and characterize them as being more similar to
known real or known fake signals.
Figure E.3: An example of an accelerometer signal of unknown origin.
I explored many metrics that might help classify accelerometer signals. Ultimately,
the best performing metrics were the rate of attenuation (time constant of a fit with
form of exponential envelope multiplied by a sine wave) and certain bins of the Fourier
transform of the waveform. Cuts were placed on these variables in order to optimize
the purity and efficiency of the sample that was retained when known real and fake
signals were classified. For more information see appendix ??. A purity of 64% and
an efficiency of 72% was achieved in this method.
Finally, a Bayesian analysis was performed to evaluate the classifier’s performance.
The aim of this calculation was to understand given a classifier’s decision, real or
fake, what the odds were that a signal was truly real. A Bayesian calculation told
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us that given a signal classified as fake there was a 2% chance it was real, and given
a signal classified as real there was a 42% chance it was fake. This was acceptable
because almost no real signals were accidentally thrown away, and all the signals
that remained were small enough to not cause any worry (even though many of them
were fake signals, a small fake signal is no concern). The distribution of peak signal
amplitude for signals classified as real is shown in figure E.6.
E.3 Conclusions
While some of the hardware arrivals did not coincide well with my stay at
CERN, I was able to assist some in detector assembly. This included the assembly
of the field cage, a crucial detector component. During the wait I was able to write
useful code that demonstrated that ICARUS was most likely kept safe during its
trip to Fermilab. The work this summer was a broad lesson in the CERN neutrino
platform hardware’s maintenance and installation.
E.4 Additional Plots
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Figure E.4: Average Fourier transform for known real and fake signals. The 0-200 Hz
and 400-650 Hz bin ranges were used to differentiate between real and fake signals.
Figure E.5: Exponential decay time constant for known real and fake signals. The
cut was placed on this histogram to optimize the classifier performance on known
signals.
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Figure E.6: Peak signal amplitude for signals classified as real by my algorithm
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